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FOREWORD
The account which follows is by no means a definitive history of the
Psychological Warfare Division (PWD) SHAEF. It does not presume to relate
everything that PWD did. The aim has been to describe the development of the
organization, the operations in which it engaged, and to give, where possible,
the circumstances in which this development took place.
In general, the activities of PWD appeared to fall into three categories:
(a) operations against the enemy in the field and at home, and operations
Ciirected toward Occupied peoples, (tl) so-called consolidation operations in
liberated Allied area, (c) control of German information services.
The work of at least one operating section, Leaflets, was involved solely with
(a) above. It had no functions in consolidation or relative to German information
services. Others, however, like Radio, covered all three areas of activity.
An attempt has been made to. describe the activities of the various operating
sections in two parts. Where a section dealt in both combat and consolidation
fields, these have been described together. The German control operation, on
the other hand, has been described separately.' Thus, although the German
control experiment with the newspaper in Aachen began long before the sur·
render of the Wehrmacht, it is described separately from the consolidation press
operations in France.
A separate chapter has been allotted to Special Operations, rather than to
attempt to detail the activities of the various media sections in each such operation.
The background of the activities of the Allied Information Service-the name
under which PWD operated in friendly liberated countries-also is described
in a separate chapter, but in a rather genf!ral way. More details of the
activities of the various media in AIS are given in the special chapters allotted
to them. Because of tlie unique character of the PWD operation and because of the
ebb and flow of personnel, certain files concerning minor details are necessarily
lacking. However, it is submitted that the broad philosophy underlying the
missions and accomplishments of PWD is clearly defined.
>

I. INTRODUCTION
Psychological Warfare Division, Supreme Headquarte:os Allied Expeditionary
Force, was a spec~al staff division of SHAEF charged with responsibility for the
prosecution of psychological warfare in the area of continental Europe con
tr<>lled by the Supreme Commander. Unlike the other divisions of SHAEF. PWD
had both staff-planning and operationai functions.
The missions of PWD were:
(a) To wage psychological warfare against the enemy.
(b) To use the various media available to psychological warfare to sustain
the morale of the people of friendly nations occupied by the enemy and to
cause the people of these countries to acquiesce in the wishes of the Supreme
Commander.
(c) To conduct so-called Consolidation Propaganda operations in liberated
friendly countries.
(d) To control information services.in Allied-occupied Germany.
Propaganda against the enemy fell into two categories:
(a) Combat propaganda, which is tactical propaganda conducted in the
forward areas and toward those relatively limited groups of the populations
immediately behind the enemy lines.
(b) Strategic propaganda, the function of which is to further long-term
strategic aims;
Propaganda also divides into three categories along another line. There are
white, black, and gray propaganda.
In its simplest terms, white propaganda is propaganda whose source is
clearly indicated.
In black propaganda, an attempt is made to cause the target audiences to
believe that the source is something other than it really is.
Gray,propaganda falls between the other two. Its source is not indicated one
way or another.
PWD was the ag~ncy which coordinated psychological warfare operations
within the juzisdiction of the Supreme Allied Commander. However, it must
be borne in mind that certain civilian agencies of the British and American
governments dealt in strategic propaganda, which, because of the range of
i
powerful radio transmitters, entered this theater.
Beyond this, political policy directives under which PWD operated stemmed l.
originally from civilian agencies. The political policies of America and Britain
are developed by the State Department and the Foreign Office, The propaganda
aspects of these policies were developed on the American side by the Office
of War Information and on the British side by the Political Intelligence" Depart
ment of the Foreign Office (PID) and the Ministry of Information (MOl). Directives
governing these propaganda policies reached PWD through military channels,
however, and with the approval of the Combined Chiefs of Staff. Thus, although
the origins of PWD's directives were civilian in character, the operation of PWD
itself was a military one under military command.
It is obvious that this dual nature of PWD implied an unusual intricacy of
relationships.
Psychological Warfare Division, SHAEF was the first agency, military or
civilian, to coordinate successfully in Western Europe the efforts of the numerous

l
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mWtary and civ'illan alilenele. which had waliledAnlillo-Ameritan ,p.ychoI9Iical
warfare .ince the betinninl of the war..
On the American Iide there had existed for lome yean in MIS. 0-2. War
Department, a .mall P.ycholotical Warfare Section. In the la~e .umm.r of 1941.
a few month. before Pearl Harbor. the Otfice of the Coordinator of Information
(COI)wal eatabU.hed in Wuhlntton. The COl had within it th'e ,lementa which
liter were .•eparated into the Office of Strategic Service. (OSS) and the Over....
.Brl.lnch of the Office· of War Information (OWl). The cor Initiated official
American IOvernment Ihort wave broadcast. to enemy and enemy-occupied
countrie.· in the Autumn of 1941.
On the Britilh .Ide, PID, MOl and the BBC were directinl b~dca.taand
droppinl leafletl on enemy and enemy-occupied countrlel from the be,mninl
01 the ·war in September. 1939.
In the. Autumn of 1942-atter the COl was .pllt into OSS and OWl-the
London Liai.on Section of OWl. and PID, alilreed to i••ue each week a Joint
P.ychololillcal Warfare Directive to which tha varlou. p.ycholotical warfare
alilenel.. of the two countries would be .ubJect. Thl. wal the flr.t major iIlItance
01 practical cooperation between the p.ychololillcal warfare alilenele. I.n Britain
and America. Thll Joint Directive continued al the political policy ellrective "for
PWD until the end of It. operation•.
The clo...t linealance.tor of PWD/SHAEP appeared in November 1942 when,
at the order. of Oeneral Si.enhower. a Joint mUltary-elvllian Anllo-Amerlcan
P.ycholollcal Warfare Unit wa. attached to Allied Porce Headquarter. after the
Allied landinlil. in Prench North Africa. Thi. alilency wa. known as the P.ycho
10lillclal Warfare Branch, APHQ, and It laid many of the foundation. on which
PWD/SHABF later wa. to build a much larler and more Intricate .true:ture. It wei
In PWBIAPHQ that the early 1..lonl .of Anlillo-Amerlcan clvWan·military
cooperation were learned and where much of the trial·and-error involved in the
new field of combat p.ychololillcal warfare operation. wa. underlone. Certain
of the perlonnel which had had experience in PWB later became a part of PWO.
Brlliladler General Robert A. McClure, Chief of PWD. had been E:hief of the
Information and Cenlor.hlp Section of Allied Porce Headquarterl. of which
PWB wal a branch.
Bven before the end· 01 the Battle for Tuni.ia, on April 29, 1943. the fint
dI.cu••ion. leadlnlil to the formation of PWD were belnlil c06ducted' in London.
On that date a meetinl wal held at the War Office to ellICU•• the orlanization of
the Intellililence Directorate at COSSAC and durinl the coune of the meetinl
reference was made to the need for a .eparate dlvl.IQn for Publlc:lty and Propa
liIandaWarfare activltles in order to divorce .uch responslblUties fromlntelUlence.
Two months later, a plan for the creation ofa Directorate of Pres. and Propa
ianda (DPP) was submitted to the Joint Intelliience Committee of the War
Cabinet and approved by them. This was on June 29, 1943. The next day this
plan was approved by the Chiefs of Staff Comlttee.
On July 5, Lt. Colonel Thor M. Smith was appointed by BTOUSA as the
United States representative on the DPP Planninl Staff. Durin, the next three
months the DPP plan reached the chart staie and copiel were circulated to all
concerned in Britain and America. In October the name Presl and Propaaanda
was chanliled to Publicity and Psychological Warfare.
Late in October the Combined Chief. of Staff in Washinlilton alreed to the
DPP plan In principle but decided to leave the .taff orlanization to the deci.ion
of the Supreme Commander when he should be named. The Combined Chief. of
Staff recommended that there be two helld., one British and one American, for
the Pllblicity and Psycholoaical Warfare Divi.lon. The Briti.h Chief. of Staff
\4
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Committee did not concur and urged reconsideration of the single head principle.
On November 11, 1943 the U.S. Chiefs of Staff replied that the decision should be
left to the Supreme Allied Commander. On November \3 Brigadier General
McClure arrived in London, from AFHQ to assume the duties as chief of the
Publicity and Psychological Warfare Division.
On February 14, 1944 Brigadier General McClure was appointed Assistant
Chief of Staff, G-6, which was the new designation of the P and PW Division. On
April 13 announcement was made of the discontinuance of the G-6 Division as
a general staff division of SHAEF. In its place two special divisions were
announced. Orie was the 'Public Relations Division under Brigadier General
Thomas J. Davis and the other, the Psychological Warfare Division under Briga
dier General McClure. The SHAEF General Orders announcing the foregoing also
Itated that, where necessary, the Public Relations Division and the Psychological
Warfare Division would share communications and censorship facilities.
Although the internal organization of PWD/SHAEF changed materially
through the months, PWD's relationship to other Staff Divisions and to the
Supreme Allied Commander remained substantially the same from this point
onward until the dissolution of SHAEF.
SHAEF was dissolved officially as of 2400 hours 13 July 1945. With the
dissolution of SHAEF, the Anglo-American aspect of PWD's operation disap
peared, On the British side an organization known as the Information Services
Control Brl3nch, Control Commission for Germany, came into being. On the
American side, the successor to PWD was designated the Information Control
Division, Hqs. U.S. Forces European Theater, and the Information Control Service.
U.S. Group Control Council. Brigadier General McClure was Chief of both of
thete American organIzations.
The reader should recognize that despite these changes in designation, and
despite the separation as between Britain and America, the activities of the
successors to PWD continued separately in much the same paths on July 14 as
they had been traversing jointly before midnight on July 13.
However, since this is not a history of psychological warfare and its
corollaries in general but of PWD/SHAEF, no more than a glimpse cf what lay
beyond the date of the dissolution of SHAEF can be given here.

*

Through most of the life of PWD, until the beginning of the German Infor
mation Control operation, the Chief of PWD was assisted by four deputies, one
representing each of the four civilian agencies which contributed personnel
to PWD, namely, OWL, OSS, PID, and MOl. For a period there was a fifth who
served as the Chief's deputy on purely military matters.' Some months before the
German surrender, the civilian deputy representing OSS was withdrawn for other
duties, and later the post of military deputy was abolished.
While the four civilian deputies functioned. the various operating sections
were divided among them as their primary responsibilities.
These sections were:
(a) Plans and Directives
(el Press
(b) Intelligence
(f) Films
(cl Radio
(g) Publications and Display
(d) Leaflets
(hI Special Operations
CiviliaI,l and military administration, warehousing-transport-supply, and personnel
were placed under the Executive Office.
• The deputies were: Mr. C. D. Jackson (OWl); Mr. R. H. S. Grossman (PlD); Mr. Dennis
Routh (Mal); Mr. Fred Oechsner (aSS); Colonel Harold D. Kehm.
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For a time there was also a post known as Chief of Operations whose
occupant funct~oned below the deputies and above th, operating sections. This
post was abolished early in July 1944. '
In AFHQ, PWB (the prototype of PWO/SHAEF) had performed all staff and
operational functions in the ,field of psychological warfare. A history of all
psychological warfare activities -in' AFHQ and a history of PWB!AFHQ ,could
not but be, the same paper. This was not literally true of PWO/SHAEF.
SHABF Operation ~emorandum No.8 dated March 11, 1944, defined the
responsibilities fQr the control. coordination, and' operation of psychological
warfare within the Allied Expeditionary Force. In paragraph 5B under the title
"Combat Propaganda," the memorandum stated that "combat propaganda will
be confined within the terms of directives issued by SHAEF to Army Groul"
and, as necellsary, to Allied Naval Expedition.ary Force and Allied Expeditionary
Air Force." Parag~aph 50 then stated "In order to execute psychological war
flUe planr prepared under these directives, Army Groups will raise, administer
and operate psychological warfare field operational units capable of carrying
Ol1t" these activities.
Paragraph 6 of the memorandum, titled "Consolidation Propaganda," .tated
that consolidation propag"oda would nc~rmal1y be carried out by Supreme
Headqtrarters, Allied Expeditionary Force. When desirable and practicaQle, tasks
will be decentralized to Army Groups under special directives." Finally,
paragraph 7 of the memorandumre-emphasized that "the successful outcome of
psychological warfare demands centralized control and coordination of propa
ganda themes and aima. Any departure from the principle can only lead to
ineffective OJ disa~trous results." SUb-paragraph C under paragraph 7 stated that
"Any departure required by Commanders-in-Chief (Commanding General.),
Army Groups, or !Subordinate commanders from the terms of directives issued
to them will be referred to and receive the prior concurrence of Supreme
Headquarters."
Thus the conduct of Combat psychological warfare was removed from
PWO/SHAEF. On the other hand, Consolidation Propagandaoperati(~)Ds were
made the specific responsibility of SHAEP. Finally PWO/SH.bLEp's policy control
of Army Group Psychological Warfare through directives was established.
Within the context of Operation Memorandum No.8, 'PWD/SHAEF's general
funttions were:
(a) Staff planning.
(ll) Issuance of policy directives to Army Groups,
(c) Supply 6f certain personnel and equipment to Army Group combat teams.
(d) Supervision of training of personnel for Army Group teams.
(e) Production and dissemination of leaflets by strategic aircraft.
tf) Certain strategic radio.
(g) Consolida.tion propaganda in friendly liberated countries.
[This was done by a separate organization stemming from PWD which was
,
known as Allied Information Service (AIS).]
(h) Operation of captured fixed radio transmitters on the continent.
(i) Liaison assistance in certain circumstances to G-l and G-5.
(j) Control of information services in Germany.
This paper will attempt to describe in some detail all of the foregoing
functions.
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II. BACKGROUND
In order to explain the exact nature of PWD's coordinating function' in
psychological warfare in the area controlled by the Supreme Commander, it
appears necessary to give here a brief description of the psychological warfare
activities which were going on in this general area before PWD came into being
The most important single instrument for psychological warfare in this area
was the British Broadcasting Corporation. The European Service of the BBC,
using many powerful transmitters, represented the official voice of the British
government tho the people of Europe, whether enemy, enemy-occupied, or neutral
Beyond this, because of the proximity of Britain to the Continent, the BBC Home
Service, in its own way, was an instrument for psychological warfare since its
signal was audible on the Continent.
The BBC functioned under its own directives which were based on the PID
directives, and, later, on the Joint OWI/PID directives referred to in Chapter I
of this paper.
In America, certain short wave transmitters controlled by the OWl beamed
programs in many languages to the same audiences as those reached by BBC.
As time went on, an increasing number of OWl "Voice of America" programs
were relayed by BBC under the general title "America Calling Europe."
Before D-Day (June 6, 1944) OWI.inaugurated broadcasting over transmitters
erected in Britain which were linked under the name of the American Broad·
casting Station in Europe (ABSIE).
These transmitters-BBC and ABSIE-were managed and operated by
the civilian a&encies. They continued to be managed and operated by the
civilian agencies. Their programs were heard not only within the area con
trolled by the Supreme Commander, but far beyond those limits as well. How
ever, they formed one of the most important of the media available ·to PWD.
Thus, when shortly before D-Day PWD inaugurated continuing broadcasts of
instructions known as "The Voice of SHAEF," BBC and ABSIE were the outlets.
Special directives from the Supreme Commander were channel~d through PWD
for BBCand ABSIE.
In the field of leaflets, as in radio, large scale operations had been conducted
by OWl and PIO before PWD came on the scene. On the British side, PID had
been engaging in leaflet operations since the beginning of the war, using the
Royal Air Force as its dissemination medium. OWl had been conducting leaflet
operations since the summer of 1942. In the beginning, the RAF was used by
OWl in the absence of Am~rican aircraft. As time went on, OWl's leaflet
operation expanded until a special squadron of B-l1s of the Eighth U.S. Air
Fbrce was assigned exclusively to this work:
.
It was against this background of already existing activities that PWD took
up the task of coordinating Anglo-American psychological warfare on a military
rather than a civilian basis under the specific directives of the Supreme Allied
Commander.
In the beginning, PWD was largely without personnel or equipment. It was
an idea rather than an operation, In order to pass from the idea stage to the
.operational stage it was required that the four civilian agencies detail person
nel 'and equipment to PWD. Like the other Divisions 9f SHAEF, PWD WIlS to
utilize British and American personnel interchangeably. Beyond this/· and unlike
the other Divisions of SHAEF, PWD was to utilize civilian personnel from the
·1
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four civilIan agencies in bothpianning and opeFational functions. It, must be
borne in mind that because of the nature of psychological warfare, and in view
of the background of the civilian agencies, civilians at first formed the largest
group of trained operational personnel available to PWP.
Despite the experience gained in PWBI AFHQ, the agencies in London did
not at first comprehend the relationship that was to exist between them and
PWD/SHAEF in the western European military operation. This relationship was,
in point of fact, quite simple: all psychological warfare activities against the
enemy, and all consolidation propaganda activities conducted in liberated coun
tries were to be conducted or controlled by PWD/SHAEF as the representative
of the Supreme Commander. PWD was to be, in effect, the umbrella under which
everyone, military and civilian, engaged in psychological warfare activities
would function. The civilian agencies were to assign personnel to PWD, and so
long as such individuals were on .assignment to PWD, they were under the
immediate direction of the Chief of PWD and not under the direction of the
clUefs of the several agencies. Instructions and directives governing the activi
ties of these individuals did not reach them 'directly from their o'riginal agen
cies, but through military channels and the office of the Chief of PWD.
It was~envisagedthat, when military exigencies no longer demanded; military
control of Consolidation Propaganda activities and certain of the civilian per
sonnel would be returned to the civilian agencies, which would then take over,
on a national rather than joint basis, and as civilians, the continuing tasks which
had been begun under military control by PWD.
Under the tel"ms of Operation Memorandum No.8, referred to in Chapter I
of this paper, Army Groups began the task of assembling psychological war
fare teams in the early spring of 1944. Only one Army Group, the 21st, was to
be in the field at the beginning of the Normandy operation. At the same time,
the. Headquarters of a U.S. Army Group was located in London. This Army
Group was to become operational when the Third U.S. Army would join the
First U.S. Army in France. Then the First Army would be withdrawn from
21st Army Group and a purely American Army Group would operate beside
the British 21st. The 12th U.S. Army Group became operational in July 1944,
and control of the P.W. Team of First U.S. Army reverted to the Psychological
Warfare Branch of 12th Army Group.
On the American side, the basis of personnel for psychological warfare in
the field was a purely military unit known as a Mobile Radio Broadcasting
Company (MRBC). The first MRBC had been assigned to PWD/AFHQ. As time
went on, the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th MRBCs operated with the American armies
in France. Other personnel, both military and civilian, was attached for the
purposes of lift, administration, etc. to one or another of the MRBCs. On the
BJitish side there was no such unit basis as this and personnel was attached to
the Psychological Warfare Branch, 21st Army Group on an individual basis.
In both Army Groups, the Psychological Warfare Branch was part of a com
bined Publicity and Psychological Warfare Division, similar to that which had
existed in SHAEF before April 13, J944, when Publicity and psychoiogical War
fare were separated.
Assignment of personnel by i:he civilian agencies and by the British and
American forces to PWDfSHAEF proceeded through the late winter of 1943 and
spring of 1~44. When the Staff-planning sections were complete, PWD/SHAEF
began the additional task of re-assigning personnel to Army Groups. On the
American side there was a further re-assignment from the Army Group to First
U.S. Army. This personnel later was to be brouRht back to 12th Army Group
when it became operational.
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PWO, with the aid of certain already established British and American
agencies, undertook the screening and training of personnel to be offered for
assignment to Army Groups.
At the same time, specific operational planning was going forward within
the sections of PWD/SHAEF. A plan for taking over information services in
Europe under "RANKIN" CASE C conditions was presented to the Chie~ of Staff,
Latei the PWD plans for "OVERLORD" and other operations were completed.
Liaison was initiated with representatives of the several exiled Allied
lovernments in London, Stockpiling of radio, press and publications material
was coordinated among the several contributing agencies by PWD. The News
Section experimented with a special radio news file which later was to form the
bastll of press activities on the Continent,
The Leaflet Section undertook to coordinate the separate British (PIO) and
American (OWl) leaflet operations, and a joint PIO/OWI printing-production
directorate was set up in order .to make the most effective use of the.e fadUtiea
1n the United Kingdom,
.
As has been noted previously, the "Voice of SHAEP" broadcasts began on
SSC and ABSIB before D-Day. The.e were to continue throughout the Ufe of
SHABP and represented the radio aspect of the relatively simple basic pattern
that all PWD activities assumed in the Western European operation. PWD, as
the articulation of the Supreme COmmander to the people of enemy and enemy
ocoupied countries, utilized all its available media for the simple purpose of
telling the various audiences what the Supreme Commander wished them to do,
why they should do it, and what they might expect if they carried out the Su
preme Commander's wishes, Thus, although PWD/SHAEF did not by any means
perform all psychological warfare operations in Western Europe, its directive
control was sufficient to permit it to coordinate the efforts of the agencies and
individuals which contributed toward the total psychological warfare impact
and to coordinate these efforts along the simple line of the Supreme Comman
der's specific expressed wishes, PWD/SHAEP was the channel that extended
back to the political policy-making agendes in London and Washington and
forward to the extreme front lines where Psychological Warfare Team. were in.
Immediate contact with the enemy.
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III. NATURE OF PSYCHOLOGICAL WARFARE
Although, as noted earlier, the history of PWD/SHAEF and the history of
pliiychological warfare in Western Europe are not coextensive, an overall under
standing of the' nature of psychological wat:iare, its ends and means, appears
necessary for a thorough comprehension of the place of PWD/SHAEF in the
larger picture.
Psychological warfare as ,a weapon of war is by no means new. In its -sim:
plest terms it stems from earliest times. In the first year or two of this war,
Cerman psychological warfare was eminently successful as an integral part of
the overall Cerman effort against Poland, Norway, France, Belgium, H9lland
against all of Germany's eventual adversari.es, in fact, except Britain, United
States, and Russia.
However, despite this, and despite t.he role played by Psychological War
fare in the closing months of the last war, Anglo-American psychological war
fare was slow in organizing itself for all-out effort. The principles of psycho
logical warfare were understood. but the or2anization, personnel, ~d equipment.
required to put these principles into operation..were not immediately forthcoming.
The aims of psychological warfare are to destroy the fighting morale of our
enemy, both at home and at the front, and to sustain the morale of our Allies.
In the case of both, the ultimate aim is to build up a background of acceptance
of what we say to the point where•. when the time arrives, the instructions of
the Supreme Commander can be tra,tlsmitted quickly to the audiences for wJiich
they are intended, with some hope that these instructions will be acted upon.
In its ~mplest terms, modern psychological warfare is a vast Opeli'ltion in
the field of publicity. Every possible medium of expression must be mobilized
in order to achieve the broadest possible coverage. Thus,.not only fixed radio
transmitters, such as the BBC and ABSIE, are used, but mobile radio transmitters
and pUblic address vans. Leaflets are dropped not only by heavy bombers, but
by medium bombers and fighter bombers, and they are fired over the lines by
artillery, and carried· into enemy positions by patrols and agents. Leaflets are
printed in milijons of copies on large static presses at such bases as the United
Kingdom, and" also in smaller quantities on mobile presses for immediate use
neal' the front.
Newspapers are published for liberated areas in order to fulfill the people's
need for the information which will diS1>ell rumors and clssist the appropriate
milital'Y authorithies in maintaining order ~nd in qUIckly returning the areas
to a semblance of normality.
Where necessary, wall news bulletin are published with the same aim in
view. Posters are provided, givina instructions to the newly liberated people.
Publications are distributed, continuing the line begun by the more immediate
media such as newspapers and posters.
All of these activities necessarily represent a need for speedy communica
tions between the front and the base of operations. They represent both a source
and a need for immediate intelligence concerning the areas under operation.
These are the physical aspects of thE" task. I.argely, these aspects have their
counterparts in other branches of the total military effort. But there the similar·
ity ceases. The results of psychological warfare are more ephemeral and diffi
cult to assay. For example, leaflets discharged at the enemy by artillery shell
cannot be regarded as so many paper bullets calculated to produce the imme
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Leaflet bombs dropped trom a B_17 of the 8th ,U.S. Air Force tumble on Merseburg,
Germany. (USSTAF Photo.)

dlaLl' dh:ct 01 pn~ud<.lill~ l~llClllY solclit'r& to desert. In t.he latter days of the wal,

when the Germall break-up was proceeding rapidly, thousands of deserters came
U\'N bearing leaflet& flS thp,ir safe conduct. Blit this was merely the end result
of psychological warlare efforts directed again'st the enemy since the campaign
began. One leaflet or one broadcast by a public address van across the lines
will never, save in exceptional cases, achieve the end of causing a soldier to
desert unless he was already nearly of a mind to ,do it anyway. The essence of
successful psychoiogical warfare is consistency and repetition. In the large,
picture, however, psychologic,al warfare cannot function in a vacuum. It must
be tied closely to military events and without the impressiveness of military
successes it c'annot itself be successfuL
P\VD had behind it sufficient trial and error experience to understand this
most important aspect of its work. In the early days of the war the British leaf
lets dropped by the RAF on Germany could not but have been without result.
since during that first winter of 1939--40 the German people could not possibly
have found any logic in the British propaganda that they give up the war.
Poland had been overrun with impre&sive ease and there was nothing on the
horizon to indicate to the Germans that anything but continued success lay
ahead.
If psychological warfare is in essence a vast task of publicity, similar in
many ways to modern advertising, its basic sales argument is the force of milit·
ary might. And this, of course, requires hard evidence.
Eventually, PWD wished to express the will of the Supreme Commander to
cause German soldiers to surrender before they might otherwise have done so.
In order to do this PWD had to prove to the German soldier that the will of the
Supreme Commandt'l' wac; supported by overwhelmingly superior arms. But
during the early period of the Normandy campaign PWD could .not call upon
the German soldier to surrender because the point of military superiorityhacl
not been proved. This required military events. During that early period, PWD
concentrated vast efforts .against the German soldiers in the West, but the mes
sages involved were mostly simply news bulletins of the progress of the fight
ing. They 'were the beginning of a long pressure which, it was hoped, would
eventually result in surrenders of German soldiers who came to be convinced
of the military evidence on the Allied side.
In the early days of the campaign PWD restricted itself primClrily t~)
bringing news to the German soldiers in order to establish an l~ventual belief
in the authenticity 01 what PWD sai<.l. This acceptance could come only when
the German soldier had had an opportunity to compare' whClt P\,VD told him
with events as he knew them and against the background of what his own
leaders told him. As time went on, and the Allied cause improved and the
German retrogress~d, the ·&pced with which German soldier after German
soldier accepted the Allied version of events increased in geometric progression.
This very circumstance is an indication of the extreme importan~e of complete
integration of psychological warfare activities into the planning' and operations
of a military campaign. Without any knowledge of military plans and lacking
d thorough appreciation of ,the day by day changes in the pressures at the front,
psychological warfare would have' been a haphazard and almost useless addition
to the intricacies of modern large scale warfare.
Since the technique of waging a campaign of psychological wartare depends
upon the slow building of acceptance by the audfence, it follows that truth is
the most important ingredient in psychological warfare. Such truth, to be sure.
can, and sometimes must, be selective, for often the truth is not credible to the
enemy However, selective or not, use hy overt propaganda of falsehood.. which
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can be proved false by the enemy is the SClDle as killing the goose that might
eventually lay golden eggs.
While the long process of building up toward acceptance by the enemy weill
on, psychological warfare had available an immediate and mor~ amenable
audience. This audience was composed of the people of enemy-occupied coun
tries. From D-Day onwards PWD addressed, by leaflet and radio, the people of
France, Belgium, and the Netherlands, transmitting to them the instructions of
the Supreme Commander. In the beginning, th~se instructions were to sit tight
and to await further instructions. This was of extreme importance. Had these
people acted prematurely, they would have risked their lives needlessly and
would have been lost to the Allies when they were really needed to act as
saboteurs, etc. Thus, from the beginning, there was work for PWD to do relative
to both of its audiences, namely, friends and foes. The audience of friends pre
sented a relatively easy problem. The audience across the line was more dif
ficult. To the German soldier it had to be proved that his defeat was inevitable;
to tbe German civilian, the same point had to be proved in a different way and
in different terms.
As large areas were liberated, PWD used various of its media to guide a
bewildered populace and to assist the several national governments to reassume
their own information functions after four years of occupation.
finally, with" the defeat of Germany, FWD assumed its ultimate task, that
of assisting the military occupying authorities in controlling German thought
and expression as the first step toward eventual re-education of the nation.
The chapters that follow will attempt to describe in detail the means whereby
all of these missions were accomplished.
Description of PWD operations will be divided as between operations prior
to the formal occupation of Germany, and operations after that date, the latter
concerning control of German information services.
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IV. PLANS AND DIRECTIVES SECTION
Troughout the greater part of PWD activity up to the surrender of the
German Army Plans & Directives' sub-sections were linked under a single
civilian deputy. As is obvious, the work of these two sub-sections was inex
tricably linked. When overall plans were made for particular operations. direct
ives implementing them were a corollary.
As was noted earlier, the first plan for psychological warfare operations
prepared by PWD was written early in 1944, at a time when the organizational
structure of PWD was simply a skeleton; and a very slender one at that. This plan
presumed to cover PWD operations in the event of a sudden German collapse
under conditions known by the c.ode phrase RANKIN-Case C. Much of the
work in preparing this plan was done by individuals from OWl and PID who
later were to play greater or lesser parts in PWD. The overan plan was prepared
in a very few days in response to an urgent demand from the Chief of Staff,
SHAEF, and, in retrospect, it must be stated that much of the plan as originally
put down would have proved inoperable in fact. As time went on, the original
RANKIN-Case C Plan was revised in the light of increased knowledge of the
problems and conditions.
.
)
In the weeks following the preparation of the original RANKIN-CASE C
Plan, PWD laid its plans for psychological warfare operations involved in the
projected invasion of Northwestern France. Operation Memorandum No. 8 was
approved by the Chief of Staff and directives covering formation of psycho
logical warfare teams with Army Groups were passed down. Meanwhile, the
first important continuing directive for propaganda against the enemy was is
sued. This covered, in general terms, the subject of propaganda against the
German armed forces. A copy of this forms an appendix to this paper. This
was available for study before D·Oay by PWD/SHAEF headquarters and by
members of the combat propaganda teams, which were being assembled in
various places outside London.
It will have been noted that under terms of Operation Memorandum
No.8, directive control of psychlogical warfare operationsdn' Western Europe,
whether by SHAEF or by Army Groups. was a primary responsibility of PWDI
SHAEF. Some discussion of the background of such control may be pertinent here.
Like so many aspects of PWD/SHAEF and of psychological warfare combat
leams in Western Europe, the collateral ancestor of the PWD/SHAEF· policy
control problem is to be found in PWBIAFHQ. Because it was so completely
without precedent, PWB/AFHQ in its early days in the autumn and winter of
1942 appeared to fall between two shools in the matter of policy control. On
the one hand, its essentially military character was not immediately understood
nor recognized. On the other, the original authority of the various civilian agen
cies of the Anglo.Am~~ican governments to formulate political and propaganda
)olicy was not clearly defined within the military organization of the new
Anglo-American military theater in the Western Mediterranean. As time passed.
however, and the functions of PvVB/AFHQ came to be understood by the civilian
agencies in Britain and America and by the other echelons of the AFHQ military
command, the basis for PWB interpretation of civilian political and propaganda
policies in terms of immediate military exigencies was established. This basis
did not change, essentially, in PWO/SHAEF.
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U.S. artillerymen examine PWD Safe Conduct leaflets preparatory to firing them into
enemy lines near Reipertsweiler, Northern AJsace. (U.S. Signal Corps Photo.)
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It WdS simply this:
The basic long-term political policies of the two governments were laid
down by the State Department and the Foreign Offi'ce. The propaganda policies
based on these political policies were developed by the United States Office of
War Information and the Political Intelligence Department of the Foreign
Ottice. The Joint Weekly Directive prepared by OWl and PIO was the final
word. However, it was recognized that there must be a transition from basic
civilian political policy to the more immediate needs of the military command
in a specific theater. Thus, the Joint OWI/PIODirective came to PWD with the
understood approval of the Combined Chiefs of Staff, and it reflected local con
ditions not immediately available to the home office.
During the early months of PWBIAFHQ faulty communications had inhib
ited rapid dispatch of the directives from London and Washington to Algiers.
As long a'.i this situation persisted, PWB officers were forced to play by ear.
Most of these officers had had little or no experience with OWI-PIO propaganda
policy, and in .consequence, there was much straying from the official line. In
view of this, it is not surprising that when swift communications became avail
able, the civilian pOlicy-making agencies insisted that the pendulum swing the
other way, with the result that despite possible local military exigencies, PWB
was ordered to hew strictly to the letter of the official line. Ultimate balance
between these two. extremes was achieved during the period preceding the
abdication of Mus$plini and the Italian surrender.
Day by day and hour by hour there were local military and political devel
opments of 2reat importance which .could not be known immediately to the
civilian policy-making agencies in America and Britain. These developments
necessarily had great bearing on PWB's propaganda policy. It soon became
manifest that PWB officers were the best qualified to determine propaganda
policy in these rapidly changing circumstances.
Thus, pressure of events placed PWB in the position of recommending pQ)
icy to London and \Vashington and these recommendations usually were in
cluded in the next Joint Directive. Meanwhile PWB was permitted, because of
its knowledgeable position, to follow its own suggestions without awaiting
formal approval from London and Washington.
This gradual arrival at flexible policy control was reflected in the policy
(ontrol aspects of PWDiSHAEF. Fortunately, communications between London
dml the Army Groups, and later, between Paris and Army Groups, always were
more efficient than. communications between London and the Mediterranean
front (via Algiers) had been. In general, policy directives passed smoothly from
SHAEF and the lower echelons to frqnt line operating units. Upon occasions,
too be sure, during periods of rapid movement, there was an unavoidable time
lag, but this was merely the same problem that faced all military units in the
field. Sometimes, for instance, details of instructions contained in a radio Voice
of SHAEF were not received by psychological warfare combat teams, and the
first knowledge that these teams had concerning the Supreme Commander's
instructions to various groups of enemy or occupied peoples came to them
from the radio. It was difficult under such circumstances to coordinate the stra
tegic psychological warfare operations with immediate plans of Army G-3.
Generally speaking, the texts of the Voice of SHAEF, taken together, re
presented the regular operational policy contributions of PWD1SHAEF to the
continuing OWI-PIO policy direct.ives.
The Directives Section provided, in addition, daily gUidance notes for Army
and Army Group teams and for the civilian agencies at Rear. These notes were
1(;

based on SHAEF G·2 and G·3 bnefings, viewed in the light of PWD's L!lpecial
interest.
Beyond this, the Plans & Directives Section prepared certain special papers,
based on accumulated evidence bearing on operational policy. One such paper,
containing suggestions for phrasing of ultimata to enemy unit commanders, is
attached to this paper as an appendix.
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V. OPERATION OF PWD INTELLIGENCE
1. SCOPE"

Psychological Warfare intelligence differs from other military intelligence
in the sense that it must gather material not only for an appreciation of the
situation but also for actual production in the various media.
The operative echelons in PWD intelligence were the psychological warfare
detachments of Armies. These detachments were subject to control by the P
an PW Divisions of Army Groups. Since the Armies, under Army Group, were
responsible for tactical operations. i. e. short-term propaganda to the adjacent
enemy, the primary responsibility for psychological warfare intelligence of a
tactical nature rested with Armies. The primary function of the PWD Intelligence
Section was to organize and obtain the flow of intelligence Tequired for
strategic propaganda.
The PWD Intelligence Section had no chain of command, but operated by
suggestion to Army Groups for Armies as to its needs, and from time to time
by directives issued by the Chief of PWD on intelligence matters.
II. Sou r c e

The primary sources of PWD intelligence were:
a) G-2 material on the enemy's strength, capabilities and intentions.
b) G-3 material on the state of the battle and our potentialities.
c) Interrogation of prisoners of war with special emphasis on psychological
warfare matters.
d) Captured enemy documents.
e) Civilian interrogation.
f) Material obtained from other staff sections of each echelon and from the
civilian agencies.
III. 0 r g ani z a t ion

0

fIn tell i g e nee M i 8 8 ion II

The Intelligence Section of PWD/SHAEF, like the other sections, .seconded
personnel to Army Groups. Psychological Warfare Detachments of Armies were
provided with prisoner of war interrogators. document analysts, G-2 liaison
officers, and, after entry into Germany, G·5 liaison officers.
French intelligence dealing with the attitudes and state of' mind of the
Prench civilian population was an obligation of PWD Intelligence Section from
D-Day onwards until December 1944. It functioned through the Allied Infor
mation Service, the name under which PWD consolidation work in Prance was
done. A more detailed discussion of the operation of AIS in all sections will
be found elsewhere in this paper. AIS operated its own Intelligence Section and
the overall directives concerning the types of intelligence required were given
by the Intelligence Section of PWD. Reports from the field were avaluated and
circulated by this section.
With respect to Belgium and Dutch intelligence, the primary pschological
warfare responsibilities devolved upon psychological warfare representatives
in the SHAEP Missions to Belgium and the Netherlands. Intelligence officers
operated directly under the psychological warfare representative in such mi.·
alon. but apecial requests were made from time to time by the Intelligence
Se~tlon and materials required also were obtained for theu.se of the Mlisioni.
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from the end of 1944 PWD Intelligcnce Sec Lion cOllcenL"tated 011 German
intE'lligence bot,h IV it!, rcisppct to the Wehrmacht and to the Ger.man home front.
·IV. Organi:l!ation of PWD Intelligence St'clioJl
A.. Enemy Docublents. The normal flow of captured enemy documcnLs was
from regimcnt or division to G·2 Army and thence to G·2 Documents Section,
SHAEF. A PWD liaison officer sat in the G·2 Documents.Section, SHAEF for
the purpose of obtaining documents of interest to PWD. As this task increased
in size, additional pcrsonnel was added. The major problem was to work out
asyatem under which G·2 approval could be obtained for release of certain
'documents for use in propa~anda~ I~the case of documents which PWD wished
to use in propaganda, the' PWD haison officer discussed the matter with the
appropriate G·2 officer and if the material was reieaseablc, a' buckslip signed
bV"the' 0'·2 officer was attached, giving this pE!l'Inission.
'
Another problt'm was to work Ollt l\n arrangement with the civiliall agencies
wh.-reby they would be responsible for lIsing the documents undE'r thcir policy
directives concurred in byPWD/SHAEF, PID and OWl agreed to place represen·
tativcs at PWD Headquarters, to be attached to its staff lor the purpose of
insuring that docunwnts would be used byihe' strategic radio. In lhe later
months of war, captured enemy letters, generally taken unopened at a Feldp08t,
which had' always been 9f interest to PWD, becamc an object 01 extreme
inter£''ll to Radio Luxcmbourg. Many such letters were obtained by 12th Army
Group, but request was made for, more and arrangements werc cffected at
SHAEF tor thc trill1smission of packets of unopened mail to Radio Luxembourg, .
which lIsed lhem on an effective program called "Letters that never arrived."
D. Other relations with G-2. It was recognized at an early stage that 'proper
lurrent guidance required up-to-the-minute information on the state of battle
and the en('mies' capabilities and intentions. A liaison officer under the dlrec·
tion of theJ1WP lnlelligcnc'c S('clion was plac£'d in contact with G-2, SHAEF
principally th~ Summaries and Order or Rattle Sections. It' was a continuing
difficulty. lhat the ,overall picture of, the hatlle was obtained separatdy from
C·2 and G·3. G·3 liaison was obtained by the Plans and Directives Section and
it was' principally on future operations. The> rllt(!Jligence from 0-3 was obtained
rrom the War Rooln directly by the JnteIli2enC(' Section with certain additions
from Plans and Directive" I i<lison officer.
.
, The Intelligence Section's G-2 liaison officer wrote a daily report, geared as
ilme went on to daily outpu~, including extracts from prisoner of war interroga
tions, relevant extructs ,from captl.lre«;l clocument~; leacling enemy mili~ry per
!ionalilips, etc., as w('llas th(' state of the battle. This overall report was shown
daily to a responsible officer Of G-2, SHAEF, who marked the passages which
might be used for propaganda Md those which were lor informa.tion only.
The Intelliqence Section also held a wC'ekly meeting with lhe Chief of Opera-'
lionaI I,ntelligence, G·2 to l'eview the position and to discuss various prop
aganda possibilities based on the enemy's weaknesses andst,rength. A special
G·2 liaison officer was maintained at PWD Rear Echelon in London, who ob
tC'ined dail'lC briefinRs from ETa USA' and thE' War oerie,c. This was primarily for
tbe benefit of the civilian agencies, sin'cEO thE' Main PWD information, freqliently
'Cll'Tived too late for immediate USf.'.
C. Interrogation of Prisoners of War.. As has been shown, intelligence per
sonnel operated at Army Group level and it. wa, understood early that thE!
1/1/, Eil!RO/IEAN I'IIJ:Al FR w.OPI·III/inn, U,S, Army
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highest priority on prisoner of war interrogations at Ar~y level must be given
to items of a tactical nature. A primary responsibility of p"W Army Detachments
was to prepare tactical leaflets for immediate use again,t the enemy. Thus,
while certain items of general intelligence would normally be covered,'an objec
tive picture of the morale and attitudes of the Wehrmacht could not be obtained
entirely from such tactical minded interrogations. Soon after D-Day, therefore,
a special team of Interrogators, operating direct.ly under the Intelligence Section of
PWD, was created. This team conducted objective interrogations of non-selec
ted prisoners for purposes of studying the morale of the enemy and to deter
mine trends in morale. An arrangement was made with the Provost Marshal,
ETOUSA for camp facilities at 80urton-<ln-The-Hill, England where a team
taken from the 4th MRBC was installed. This team was sent .to· France and
functioned suc~essfully at various prisouer of war camps in there. It ga~hered
a large flow of material undiluted by any specific propaganda needs of a tac
tical nature. Standard form questionnaires were prepared with the assistance
of the War Office and various trend studies were made.
In addition,. there was attached to the Intelligence Section a Survey Sub
section which contucted polls 'of public opinion among various types of respon
dents. This section did a certain amount of work in France, mostly on reac
tions to Allied propaganda in the various media. It did a limited amount of
testing of French public opinion on subjects of the day, but was inhibited in this
respect by the delicacy of the situation involved in appearing to flaunt French
sovereignty. Accordingly, the survey personnel was given the additional task
of conducting attitude polls in prisoner of war camps. These results were impor
tant in that they provided a quantitative basis for results found qualitatively by
individual interrogations.
There were a number of difficulties with the public opinion technique
as applied to prisoners. For example, the underlying morale of the Wehr·
macht, as evidenced. by its behavior in battle, appeared to be a subject not sus
ceptible of mea$urement by the questionnaire method. Nevertheless, the survey
services were useful 'Witli respect to determining attitudes of allegiance to Nazi
leaders and symbols, fears (with respect to Anglo-American potentialities and
intentions, and similar matters. It was found, however, that the survey tech
nique required careful editing and appraisal in the light of other media. available
before conclusions could be drawn.
The technique of drawing the questionnaires was continually being improved
by round table discussion. The nuances of German phraseology employed fre
quently were tested by pre-submission to friendly prisoners of war.
D. Selection of Prisoners for Output. Although this was not strictly speaking
it function of the Intelligence Section, the Intelligence Section aasumed the
responsibilities for reasons of coordination. In any event, .the scheme did nol
work out very well in practice. On the British side, there was some success
relative to pr~soners located in the United Kingdom due to close relationship
between PID and MI-19 of the War Office. On the U.S. side, no adequate liaison
was set up sufficiently early to make the American camp authorities an
integtal part of the selection procedure. The situation became even more difficult
when prisoners of war in U.S. custody remained on the continent instead of
being trans-shipped to the United Kingdom, for then the initial difficulty was
Magnified by difficulties of transport. In the later months of the caMpaign the.
problem was solved in part by the assignment of an officer to PWD Intelligence
Section who travelled 'from camp to camp and selected prisoners for transport.
to Enaland. These selected prisoners were prepared for use on the Allied radio
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by PIO and then made available to all interested agencies-British and American.
It was the recommendation of the Chief of PWD Intelligence ,Sedion that a
special section should have- been created to deal with this problem as its
exclusive province and that jurisdictionally it should have been a part of the
Radio Section, which was most vitally concerned with the use of prisoners
in output
E. Relations with G-S. It was a responsibility of PWD/SHAEF to provide G·5
with intelligence concerning civilian morale, etc. Lisaison arrangements be
tween the Intelligence SectionPWn/SHAEF and with G-5 were made. Documents
were exchanged between PWD and G-5 and it was suggested to interrogators
in the field that on matters of reporting affecting G.5 administration or policy,
clearances should be sought in the field with responsible officials. PWD worked
out a policy with G·5, SHAEF for consultation on all doubtful items of thilJ
nature. Such discussions .avoided the suggestion of implied criticism,' while at
the same time reserved to PWD the right to comment on facts found.
In reporting attitudes of German civilians, it was inevitable that there
should be criticism. of officials appointed by Military Government or even of
military government officers. Although this sort of material could be reported
strictly as a finding of attitude 011 public opinion, the, invidious reference was,
nevertheless, likely to arise. Accordingly, the closest contact with G-5 at all
le\'els was sought.to avoid misunderstanding.
In France there was great reliiince by G-5 on the intelligence reporting
of PWD (in this case it was actually AIS) with respect to the reactions of the
civilian population to conditions of life after liberation and to the policies of G·5.
F. The Weekly Paper. Since much of the basis for policy planning as well
as for output was to be found in intelligence material, the Intelligence Section
of PWD decided that the distribution of raw material or even material evaluated
in hock was insufficient to meet the overall needs. Consequently, a weekly
secret paper was created which carried an analysis of the week dealing with
the French situation, the morale of the Wehrmacht, and the German home
front. This paper, to be sure, underwent changes based on changing conditions.
After a time, the French section was dropped when there was no longer
sufficient material available and when the need had passed. The German home
front section was divided into the occupied zone, the battle zone, and the
home front. Its aim was to be entirely objective arid to refrain from accepting
the atypical item as significant. In this respect it differed from a propaganda
guidance, and the aim was to keep it as far as possible a "pure intelligence" report.
To fill the need for weekly guidance, a composite weekly gUidance was
put out for the production sections of PWD and for lower echelons. This was
written by the Radio Section, after careful discussion and editing in conjunction
with Plans and Directives and the Intelligence Section. This paper gave, in
coherent form, the material of the week useful for output, while at the same
time it sought to retain the minimum objectivity required for 'white propaganda.
No attempt was made. by ,the Intelligence Section to cover propaganda
analysis since this kind of service was adequately provided for by PIO and OSS.
G. Evaluation. I.n London, evaluations originally were done for the Intelli
gence Section by Duty Rooms jointly staffed by OSS and PIO. When PWD
Main moved to the continent reliance could no longer be placed on these Duty
Rooms for specffic evaluation. They were then used for answering questions
of a research nature.
R. German Planning. 'In addition to its other functions the Intelligence Sec
tion was responsible for the preparation of "black" and "white" lists of Germans,
3 The PIVchololllcal Warlare
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particulary in the field of rac:Uo, press, and tb.eater. It compiled lists of iJpportant
centers where documents were kept and lists of newspapers, publishers, theaters,
cinemas, and It also prepared target studies for seizure of documents by "T" Porces.
[."enonneL Throughout the period of the operations of the Section its staff
numbered never more than forty persons, including secretarial and clerical help.
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VI. RADIO
I. S cop e
PWDlSHAEP radio operations, before the assumption of control of German
information services by PWD, fell into the following categories:
a. Servicing strategic radio.
b. Operation of mobile transmitters in liberated areas.
c. Operation of public address units in liberated areas.
d. Assistance to .liberated areas.
e.. Operation of captured static transmitter (Radio Luxembourg).
Plychological warfare detachments of Army Groupi and Armiet operated
mobile tranlmltters against pockets of enemy troops and conducted sound truck
operations acrost the lines to enemy troops. These, however, were not opera
tions of PWD{SHABP.

II. S e r vic i n g S ~ rate g i eRa di 0
AI was indicated earlier in thil paper, the large strategic radio tranlmltte~ of
the BBC, ABSIE, and Voice of America continued to be operated by the civilian
agencies throughout the campailPl. However, as D-Day approached, and. thence
onward, PWD, as the Voice of the Supreme Commander, became more and more
involved in the output of these civilian operated transmitters. The "Voice of
SHAEP" broadcasts were continuing features on all of them. These began before
D-Day, with warnings to the populations of the occupied couJ).trietofWeatem
Europe-warnings which gave them the Supreme Commander's instructiont con
ceming their actions under a variety of possible circumstancet. PWD Radio
Section also planned, coordinated, and assisted in the execution of the large Icale
D-Day broadcasts which announced the invasion of Normandy to the people of
enemy and enemy-occupied countries. The transmitters of ABSIB, BBC, "Voice
of America" and Uriited Nations Radio, AFHQ were linked inthit world-witte
network,. which was beamed toward the Buropean continent.
~s time went on, strategic propaganda material which fell into the hand.
of PWD/SHABP from its normal intelligence sources or from psychological war-'
fare reporters in the field with the Armies, was channeled by PWD back to the
Itrategic radio with suggestions for. its use. Special recorded material was made
at the front and this passed through PWD/SHABP (Main) destined for the civilian
agencies. Special directives covering the wishes of the Supreme Commander
relative to the use of strategic radio beamed to the people in the areas under his
control were channeled through PWD'to the civilian agencies involved.

III. Op era t ion

0

f Mob il e Tr a n Inti tt e rs in Li b era ted Ar e ..

The one outstanding example of this kind of PWD work took place at Cher
bourg immediately after the fall of that city late in June 1944. This operation
was begun by personnel of the Second MRBC attached to Pirst U.S. Army and
was taken over by AIS, the consolidation field force of PWD/SHABP. Briefly,
the circumstances on the Cotentin peninsula were such that a certain amount
of civilian confusion reigned as the result of the recent Allied landings; and
it was deemed wise to use a Mobile 399 transmitter unit as a local voice
to aid in reaching the people with Civil Affairs announcements and inltructions.
The transmitter was installed on the hill overlooking the city and although its
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range was not great, it" WclS sufficient to reach the people of CherlJourg and
vicinity. This new and temporary '"Radio Cherbourg" relayed certain BBC and
ABSlE programs during its two hours of broadcasting each evening and devel
oped sufficient local features to win a valuably loyal' audience for the more
serious aspect of its work-which was to keep the people informed of their "
responsibilities as the first area of liberation in Western Europe.
Nowhere else in France did PWD (or its alter ego, AIS) operate such a trans
mitter as an Allied instrument for consolidation purposes.

IV. 0 per a t ion

0
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This function, again, was more specifically one of Allied Information Service
(AIS) rather than PWD proper, but since the overall operation of public address
units. was a responsibility of the Radio Section of PWD/SHAEF, a description
of this work is included here, rather than in a later chapter which will describe
the work of AIS.
The dividing line between the use of public address units· in combat and in
c-onsolidation operations is extremely hazy. In almost all instances public address
units attacihed to Armies performed the primary consolidation work. Because of
their mobility, they could move quickly into a liberated town and without fur
ther ado give the people their first hard news of the progress of the fighting
beyond, of the details of their own liberatiOll, and what Civil Affairs wanted
them to do. After this first stage, however, when the public address units of the
Armies moved 00, the consolidation work by public address units became the
responsibility of SHAEF'S AIS/PWD. This work continued on a larger and more
regular basis the original work of the Army units. In certain areas, such as in
Normandy, electric power failures often at least temporarily cut into radJo liste
ning. By the same token, it was often impossible immediately tCJ start news
papers. Thus, the mobile sound unit was the simplest and often the oilly con
tact between the military command and the people of a newly liberated area.
In certain instances Army psychological warfare personnel was detached for
continued operation in the consolidation field, but this was merely an organ
izational conveni-ence. Public address unit officers monitored the BBC and ABSIE
and prepared short news scripts for their own localized broadcasts. They made
as many as twenty towns -and villages in the course of a day's run and their
acceptance by the populace was immediatE', continuing, and gratifyingly loyal.
In general, sound truck consolidation operations continued in an area until the
need for them was eliminated by the reappearance of newspapers and the
reinauguration of radio listening.

V. Ass i s tan c e to Lib era ted Are a s
When Radio Cherbourg went on the air it was as an Allied station. There
had been no "Radio Cherbourg" before the war. When Rennes was liberated,
PWD engineering reconnaissance officers examined the transmitters and found
that, although they had been damaged by the retreating enemy, they could be
repaired. Orders were immediately dispatched to the United Kingdom for the
stockpiled equipment that was needed. Meanwhile a mobile I-kilowatt trans
mitter was used in Rennes and served in place of the damaged transmitters.
Although the transmitter belonged to PvVD, it was not operated as an Allied
transmitter but as a purely French transmitter. PWD program and technical
personnel did most of the work at the beginning and they were relieved one by
one as tlie radio agency of the French government - Radio Difussion Francaise
(RDF) - was able to .supply replacements.

On a smaller scale, the same kind of assistance was given RDF in Paris.
There the transmitters already were on the air under RDF management before the
Germans were completely out of the city. However, certain equipment, musical
recordings, and personnel assistance were required and PWD supplied them.
VI. 0 per at ion

0 f Cap t u red S tat i e T ran 8 mit t'c r
(R a d i 0 Lux e m b 0 u r g)

The most important single operation of the Radio Section PWD/SHAEF was
that involving "Radio Luxembourg". This powerful 150 kilowatt transmitter, which
was one of the most important pre-war transmitters in all of Europe, fell to
the Alli84 in the Autumn of 1944.
Because of the importance of this operation, a detailed account of the back
around will be given here.
Before'September 1939 Radio Luxembourg had been operate'd by a private
commercial company, which had built the station under a franchise contract from
the Luxembourg government. The Government received annual royalities from
the operating company. Unlike nearly all other transmitters in Europe, Radio
Luxembourg had enaaaeQ in commercial broadcllstina.
On September 1, 1939, the Luxemboura aovernment required the 'transmitter
to go off the air in order to avoid possible charges by the Germans of breach'ls
of neutrality. In May 1940, the Germans occupied tuxembourg and took posses
sion of the station. From then until September 1944 the Germans used Radio
Luxemboura as a major outlet for their propaganda network. They employed
many of the Luxemboura civilian technicians who were familiar with the station.
Several, however, refused to work for the Germans and were of extreme value
.to the Allies when Radio Luxembourg finally fell into our hands.
Meanwhile, in May 1944 the Luxemboura Government In Exile in London
delivered to PWD/SHAEF a letter authorizing the Supreme Commander to take
over and utilize Radio Luxemboura as long as it should be l'equired by the
military situation.
On, the mornina of September 1, 1944, when American forces were as;prox
imately 100 kilometres from Luxembourg, the Germans blew up the main con
trol room in the basement of the studio building of Radio Lux.embourg and began
to dismantle certain of the instruments. German transmissions over Radio L'uxem
bourg ceased on ,that day and most of the German civilians evacuated the trans
mitter site at, Jungllnster without damaging it, leaving a skeleton guard. One
of the Lu"embourg civilian technicians who had refused to work for the Ger
man., entered the studio premises and the transmitter and found the former
empty and the latter undamaged. However, he learned that it was the plan of
the Germans to blow up the transmitter before the American forces arrived. He
was able to persuade the German chief engineer, who was still on the premises,
that damage should be limited to destruction of the tubes, on the ground that
this would be sufficient to prevent transmission for at, least six months. The
German engineer agreed and between September 1 and the arrival of the Ame
ricans this plan was carried out. All the t.ubes and other equipment were left
in place. The glass portions of the largest tubes were broken, and the smaller
tubei and a large stock of spares were punctured with bullets. No other damage
was done. On the 9th of September, the loyal Luxembourg technician, Metty
Felton, learned that some time previously a stock of spare tubes, had been moved
to the post office warehouses' in Mersch for safety from air bombardment.
On September 10, elements of the Fifth Armored Division, First U.S. Army,
arrived in Luxembourg City. An examination of the studio disclosed that there
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had been no damage beyond the explosion or ~<:lJlember 1, although apparently
preparations had been made for further destruction in the control room. Approx
imately 50 kilos of dynamite charges and 25 caps and fuses were removed from
the control room. The Germans had removed some of the amplifiers from the
studio control rooms, but nothing else. A large stoele. of phonograph records and
an extensive music library were found. On September 11, Morris Pierce (OWl).
a PWD radio engineer attached to Psychological Warfare Division, 12th Army
Group, arrived in Luxembourg City. Felton undertook to guide him to the trans
mitter at Junglinster. It was learned that there were still Germans at the trans
mitter site. Pierce thereupon reported to Headquarters Fifth Armored Division
where the Commanding General assigned a platoon of tanks and a detail of
engineers to capture the transmitter. Early the next day the assigned force
accompanied by Pierce ,proceeded to the transmitter, the approaches to which
had been mined. One tank was blown up by a mine but there were no Germans
at the transmitter. Felton learned that the stock of spare tubes at Mersch had
been removed two weeks previously to Diekirch. On September 14. the stock
of tubes, which was found to be intact, was removed to Junglinster.
As soon as the transmitter was taken, the Radio Program Production Unit of
the Psychological Warfare Detachment, 12th Army Group began planning tac
tical programs directed against the enemy. OnSeptember 17, electric power was
turned on at the transmitter and the carrier wave was put on the air for the
first time. The next day, SHAEF began sending in operating personnel, with Wil
liam H. Hale as Chief of the Station. On September 23, operation of the station
was begun with relays from London and New York. The next day, 12th Army
Group perso.nnel produced four 15-minute programs which were to be continuing
features of the station. These programs were tactical in nature, addressed to
the German troops and to civilians in the immediate combat zone. The programs
were: (1) "Story of the Day" based on front line intelligence, exposing weaknesses
in units of the German Army facing the 12th Army Group; (2) "Letter Bag,"
cOllsisting of captured German troop ma.il; (3) "Flontpost," carrying material from
the small newspaper of that name distributed by air to the. German troops; (4) a
p"rogram of appeals to specific German units to encourage surrender.
In most of these programs use was also made of recordings from the field
containing brief intiI'views with German prisoners of war and civilians.
On October 3, the Chief of Staff, SHAEF approved a directive placing the
station under control of PWD/SHAEF for op·eration. This was based on the
principle that although the transmitter was physically in the area of 12th Army
Group, its signal was heard in the areas of all three Army Groups. Therefore,
it was concluded that, for uniformity of guidance for output received by listeners
over the entire area, especially in strategic broadcasts, policy and output
should be under direct control of SHAEF. Programs later to be produced by
SHAEF personnel were to be primarily strategic in nature, addressed· to the
German population behind the comb zone and ultimately to German civilians
in occupied areas. All programs pro peed -by 12th Army Group and, later, by
the Luxembourg Government, were 0 be subject to approval by SHAEF its
under policy guidance and directives.
On October 15, 1944 PWD/SHAEF designated the personnel assigned or
attached for duty by it in connection with the operation of the station as "Radio
Luxembourg Detachment of PWD/SHAEF." On October 23, Lt. Colonel Samuel
R. Rosenbaum was designated as Commanding Officer, Radio Luxembourg
Detachment of PWD/SHAEF. The 4th·· MRBC was designated to provide the
required administrative and some of the technical personnel for the.,:5tation.
Personnel of Radio Luxembourg Detachment was attached to the 4th MRBC, for
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ratiolls dllU qUd~lclS, The l.>etacluut!nt was authorizt:d to t'llIploy local civilian
help for necpssary services to be paid out. of funds available to PWD from the
civilian clgentil's. Shortly thereafter such payment was made by the Luxembourg
Govcrnml'l1t under Reverse Lend-Lease. On October 24, personnel made available
by the BBC arrived to assist in preparation and production of SHAEF programs.
At the same time, William H. Hale's designation was changed to Chief of
Broadcasting.
Later in the month, PWD was authorized 'to set up a separate prisoner-of-war
house at Luxembourg for German prisoners who had been screened to particip
ate' in psychological warfare broadcasts to Germany. This house was operated
by the Radio Luxembourg Detachment for the joint use of 12th Army Group
and SHAEF.
As noted in the chapter on the Intelligence Section, a subsection for intel
ligence was set up at Radio Luxembourg to control the flow and use of intelligence
material received from SHAEF, Army Groups, and lower echelons.
The first daily SHAEF news program went on the air on November 10, It
was given a distinctive musical theme chosen from the Nimrod Movement of
Elgar's Engima Variations. This theme was used on all SHAEF news periods.
Through the following months. additlonal SHAEF programs of news and
intelligence material were added to the expanding schedule.
Meanwhile, howevN, came the Rundstedt counter offensive. On Decem
ber 17, word was received of the approach of German troops. At the direc
tion of 12th Army Group, broadcasting from Radio Luxembourg was suspended
at 2100 hours on December 19, when the enemy was in force a few kilometers
from the transmitter site. Certain essential parts of the transmitte,r were removed
and transported to Verdun. Preparations were made to evacuate the studio
building. Fortunately, the military situation improved and the transmitter was
reassembled in time to resume broadcasts at 2300 hours on December 23. Special
Christmas programs designed for' Christmas Eve and Christmas Day were
produced in full.
On January 6, 1945, Noel F. Newsome (BBC) replaced Mr. Hale as Chief of
Broadcasting. He served ill this capacity until his resignation in May 1945,
when the duties of Chief of Broadcasting were assigned to the Commanding
Officer of the station.
During January 1945 Luxembourg City was under intermittent German fire
hom small rocket bombs. The studio buildings were not hit, however.
Until November 15, 1944 Radio Luxembour'g was on the air for a total of
11 1/4 hours per day, includinR seven relays from New York, twenty-three relays
from BBC and four rcluys from ABSIE. Thereafter, operating hours were changed
to II total of twelvt' hours per day with twelve relays from. New York, and
!\eventcen relays from BBC. LatHr, the l'elay schedule was reduced still further
and more locally.lnitiated programs substituted.
As from April 1945, Radio Luxembourg supplied short-wa~ to OWl·NeW York
i1 total of between 5,000 and 10,000 words per day of news, special events, and in·
telligence. These consisted of four·inillute live inserts for the New YOl'k German,
Polish, French, and English prolilrams. For BBC.an average of 30 minutes per day of
material was prepared at Radio Luxembourg and recorded. The recordings were
lIent via courier to Paris, whera they were relayed to BBC, This malerial was
primarily for use by the German Section of the Eurbpean Service of the BBC.
Sevaral hours per day of .operation of'the Radio Luxembourg short wave
transmitter were placed at the disposal of PRD, 12th Army Group for transmitting
neVIs and talks to the American press and radio networks.

On March 21, 1945, the first special program of news and comment produced
by 21st Army Group was presented by a group of British officers sent from
the Army Group Headquarters. These programs were presented thrice weekly,
emphasizing news from the 21st Army Group front.
The format of the SHAEF news programs on Radio Luxembourg was approx
imately one-third war news from the Western and other fronts, one-third spe
cial intelligence items from occupied and unoccupied Germany, and one-third
a talk or commentary by war correspondents.
Sources of material for the news portions of these programs were partly
the. news files of the established commercial agencies and partly (he special
files distributed byPWD/SHAEF (Rear). These were monitored and received by
Morse monitors at the station. In addition, certain Eng!ish, French, and Ger
man voice transmissions were monitored for additional material.
All material submitted for output was reviewed and checked for compliance
with SHAEF policy directives ana guidance by the Chief of Broadcasting, or his
Deputy, at the station, who were directly responsible to PWD. No material of any
kind \Vas broadcast without receiving stamped approval for security clearance by
the field censorship unit stationed at the studio. This consisted of a group of field
censors from 12th Army Group, operating under guidance and stops 'received '
through the field censorship service from SHAEF, Army Groups, and lower
echelons.
The programs addressed to foreign workers in Germany were conRtructed
to approximately the same format as the SHAEF news programs, except that
they emphasized news and intelligence of interest to their special audiences in
each language and the commentary emphasized instructions and suggestions to
foreign wQrkers in accordance with SHAEF poli'::ies. Such programs to foreign
workers were broadcast from Radio Luxembourg in German, French, Flemish,
Dutch, Polish, Italian, English, Czech, and Russian. The programs for Belgian
and for French workers were produced by official representatives of the respec
tive governments attached to Radio Luxembourg. The remaining programs were
produced by U. S. or British personnel assisted by local civilians.
These programs had the distinctive musical theme known as "The.Song of
the Trojan Horse." Interviews with liberated foreign workers testifield that Ihis
theme came to be recognized by listeners all over western Germany.
From the commencement of operation in September, music was used throug
hout the program schedule to give variety to programs «l.nd to hold the attf!ntion
of the listening audience. At first, such ttlusic was produced entirely from
recordings. From 24 October 1944 the music periods were carefully organized each
to have a separate character, including a nightly 45-minute Symphony Concert.
There was also a relay of High Mass from the Luxembourg Cathedral every
Sunday morning and a weekly organ recital from the Cathedral by the
Cathedral organist.
Special emphasis in the music programs was given to music by composers
banned by the Nazis.
From time to time special services were rendered by Radio Luxembourg to
the SUp'reme Commander on request. These included the broadcasts of proclam
ations and instructions issued froIn Supreme Headquarters to German troops
and C'ivilians in Germany in connection with combat operations, as well as
"The Voice of SHAEF" and "The Voice of Military Government" carried by
ather Allied transmitters.
Attached as an appendix to this paper is a· detailed report on PWD/SHAEF
technical radio work prior to the surrender of the German Army.

VII. LEAFLETS
I. B a c k g r 0
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The largest single operation of PWD!SHAEF against the enemy was in the
field of leaflets-largest, that is, in terms of continuing day by day tasks and
in day by day production of materials.
As was noted earlier in this paper, large scale leaflet operations directed
to the people of enemy and enemy-occupied countries had been going on since
the beginning of the war. These operations had been conducted by PIO and
OWl separately, although a ~certain amount of coordination had taken place.
There was also cooperation relative to use of printing facilities in the United
Kingdom. Very soon after Am~rica's entry into the war it was recognized by
OWl that it was impossible to produce leaflets, or other airborne printed material,
in America for dissemination over the continent, simply because of the time lag
necessitated by transport difficulties. Consequently, throughout the year 1943,
OWl brought numerous personnel to London to enlarge the scope of its leaflets
operations based on Britain. By the time PWD!SHAEF came into existence
flarly in 1944, OWl leaflet operations on the Attlerican side already had progressed
to the ~oint where a squadron of B-17s of the 8th Air Force was occupied exclq
sively in leaflet dissemination.
On the British side, the RAP continued te disseminate large numbers of
British leaflets nightly.
The first step toward PWD coordination of the British and American leaflet
efforts was in the establishment of a joint layout, printing, and production sec
tion to serve PID and OWl. Personnel from PIO and OWl were supplied to
fulfill the various posts in this section. By May of 1945, when Germany surren
dered, and leaflet operations as such came to an end, the Anglo-American leaf
let operation was utilizing exclusively more than 800!0 of the total offset print
ing capacity of the United Kingdom.
Leaflets, as a weapon of psychological warfare, have a long history. They
simply represent a written message from the commander of one force to a par
ticular audience on the other side. In their simplest form they might be hand
written. The Colonial Forces utilized leaflets in the American Revolutionary
War. These were directed against the Hessian mercenaries serving' with the
British Forces and urged them to desert and to take up land in the New World
as their reward.
In the final months of World War I, the effect of Allied leaflets directed
against German troops is strongly underlined in the memoirs of Hindenburg
and LUdendorff.
By the beginning of World War II. much that had been learned in the field
of leaflets had been forgotten. This was true both concerning the correct psycho
logical warfare approach and methods of dissemination. During World War 'I,
leaflets had been disseminated in certain instances by artUlery. The French,
for instance, used an· adaptation of their 15 mm shell. The Americans used the
Stokes mortar. This entire artillery technique had to be relearned in World
War II. However, aircraft were available in World War II to an extent un
dreamed of in Woild War I. Thus, from the beginning, the RAF carried leaf
lets with each load of bombs dropped on the Reich. During the first winter of
World War II - the so-called "phony war" period - hundreds of thousands of
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Maj. (then captain) James Monroe, AC, adjusts the fuse on a leaflet "bomb;" Maj.
Monroe, alligned to PWDtSHABP,· was largely responsible for the. developme.nt of the
bomb which permUted extremely accurate leaflet coverage of delired areal from 8·171.
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leaflets were dropped on Germany with, of course, no noticeable effect. The time
and circumstances simply were not ripe for psychological warfare. The tech
nique of dropping leaflets from airqaft during this period was primitive. The
leaflets were tied in small bundles and dropped out of the aircraft, Later, leaflets
were placed on the bomb-bay doors in such a way that they were released as the
doors were opened and the leaflets fluttered down from the bombing altitude.
This method produced area coverage but no accuracy. It was estimated at
one time that with this. method of disseminatl.on an average of about 4% of
leaflets'dropped at any time' actually found their way into the hands of the popula
tion to which they were directed.;,.-and that of the 4% many were gathered by
"leaflet hunting expeditions" into rural areas near the target cities. In 1943
parallel experiments were going on in the United' Kingdom and in AFHQ, aimed
tow.ard the development of a device which would control the dissemination of
leaflets and limit their coverage to a target area. Out of these experiments came
tIle so-called leaflet bomb. The one which finally came to be used exclusively by
the special bomb squadron of the 8th Air Force - the 422nd - was the result of
work by Major Jamel Monroe of PWD/SHAEF and is called the Monroe Leaflet
Bomb. A description of this bomb will be found at the end of this part.of the paper.

II. Kin d s
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As the techniques of leaflet writing and dissemination were sharpened by
experience, standardization of leaflet sizes came as a natll.z:al corouary. Experi
mentation showed that a leaflet, whose dimensions were approximately 5" by 8",
could be packed into leaflet bombs or leaflet shells. A single sheet leaflet of ,this
size came to be known as a leaflet unit and larger leaflets were based on this
orIginal size. Thus, a single leaflet of two pages, each 5" by 8", was' known for
statistical purposes as two leaflet units.
From beginning to end of the leaflet operation, vanous kinds of leaflets
were used. One-shot leaflets bearing a specific message were a basic inBredient
in the entire program. However, they were not the most important of the ,leaflets
disseminated from the United Kingdom. ,As early as 1942, both OWl and PID
inaugurated airborne newspapers. The first of these was a PIDproduction'called
"COURIER DE L'AIR," which was followed soori by a similar American airborne
newspaper called "L'AMERIQUE EN GUERRE." Thes~ were weeklies. Each
repr.esented four leaflet units. and were designed to keep the people of occupied
France informed of the progress of the Allies. Later, a similar airborne news·
paper, called "STERNENBANNER" was disseminated hi Germany. Others"owere
produced for the people of other occupied countries. Later still, not long before
D-Day, a daily paper called "NACHRICHTEN PUR DIE TRUPPE" was produced
for the'troops of German garrisons along the Atlantic Wall. This, incidentally,
was an exaIPple of gray propaganda, in that its source was not indicated. In th,e
other airbone newspapers, the source-the British or American govemments or
the Allied Forces-was clearly indicated.
Beginning some weeks after D-Day, the basic leaflet used by PWD against
the enemy was the Passierschein-SAFE conduct pass-which bore the
authenticating signature of the Supreme Allied Commander and gave Gez;man
soldiers instructions on how to surrender. In some cases the re"erse side of
the ~eaflet bore an immediate tactical message or important news item.
In general, no PWD l'Qia,flet or leaflet-type message was argumentative in
char~cter. Wheter it wall lin airborne newspaper or a single-shot leaflet, its
approach', was objective and its content factual.
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As in the field of radio, leaflets throughout the campaign recognized two
audiences, namely, friends and (enemies. Airborne newspapers, such as
L'AMERIQUE EN GUERRE, brought news to people of friendly occupied countries;
and instruction leaflets brought to them the details of what the Supreme Com
mander wanted them to do in such circumstances as the actual invasion of
Normandy and, farther eastward, in the face of the -approach of the Allied Armies.
Relative to the, enemy, PWD addressed German troops and German civil
ians in the light of the differing, conditions between them. As time went on,
PWD also addressed the millions of foreign workers and prisoners of war in
Germany. This' was particularly true in the weeks preceding the final German
surrender, when the Supreme Commander had specific intentions concerning
the movement or non-movement of these people. In the course of the piece-meal
liberation of Displaced Persons in Germany, PWD assumeq the task of assisting
G-5 in repatriation. This function took the primary form of an airborne four
language newspaper, called "SHAEF," which transmitted the Supreme Com
mander's instructions to the various nationalities of Displaced Persona in Ger
many. A more complete descriptioIi of this function will be found in a later
chapter. The airborne newspaper "SHAEF" was similar in format to "NACH
RICHTEN," which it gradually replaced in the few weeks predecing surrender
and in the months thereafter. "NACHRICHTEN" and "SHAEF" ran four pages.
"NACHRICHTEN" appeared in two editions consisting of between 150,000 and
1,000,000 copies each. Like "SHAEP" it wa~ distr~buted every night when flying
was possible. "SHAEF" achieved a maximum circulation of about 2,000,000 daily
before tJ?e need for it began to decline. After the German surrender the method
of disseminating "SHAEF" was changed. Bundles of copies were parachuted on
predetermined targets, where they were picked up and distributed by G-5 to the
Displaced Persons' camps.
'

III. W r i tin g and Pro due t ion 0 f Lea fie t s ,
The physical task of writing leaflets was in point of fact probably the
smallest part of this vast operation. In general, leaflets bear little text. However,
the concentrated mentai effort of producing regularly, m,?nth by month, new texts
to fulfill immediate' and potential' needs was great indeed. Leaflet writing was
done by the language regions in OWl and PIO and by several officers attached
to the PWD Leaflet Section. Leaflet writin, was done in consultation with PWD
deputies, members of the Plans and Directives Section, members of the Leaflet
Section, and the PWD G-2 and "0-3 liaison. officers. The daily production of IUch
continuing items as "NACHRICHTEN" and "SHAEF" was done by a staff at PIO.
There can be little descripUve material on the general subject of how to
write a leaflet. Basically it i. a matter of keepini aware of the chaniini milit
ary situation, the lituation as reiards the morale of ~ Wehrmacht or of 'the!
particular audience contemplated, of production Ichedule~ and-perhapi mOlt
important of all-of the overall policy which covered PWD's work. Thil poliO'1
al has been stated before, was to represent
clearly and al firmly as po.sibl':
the hard news of the military, situation and 'the wishes of the Supreme Com"
manderl the latter always was based on the former.
When a leaflet text was approved, layout and production men from the
Joint Production Section qUickly put the material into work, aiming at deadlinel
which varied with the circumstances.
The Le'aflet Section maintained continuiJ}gl1aison with those sectionl of the
Air Porces which carried out the dissemination.
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Through the agency of the special leaflet squadron, approximately 80%
of all leaflets disseminated in the areas of the Anglo-American armies was by
the 8th Air Force. Approximately 10% was done by the RAF, approximately SOlo
by the fighter bomber!; of the Tactical Air Forces, and approximately SOlo by
artillery.
The fighter bombers came into the leaflet picture after the use of the leaflet
squadroh had become more or less a matter of routine. P~ychological Warfare
Detachments with Armies gave the coordinates of desired targets to Air Force
liaison officers who made contact with the bombers commands. A special bomb
was developed for leaflet dissemination by fighter bombers and this is described
at the end of this section.
As noted earlier, Psychological Warfare Detachments of Armies and Army
. Groups produced many of their own leaflets for artillery dissemination. Many
others, however, were produced by the PWD1SHAEF Leaflet Section on r~quest
from Army and Army Group teams and shipped, already rolled, for insertion
into artillery shells. At the end of this section will be found a description of the
methods used in artillery dissemination.

V. S tat i 8 tic 8
Between D-Day and the German surrender, PWD disseminated, or supervised
the dissemination of, more than three billion leaflets.
'
VI. Lea fie t B 0 m b 8
In December 1943, the 422nd Bomb Squadron,of the 8th U.S. Air Force for the
first time demonstrated graphically the urgent need of an accurate device for
tbe disseminalion of leaflets by air. On this occasion the leaflets were released
from huge boxes in the bomb-bay of a B-1? flying at 30,000 feet. In order to
allow for the 60 mile per hour winds that existed at that altitude, it was neces
sary to release the leaflets over Brussels in order to have them land somewhere
near Paris, which was the target. The boxes used for this mission (and for
sUccessive missions prior to April 19, 1944) were converted luggage carriers
obtained from the Air Transport Command.
These boxes were hinged on the bottom and could be released by the same
mechanism used to releas.e the bombs from the bomb-bay. The smallest quantity
of leaflets of the standard size that could be released at one time was about
350,000, one half of the bomb bay. This gave rise to a great waste of paper, effort,
and time, for there were few localities within range of the Fortresses which
could effectively absorb this large quantity-if the release were correct and
leaflets landed, in a concentration.
An aner6id device, designed to open the bundles of leaflets at altitudes
~elow flight level, was tried at this time. These "Aneroids" had small levers,
to which the corel" binding the packages of leaflets was tied. In theory, as the
packages fell downward, the barometric pressure acting on the aneroid canister
would compress the canister, overcome the binding strength of the cord's pull,
and trip the release of the levers, allowing the binding cord to fall fre·e of the
package. The mechanism was, not successful becau$e the aneroids were expec
ted to do more work than they could perform, since the release of the tightly
bound package required a force much greater than the 32 pounds per square
inch which atmospheric pressure exerts at sea level. Efforts at loosening the
cord and thereby decreasing the pressure required to release it were not satis
factory because this left the packages insecurely wrapped. In this conditio!1, the
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packages would break up and disseminate as soon as they fell into the slip
stream of the aircraft. (It WC1$ found that few square shaped packages-unless
they were sealed complete-could withstand the terrific force applied to them
by the slipstream from an aircraft tlying at speeds greater than 150 MPH. Most
aircraft which are operated at altitudes above 25,000 feet fly at speeds in excess
of 22S MPH.)
In December, the 8th Air Force designated the 422nd Squadron of the 305th
Bomb Group, which had been flying operationally at night since July, to drop
leaflets only as directed by OWl. Thus, coordination of writing and dissemina
tion was possible for the first time on large scale operations. The one remaining
problem was the inaccuracy of the leafleting. Members of the Squadron attacked
that problem with· enthusiasm.
The first effort at producing a leaflet bomb, which the Squadron suggested,
was a modified Lindhom Dinghy container. This modification proved to be such
a difficult job that the suggestion was refused. Shortly afterward, Headquarters,
USSTAF began receiving large quantities of M-l1 chemical bombs, which were
packed in a shipping carton with ideal specifications. The container, without modi
fication, tould be efficiently fitted into the bomb bays of American c!ombat
aircraft, since it was of approximately the same diameter as the SOO-pound
demolition bomb. By a very simple process, a fuse, fin, and bursting charge could
be added in order to control the flight of the "bomb" after release. This device
could not produce "precision" leafleting, but would remove most of the doubts
surrounding the release of leaflets from aircraft by fixing the maximum inaccu
racy at S miles in average winds.
On the 4th of February, 1944, the first "bomb" test was conducted over The
Wash in England. The cardboard M-l1 containers, packed with leaflets and
equipped with a mechanical time fuse were released from 10,000 feet. Containers,
11 1/1" diameter and 41" in length, held approximately 80,000 leaflets 4.5"X8.2S".
A Fortress could easily carry ten such bombs after carrying-lugs had been
added, thereby increasing the normal load of the Fort from about 10,000 leaflet
units to 80,000 units. The fuse of the bomb was set to detonate five seconds after
release. An observer aircraft was sent along beneath the releasing aircraft
at the altitude which it was believed the bomb would burst. that is 4,000 feet below.
The folowing observations were made on the first release:
1. Complete detonation occurred 1,000 feet below the aircraft.
2. The setting of the fuse (S seconds) was accurate.
3. The bomb tumbled twice before detonation.
4. Dissemination was instantaneous. beginning first with a very closely
grouped concentration of leaflets, then gradually "fanning out" until
it was estimated that the dispersion of leaflets falling in normal 10 to
12 MPH winds for 5,000 feet would cover roughly one-half to one square
mile in a fairly heavy concentration.
S. The bomb casing disappeared entirely after the explosion, satisfying the
requirement that no falling particles cause injury or damaie to people.
or property of occupied countries.
From these observations it was concluded that the bomb was a vast improve
ment in the technique of leafleting. The case was both simply and easily
manufac\ured, packed and released. Although it was evident that it was neces
sary to obtain more information regardJng the time of fall of the bomb, and
more conclusive information regarding the dispersion of the leaflets after
bursting, it was decided to begin production of the item immediately in the UK
for use by t.he Special Squadron and the dayllght bombers of the 8th AF.
Plans and specifications of the test bomb were given to the Ordnance Officer

of USSTAF with a request to establish the modification depot necessary to
produce 1,000 bombs per month. The depot was established in Bedfordshire. The
first completed products of the depot were used on May 16, 1944 and were
used consistently thereafter. There was one major modification: the shortage
of supply of the M-lt 1 fuse forced the utilization of the M-860 barometric fuse,
which was manufactured with a pre-determined bursting altitude. This caused
several difficulties.
In order to be able to maintain a well dispersed, yet concentrated pattern
of leaflets, the bombs must be at the same 'altitude above the target. this neces
sitated the stocking of several series of the barometric fuse so that there would
always be a suitable item for use in releasing over ~ountainous regions or
over plains.
The use of the barometric fuse, though extremely simple for the bombardier
and navigator in setting up their bombing problem, gave rise to certain mal
functions. Since the nose of the T·1 bomb (as the modified container came to be
known) was not streamlined, it was believed that a pressure area was produced
on this flat surface as the bomb fell earthward after release. This air pressure
was in such a place as to assimilate barometric pressure on the mechanism
within the fuse, and many times caused the premature detonation of the fuse by
compressing the aneroid cannister and releasing the firing pin of the fuse. The
air vents on the outside of the fuse were large enough to allow a sufficient
quantity of air flowing at a great enough velocity to actuate the mechanism;
Tests were conducted constantly to try either to perfect the fuse by removing
this possibility of· malfunction, or by adapting another fuse which could not be
affected by erratic- weather conditions or momentary flight circumstances.
Following the ,first few missions conducted by the Special Leafleting Squa
dron, the practicability of the use of leaflet bombs on the daylight missions of
the 8th and 9th Air 'Forces became evident. USSTAF directed that aircraft loaded
with leaflets be dispatched wiLh each mission conducted over Germany itself.
Now that bombs could be used, there was no danger to other aircraft of the for
mation, and the leaflets would fall into the area bombed.
This technique was highly successful until, as the plans for the invasion of
the continent progressed, it became necessary to coordinate very carefully the
location of the targets in Germany with the military plans and with the content
of the leaflets. At this point in the development, a psychological warfare "team"
was established at 8th Air Force Headquarters to supervise distribution by taking
the maximum advantage of air lift available. This air lift was provided by an
additional directive from USSTAF, dated June 21. The directive stated that on
each daylight bombing mission six grpups-two in each of the three divisions
of the 8th Air Force-would furnish two aircraft each loaded with leaflets.
This system proved successful, since liai~on with the Plans and Directives
and the Intelligence Sections of PW1) could best be coordinated with the
A-3 and A·2 of the Air Force by such an establishment. No opportunity for
coverage was missed in this way, and operation could be conducted with a
minimum of inconvenience to the Air F.orces.
The fighter bomber operation was conceived by Wing Commander Price of
the Leaflet Section, who attempted on March 9, 1944 to adapt the 250-pound
target' indicator bomb used by the RAF as a leaflet bomb. First tests indicated
that though the bomb was successful as a dissemination device its modification
was not practical. Tests, conducted later with the American M-26 flare container,
were successful, and it was adopted immediately. The modifications that were
necessary were not extensive and could be made in a very short time.
The M·26 container (when modified it became known as the Mark II Nickol
4 The P,ycho!oqlcal Warfare
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bomb. The American designation was the T-3 Propaganda bomb) was 31" in length
and could be loaded with approximately 14,000 leaflets of the standard unit size
made from 22 pound stock. The main difference between dissemination by the
T·l and the T-3 was that the pattern of leaflets on the ground from a T-3 formed
a cone. The average length of this cone is approximately 300 feet. Leaflets from
the T·l fell roughly into a circular pattern on the ground covering between one·
half square mile and one square mile.
The T-3 bomb could be clustered on all of the standard fighters, which meant
that the fighter-bomber on a leaflet mission could carry between 28,000 and 84,000 .
leaflets, all of which, when released carefully by the pilot, could be placed on
an enemy concentration up to company strength, assuring that leaflets would be
easily seen by all members of the company. With the knowledge that this pin
point accuracy existed, the use of the fighter-bomber as a medium for dissemi·
nation of leaflets was easily justified.
In conclusion, it must be stated that very little information is available about
the effects of convection current on free fall leaflets. Since aircraft flies at high
altitude (or if at low altitude, at high speed) there is little opportunity to observe
the fall of leaflets after dissemination has occurred. Therefore, we do not know
the. effects of extreme temperatures, rough terrain, thermae currents produced
by isolated bodies of water and land on the velocity and direction of t~e fall of
the leaflets.

VII. Lea tl e t She 11 s
For dissemination by artillery, leaflets :were rolled for insertion into the
shell. When the 105 mm. shell was used (cavity dimensions 11711'" in length,
3" diameter) two rolls of the standard. size leaflet, both rolled on the short axis
were used, with cardboard washers as separators. Each roll contained about
250 leaflet units, totalling 500 for a single shell. The 155 mm. shell carried approx
imately 1500 leaflets. There was little use made of the 155 mm. shell for leaflet
purposes during the European campaign.
The following procedure was most often followed in modifying the 105 mm.
Howitzer smoke shell M-84 for use:
a) All ammunition was removed from cases and projectile removed from
fiber. case. The. propellant remained in its fibre case at all times, whether it was
issued in a separate or same fiber case. All projectiles were stacked sideways,
and fiber cases and top covers kept separate from the projectile during the
modification process.
b) Personnel engaged in the preparation of rounds found that the most ef·
ficient working method was to employ a small workbench approximately 2' high
and 4' long. The round was placed sideways on the flat surface of the bench, with
the man straddling the bench at one end.
c) Holding the round with one hand, a spanner wrench was used to unscr,.ew
the base plate which had a left-hand thread. (The spanner wrench was specially
for this purpose, It consisted of a steel bar approximately 12" in length,
one inch in width, and 1/4" in thickness. At one end two small lugs, 21/." apart,
were built in the steel bar protruding not more than a .-1N'. These two lugs fit into
two hole recessers in the bottom of the smoke shellbase plate.)
d) After the base plate was removed, the contents of the shell, consisting of
One copper sealing disc, three He smoke canisters, three· to six cardboard
washers, a metal baffle plate, and a small black powder charge were extracted.
e) The powder charge was replaced in the cavity in the nose of the shell and
the metal baffle plate reinserted, insuring that it wa.s seated flatly and squarely
on the shoulders of the recess chambers.

f) All base plates and sealing discs were stacked at one side and all canisters
placed in heavy box for later disposal.
g) The empty shell then was picked up by another man and seated, nose
down, in a rack which consisted of a wooden or metal box 4' long, 3' wide, and
l' high, on whose top approximately 20 holes 4" in diameter had been drilled.
All shells were held in place by this rack. A third man inserted the required
number of cardboard discs, insuring that they were flatly seated next to the
baffle plate.
h) After all protective cardboard discs had been inserted, the rolls of leaflets,
separated by a cardboard ·disc, were inserted, insuring first that the gummed
paper holding the roll together was cut. The leaflets were rolled clockwise from
the center out.
i) The remaining space in the shell then was filled with cardboard washers
until the sealing disc just failed to seat against the rear face of its recess,
j) nie base plate was screwed home until flush with the end of the shell.
k) The loaded round was then immediately placed in its cardboard fiber
case and the case stencilled with the designation number given tq the leaflet.
1) It was found desirable to insert one copy each of the '~erman-English
translation of the leaflet in the cardboard ca~e before replacing the top. This served
to make it possible to determine quickly the text of the leaflet in the round.
m) All HC canisters removed from the shells were turned in to the salvage
section of the:Army ammunition depot or Corps ASP's.
n) All leaflet-loaded ammunition was delivered to the ASP's or artillery
units in their fiber cases, These cases sufficiently protected the projectile from
inclement weather for extended periods of time.
The ISS mm. shell was issued without fuse and without propellant charge.
Fuses were drawn separately either by PW personnel or by the using artillery
unit. In the event' the. M 67 fuse was desired, this was drawn at the depot sped
fyini its proper nomendature, which was TM 67 fuse, modified for use in base
ejection smoke shells. A limited quantity of these modified fuses were usually
availlable at Army ammunition depots but it was found advisable to arrange
a continuous flow of this fuse ~rough the Army Ordnance Officer.
The modification method of the 155mm. shell for use with leaflets was
identical to that of the 105 mm., the only difference being, aside from its larger
size,. that a fourth, coneshaped canister was used in the 155 mm. The overall
cavity dimensions of the shell from baffle plate to bottom of base plate was 181/."
in length with a diameter of 48/s". Because of the tapering effect of the fourth
canister which fitted in the nose of the shell, it was found most expedient to
leave this fourth canister in the shell and utilize only the remaining cavity which
was 141/.". CardboRrd washers were placed on top of this fourth canister for
protection against the powder charge flame and two large rolls of leaflets, not
exceedini 4'/." in diameter, were inserted in the shell. The balance of loading
wal performed as in the 105 mm.
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VIII. SPECIAL OPERATIONS
In its earliest beginnings Allied psychological warfare was waged-if so
vigorous a verb may properly be used-in an almost complete vacuum. That is,
radio broadcasts were initiated and leaflets written and disseminated with no
more than the most shadowy association with the military operationaJ planning
of which they were presumed to form a l>art.
As time went on and the possible psychological warfare contributions to
military success came to be recognised in AFHQ and in certain Allied black
propaganda operations initiated in the United Kingdom, ps.ychological warfare
increasingly was put into the overall military operational planning picture.
Thus, by the time of D-Day, PWD/SHAEF liaison officers were sitting regularly
with G-3, SHAEF and PWD was called upon to 'submit formal staff studies and
other recommendations concerning the possible part that psychological warfare
could play in forthcoming Special Operations.
Psychological warfare's part in the total sum of SHAEF Special Operations
naturally varied greatly with the type of operation, In some, because of their
nature, PWD's recommendations concerning its own possible contribution were
llegative. 'In some few others, as the operations finally shook down, psycho
logical warfare was the only weapon used. It must be stated that in these latter
cases, almost without exception, failure was the result, proving again the early
axiom that psychological warfare can seldom be successful without a show of
military force.
The development of the Allied campaign after D-Day, when viewed from
the standpoint of psychological warfare, reveals the increasing integration of
PWD into _the total SHAEF staff planning organism-the ultimate result of
gradually increased understanding of the sharp~nedtechniques arid more nearly
measurable results to be obtain'ed from intelligent use of this newest and hitherto
least understood weapon of tot(il war.
In the following pages will be described the part 1:1at the Psychological
Warfare Division of Supreme Headquarters played in some typical Special
Operations.
The media for covert propaganda during Operation "OVERLORD" have been
four. (1) a combined radio program of news and music for the German Armed
Forces known as "SoldatensenderCalais" and "Kurzwellensender·Atlantik" broad
cast daily; (2) a daily newspaper dropped by American airC'raft; (3) talks for the
opposition movement within the SS; (4) leaflets distributed in occupied countries
and Germany aiming at undermining pro-Nazi morale. These operations were
generally known as "black" propaganda.
Both before and after D-Day the main tone of black propaganda was to con
centrate the attention of the German soldier on the enemy within his own ranks,
i. e., Nazi Party authorities rather than on the enemy without.
In the strictly military field it was endeavored to keep before the mind of
the' soldier in the West the military disasters on the Eastern Front, the weakness
of German war production under the stress of Allied bombing, the impotence of
the Luftwaffe, and the breakdown of German police authority.
Prisoners of war captured during operations on the Continent stated that
the Calais transmissions were heard by them regul~rly and most of the contents
believetl. Special success was achieved by the campaign representing the
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Generals' conspiracy on Hitler's life as a powerful movement to save Germany
from military disaster.
"H u g u e n () t"
One of the Special Operations-code named' "HUGUENOT"-was a plan
conceived with the idea of uudermining the efficiency of the German Air Force
by suggesting to the Luftwaffe authorities that German flying personnel are
deserting in their machines to the Allied side. The method contemplated was
to provide the G~rman Air Force commanders with evidence indicating desertion
with Allied connivance by regular hints and stories appearing on their desks
i,n the monitoring of wireless output.
The dividends from this operation were expected not so much in the actual
number of desertions as in th,e effe~t of the countermeasures which the German
authorities would be induced to take against the flying personnel if they 'Were
deceived in believing that an increasing number of them were deserting.
The measures expected to be taken by the German authorities to prevent
desertion were: the sharpening-up of anti-desertion measures and instructions
to field police to keep a suspicious eye on everyone-a course which would have
serious effects on morale. Also, the promotion of officers on account of political
reliabiliy rather than efficiency.

"N est Egg"
DUring the fight for Brittany, PWD drew up a psychological warfare plan
to accelerate the surrender of the Channel Islands after August 20. The military
situation was such that there was no assault force available to fight for the
Islands,
The operation-called "NEST EGG"-intended to use a captured German
General to make contact with the Commanding General of the German Chann!!l
Islands garrison to induce him to surrender. Failing that, it was proposed to
open up a leaflet and radio attack, with the primary object of informing the
'troops of tl~eir situation, and secondly, weakening their morate to a point where
a demonstration of air strength might be sufficient to induce surrender. This
was to be done by dropping the German soldiers' newspaper ·'Nachrichten."
When, on September 22, 1944, contact with the Is.lands· garrison failed to
result in a surrender and showed no demoralization of the troops' morale, it was
decided that no further psychological warfare attempts would be made and
that the nightly air droppillg of leaflets on the Channel Islands would be
discontinued.
This proved unmistakably that psychological warfare as an adjunct to military
operations could succeed only when the position of the opponent is a hopeless
one and when he has realized the futility of holding out any further.

"B r add 0 c k II'"
This' operation was directed at the millions of foreign workers in Cermany
who, It was felt, constituted a potential internal threat to German security. It
was a scheme for dropping from the air about four or five million small, power
fuHime fuse incendiaries on concentrations of foreign workers in Germany and
Austria for use by them against suggested targets. Attached to each incendiary
was a card containing instructions "how to use" in nine languages. Each package
of incendiary contained a folder mentioning likely targets.
It was expected that if the foreign workers would use the incendiaries, it
would have not only the desired sabotage results, but also the result of straining
to the utmost the enemy's security precautions.
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After the liberation of Paris, it was believed at Supreme Headquarters ~hat
military operations had developed to a point where foreign workers should
make their maximum contribution. As a result, in mid-September. leaflets were
dropped by Allied aircraft on German t~rritory calling upon the foreign wor·
kers to make their contribution to liberation by making full use of instructions
and materials (Braddocks) dropped to them for sabotc:ge. This call to arms
was followed up by the Allied Calais Radio on its nightly broadcasts. The
appeal in the leaflet was made over the signature of General Eisenhower.
By monitoring the German radio and by means of reports from neutral
capitals (Stockholm and Berne) it was' established that the appeal considerably
disturbed and confounded Nazi officials and that German newspaper and radio
comment had been equally jittery.
During the early months of 1945, when military operations did not augur
a quick conclusion of the war, the use of (Braddocks) was considered as being
of only morale value;~he sabotege angle was discontinued. A series of small
drops were, therefore, made over a long period of time with the object of
stretching the German security service by keeping them in a constant state of
apprehension and watchfulness.
In late April these operations were discontinued, when, with the advance
of the Allied land armies deep into the heart of Germany, it became increasingly
evident that th~ war would soon come to an end.

"C I a rio n"
Another example of th'e combining of psychological warfare and actual
military operations was Operation "CLARION." The plan called for extended
intensive attacks by the Allied Air Forces against the German transportation
system (to begin in January of 1945) to bring about a d,isruption of rail and
water hnes of communication, thereby aiding the American and British ground
forces. In addition, the attacks were expected to force the enemy to resort to
motor transportation to carry out high priority movement, thereby depleting
his carefully conserved petroleum products.
To implement this vast operation by psychological warfare, Brigadier Gene
ral McClure recommended to the Commanding General of the United States
Strategic Air Forces in Eu.rope that the use of propaganda be made a part of
the plan a'nd coordinated with the actual bombings.
Specifically, the General planned that once the operation had commenced,
news of its effects would be played up heavily to the German people-by Allied
broadcast/l and other means- and especially to railway workers, telling them
to stay away from their jobs if they wish to save themselves from harm. Broad
casts to German troops at the front was to stress the fact that as a result of the
bombings, they were isolated from their bases and supplies. The weapon of
psychological warfare was he~e to be utilized to drive the morale of Germans down
to the lowest possible levels when still under the stunning blows of the. air
offensive and to prevent it from emerging from that state.

t'C apr i cor n"
Commenced in the last week of February 1945, this operation had as its
objective the undermining of German morale by propaganda falks, based on
actual as well as spurious intelligence, proving that Germany has already lost
the war and that to continue to fight would only mean to aid in the destruction
of German life and economy.
.
A speaker, in military tone and by dint of his inside information, purported
to represent an underground movement within Germany advocated, amongst
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other things, the immediate overthrow of Hitlerism as Germany's real enemy
and the acceptance of surrender terms as the only way to avoid annihilation of
the German nation.
In support of this "black" undertaking, the use of "white" leaflets, produced
by the United States Office of War Information, were resorted to. The reasoning
behind the use of this "white"-or overt-propaganda was that Germany could
be blanketed with material dropped from planes suggesting that the Allies
have heard this station within Germany, agree with its output, and encourage
the German people to listen to a voice coming from within,
"As pi d is t r a"
Operations that played havoc with the German people's morale in the last
months of the war, and just about finished off their endurance, were intruder
operations conducted on the Cologne, Frankfurt, Berlin and Hamburg frequen
cies of the German Home Service in March 1945, with the object of spreading
confusion in the German administrative plan.
These operations-break-ins on the German medium wave radio programs
by Allied commentators speaking in German with false news reports-made it
very difficult, if not impossible, fpr the German listener to sift the tIue from
the false.
In addition, the Allied transmitter used to beak in on the German news
periods with cleverly disguised orders from the Gauleitung, which started con
siderable unrest. This form of wireless propaganda broadcasts. by the announce
ment of the approach of Allied tanks, evacuation orders, etc, not infrequently
created chaos in the German transport system.

IX. ALLIED INFORMATION SERVICE
As has been seen, the primary responsibility of PWD was to assist the
fighting arms and branches in defeating the enemy. Thus, psychological war
fare directed against German troops and, secondarily, against the German home
front constituted PWD's first task. Important too, however, was PWD's consolida
ti<;m function to the extent that it could aid the military command in securing
and maintaining lines of communication through liberated areas.
The first stage of consolidation work was done by personnel from Army
combat teams. This necessarily was restricted to a very brief period of time
.since this personnel was required for continuing combat propaganda..func
tions farther forward. Thus, it devolved upon PWD/SHAEF to provide a field
force to conduct continuing consolidation functions on t~e continent in the rear
of the Forces. Like so many other aspects of PWD work, the task of conso
lidation in Western Europe was without clear precedent.
PWB in North Africa had conducted little· consolidation propaganda. The
primary function of PWB in North Africa was·to conduct psychological warfare
against the enemy, either while he was still in Tunisia or when the fighting had
crossed the Mediterranean to Sicily and Italy. PWB/AFHQ did conduct large
scale consolidation operations in Sicily and Italy, but it was done among people
who were not officially Allies. In Western Europe, on the other hand, PWD's
consolidation activities were to take place among people who were distinctly
Allies and beyond this, in the case of France, people for whom the populations
of Britain and America entertained a strong personal feeling of friendliness -.and
sympathy. In such a situation PWD had to be prepared to operate with a degree
of diplomacy not hitherto required..
To fulfill the need for such consolidation operations among friendly popu
lations, a subsidiary of PWD, called the Allied Information Service, was estab
lished. The elimination of the phrase Psychological Warfare from the title was
done simply because it did not appear to be diplomatic to speak in terms of
"waging psychological warfare" against our friends.
AIS was made up of a Group Headquarters, designated the 6805th AIS
Group Hqs. (Prov.), and, at the beginning, three field teams each with a com
manding officer.
AIS Group Hqs., together with certain personnel designated as Advance
PWD/SHAEF and the person!lel of the first· field consolidation team, landed on
the Normandy beaChes july 5, 1944 and reached Cherbourg the following day.
In the original planning AIS was to operate behind rear Army boundaries.
Howeyer, even after the liberation of Cherbourg, rear boundaries of the
Anglo-American Forces in the field still were on the coast of France. Negotiations
were continued between AIS and the Publicity and Psychological Warfare
Branch of the First U.S. Army and the original interdict against operations by
AIS forward of rear Army boundaries was lifted. A line was drawn across the
Cotentin Peninsula, roughly half way between its base and its tip. Personnel
from the First U.S. Army combat propaganda team which had inaugurated con
solidation operations in Cherbourg, the first sizeable city of France to be
liberated, was withdrawn and personnel of the first AIS Consolidation Team
(the 6806th AIS Field Consolidation Team [Prov.]) took up the tasks. Within a
lew days First U.S. Army's P & PW Branch requested that AIS Publications and
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Cinema Sections operate forward of the demarcation Ijne that had been drawn
across the peninsula.
As will be noted in the several sections on media ope~ations in this account,
combat propaganda personnel had initiated publication of the Cherbourg news
paper, established the radio station and had reopened cinema theaters.
It was such functions as these that AIS continued and exanded.
FollOWing the Allied breakthrough at St. Lo, the area for AIS operations
suddenly expanded. Cinema and publications operations in particular grew to
large proportions almost over night. Personnel, which at the beginning had been
super-abundant because of thE: resticted area of operations granted AIS, rapidly
became too small to cover the area that fell to it. In succession, the first team
which had taken up duties in Cherbourg moved to Rennes, and the second team
(the 6807th AIS Field Consolidation Team [Prov.]) took up duties in Cherbourg.
With the passing of the weeks, the three teams (including the 6808th AIS Field
Consolidation Team [Prov.)) were headquartered at"Cherbourg, Rennes, Le Mans
and Reims.
Selected personnel from the Advance SHAEF Group, from AIS Group Hqs.,
and from the teams joined the P & PW Section of 12th Army Group Task Force
to enter Paris. This Task Force entered the city on liberation day, August 25
and immediately began setting up headquarters not only for itself but in prep
aration for the imminent arrival of PWO/SHAEF (Main). Billets and offices were
requisitioned and a mess established.
.
Meanwhile, as is shown in the sections on the several media, AIS opera
tional personnel began the work of centralizing in Paris those operations which
had been begun in Normandy and Brittany.
Intelligence officers covered the liberated areas of France ahd, as a by
product of their work, collected v~st amounts of primary evidence of German
atrocitiesil} France, which later were made available to. interested sections of
SHAEF.
.
The missions'of AIS had been stated before D-Day as:
a. To aid the Allied military effort by helping to insure that the populations
of zones in rear of Armies were kept aware of the degree and nature
of cooperation required of them, and by endeavoring to counter rumors
that might breed panic.
b. To render necessary aid to the liberated governments in reconstituting
their public information media-such aid to include services, personnel,
advice, and equipment.
.
c. To remain as anonyIllous as possible while helping the liberated govem
ments to· help themselves.
d. ITo bring about its own dissolution as early as .practicable.
In support elf (d) above, AIS was prepared to dissolve itself as of October 15,
1944, Bome seven weeks after AIS entered Paris. The plan had been that the
information functions of AIS were to be turned over to the civili!!ln inforn'l'ation
agencies of the British and American governments, namely, the Ministry of .Iri
formation and the Office of War InformAtion, respectively. These agencies were
to perform their tasks on a national and civilian basis rather than, as with AIS.
on a military and Anglo-American basis. With its own dissolution in view, AIS
had called in the peisonr"el of the three field consolidation teams in Prance and
had billeted this personnel at a chateau near Paris. Here they were to be combed
out, with part of the personnel to be earmarked for the forthcoming German
operation and the rest returning to their respective agencies or units, whether
civilian or military. However, AIS did not come to an end on October 15.
In late August and September the end of the war against Gennany had

appeared to be near. By mid-October it became obvious that another whiter
of the war loomed. Paris, instead of returning to its former place as the hub of
a 'tightly organized system of communications, was in ~oint of fact practically
isolated from the provinces-isolated, that is, except for Anglo-American military
transport. The food situation in France, primarily because of lack of internal
transport, was deteriorating and the outlook for the winter was extremely dim.
The disappointment over the failure of the Anglo-American Forces to end the
war as quickly as the people of France had expected was one of the major
factors 'which added up to a condition of badly depressed national morale.
This situation was compounded from the standpoint of informational activ
ities by the fact that much of France still was a military zone in which the
civilian information agencies could not function as such.
'In view of all these circumstances, the decisIon was reached not to dissolve
AIS but to order it to continue its activities so long as they should be needed.
It was decided that, as circumstances permitted, one or another of the AIS
functions should be turned over to the civilian agencies. Thus, through the
winter of 1944-45 and the spring of 1945, AIS continued as an operating entity
fulfilling what was a manifest need. It was in this situation, too, that Brigadier
General McClure, Chief of PWD/SHAEF, ordered travelling pictorial exhibits
to tour the provinces of France, an enterprise which is described under Public
ations and Display."
AIS finally and formally came to the end oUts task as of May 1, 1945, when
the last of its joint activities-publications-was tu.rned over to the OWl and MOl.
In Belgium and Holland other PWD-AIS teams engaged in information
activities similar to those of AIS in France. In Belgium and Holland they func
tioned under the SHAEF Missions to these governments.
In conclusion, it should be stated that one aspect did not, in fact, work out
in practice. This was the concept of the Field Consolidation Team as a self
(~ontained operating entity. The nature of the work, and the fact that the area
of operations changed so radically and rapidly in the wake of military events,
meant that rapid deployment of small groups of specialized personnel was neces
sary. In order to fulfill this need, AIS Group Headquarters was forced to assume
greater and greater control of individual personnel within the teams to the end
that AIS Group Headquarters eventually assumed complete operational control
of that personnel rather than exercising it through the team leaders.

The Low Countries, Denmark und Norway
In the early planning for PWD/SHAEF in London, all of the occupied terri
tories were included in a single overall plan. However, in operations after D-Day
and until the end of PWD involvement in certain of the operations, consolidation
activities in France were separated for purposes of convenience from those in
the Low Countries, Denmark, and Norway. Particularly after PWD/SHAEF (Main)
moved to Paris, joining AIS Headquarters which had preceded it there, con
solidation activities in France fell, for all practical purposes, directly under AIS
PWD Headquarters. On the other hand, as time went on and territory was liber
ated, consolidation activities in the Low Countries were conducted on an increas
ingly detached basis. This work in the Low Countries was done through the
SHAEF Military Missions to Belgium and the Netherlands.
Just as there had been an AIS Group Headquarters and three field. con·
solidation teams for France, there was a similar set-up for the smaller Allied·
countries which were in the process of liberation. For these countries there
was the so-called No. 1 Group Headquarters which administered three consol
idation teams known as No. 12 PW Consolidation Team (for Belgiumh No 10
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PW Consolidation Team (for the Netherlands); and No. 11 PW Consolidation
Team (for Denmark). The SHAEF Missions to the liberated countries were replicas
of Supreme Headquarters in miniature. A Special Staff Sectioil of each was the
PW Section. The PW Consolidation Teams were attached to the psychological
warfare representative on the Mission.
In order to facilftate control of consolidation activities on the continent,
a so-called Liberated Areas Desk was established in PWD/SHAEF Headquarters,
with representatives both at Main and at Rear-Main then being in Paris and
Rear in London. This desk supervised consolidation activities in liberated areas,
maintained liaison with the SHAEF Mi.;sions and with Special Force Head
quarters (Norway) and was made responsible for the ultimate arrangements for
handing over the PWD-AIS consolidation functions to the British and American
civilian agencies when that time should come. The Lib.erated Areas Desk at.
PWD/SHAEF (Rear) was responsible for coordinating the flow of special equip
ment and supplies stockpiled by the civilian agencies in the United Kingdom
for use in the Low Countries.
The liberation of Belgium followed the liberation of most of France;
and in order to hold PWD consolidation personnel immediately available for
use in Belgium, some of the teams came first to France and personnel was
employed in the French operation awaiting the opening of Belgium. Thus, in
every way, experience gained in France contributed largely to the success of
consolidation operations later in Belgium and Holland.
Belgium
PWD exercised a supervisory authority over all consolidation activities in
·Belgium. The PW Section of the SHAEF Mission to Belgium was at first a sub
division of the Mission's G-2 and later a sub-division of the Mission's G-3.
A major task of PWD-AIS in Belgium was to assist in the rapid rehabilitation
of the Belgian radio broadcasting system. Anglo-American radio technicians
were sent direct to Belgium from the United Kingdom to undertake delivery
and erection of transmitters which had been negotiated for months earlier be
tween PWD/SHAEF and the Information Services of the Belgian Government
in Exile.
Throughout the period of the operation, PWD assisted the Belgian Govern
ment in all aspects of this task. Recording trucks were provided as well as
transmitter tubes and frequency crystals. Communications receivers were made
available and advice was given on the design and erection of antennae. Inter
ceded with SHAEF signals on allocation of frequencies and aided in obtaining
power authorizations for the transmitters.
For the Belgian press, PWD provided a news file from London and assisted
in arrangements for monitoring this file. A regular flow of news pictures was
made available, as well as radio photo equipment. PWD assisted in solving
transportation problems for the Belgian press and negotiated in the whole field
of copyrights on features, news and cartoons. In the realm of publications and
display, posters were made available to the Belgian Civil Affairs group and new
posters were prepared on atrocities in Belgium and paying tribute to the Belgian
aid to the Allies. Publications material was distributed on a basis similar to that
of France. A travelling photo exhibit-again similar to those which toured
France-opened first in Brussels and then proceeded to other important cities.
As late as June 1945 the exhibit was draWing 25,000 visitors a day in the
battered city of Antwerp. PWD also assisted in expediting the shipment of books
and reference material into the country.
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Holland
The circumstances of PWD Consolidation activities in Holland were similar
to those in Belgium, the major difference being that it 'Has not until late Decem
ber 1944 that operations were possible and even as late as April 1945 only
a part of the country was open.'
Beyond this, PWD, functioning through the' SHAEF Mission, provided goods
and services in Holland as it had in Belgium, namely, engineering and other
aid in radio; a news file; picture service: films; radio recordings; and radio
communications receivers.
PWD arranged for the installation of broadcast transmitters at Maastricht,
Eindhoven, Meppel, and Lopik/Jarrsveld.
Denmark
FWD operations in Denmark began May 12, 1945, after the surrender of
the German forces in the country. Therl~ had been little or no material damage
to facilities, and the PWD .function was in the field of supplying information
materials-newsreels, pictures, radio recordings, etc.
Norway
As in Denmark, PWD Consolidation activities in Norway did not begin
until after the collapse of the Wehrmacht. By that time, plans had been
formalized for assumption of informational tasks by the civilian agencies
of the British and American governments. These agencies functioned through
the appropriate embassies, but PWD representatives, attached to the SHAEF
Mission, conducted Display exhibitions of the Allied military effort on a' joint
basis until arrangements were completed for assumption of the entire task on
a civilian basis by the representatives of the State Department and the Foreign
Office.
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X. PUBLICATIONS AND DISPLAY
A. Pub Ii cat ion 8
I. Introduction. As has been seen, the PWD Leaflet operation was almost
exclusively a function of combat psychological warfare; that is, its objectives
were enemy troops, enemy civilians, the people of friendly nations occupied
by the enemy.
The PWD Publications operation on the other hand was primarily a
consolidation function. Prior to the occupation of Germany, the PWD publica
tions operation had as its objectives the people of liberated Allied countries.
Because of manifold problems of accounting, external and internal trans
port, and the sheer bulk of the materJal involved, the publications operation
was among the most ramified in which PWD engaged.
Prior to the occupation of Germany, the areas in which the PWD Publica
tions Sections functioned in the field came under the jurisdiction of the PWD
subsidiary, the Allied Information Service, whose general activities have already
been described.
Generally speaking, the PWD Publications operation. can be divided into
two parts, namely, (1) production and stockpiling, and (2) distribution.
II. Production and Stockplllng. Long before PWD/SHAEF came into being,
the civilian agencies, OWl, PIO and MOl, had begun the'task of producing the
stockpiling publications material for distribution in liberated Allied countries.
Because of lack of adequate precedent for this kind of work, it must be stated
that much of this early production was done in a haphazard way. In retrospect
it would, appear that too many non-recurring titles were produced and these in
too small quantities for adequate coverage when liberation came; and the ex
treme desire of the people for non-collaborationist reading matter became
apparent.
Certain of the material stockpiled for France had been designed originally
for distribution in French North Africa. What had appeared to be adequate for
Colonial France often was somewhat naive for Metropolitan France.
In any case, by the time the Publications Sections of PWD/SHAEF was set
up early in 1944 in London, much of the original bulk of material for liberated
Western Europe was either itl production or already stockpiled by the civilian
agencies. A Joint Publications Committee, made up of representatives of PWD,
and the civilian agencies, was established to sit on suggested new items for
stockpiling. At the same time, the PWD Publications Section studied the lists of
available publications in the Western European languages to determine which
of those already available should be used, which should be pulped, and which
should be reprinted in larger quantities both in England and in America.
As a result of the early work by the civilian agencies" a total of 141
separate titles of non-recurring publications, were prepared for France alone.
As noted above, in most cases, these had been produced in insufficient quan
tities. The retrospective opinion of the PWD Publications Section was that a
more efficient list would have contained but twenty or thirty items in much
larger quantities.,
It must be stated, however, that without the independent production by the
several civilian agencies, haphazard though it was during the many months
before the establishment of PWD, it is likely that D-Day would have found

PWD with a woefully insufficient total stockpile, even though the titles con
tained in that stockpile might have been more carefully chosen.
Publications produced and stockpiled after D-Day fell roughly into two
categories. non-recurring items and periodicals. Generally speaking the period
icals were the more popular, but this may well have been due to the fact that
they simply were pitched on a somewhat lower intellectual level. However,
whether or not the fact that illustrated periodicals were the more popular con
stituted them the better propaganda medium appears to be debatable. Out·
standing examples of the illustrated periodicals were VOIR on the American
side and CADRAN on the British side. These appeared fortnightly on alter
nating weeks. They were roughly similar to PICTURE POST, LiFE, etc.
The selection of the non-recurring items-the one-shot publications-was
an extremely difficult and ramified task. The problem was to. view the histor1
of the world and of the war during t.he four years of German occupation and
somehow to synthetisize this vast accumulation of facts, ideas, and events for the
benefit of people who had Deen living under conditions that approximated
intellectual blackout. To make the problem even more difficult, the exact nature
of tMs blackout was not known in Britain and America. Not until surveys could
be made in liberated areas would planners be able to make even an approximate
determination of how much these people knew and how much they were
in ignorance.
It could, however, be determined beforehand that because they had access
to the BBC and other Allied radio broadcasts, the occupied peoples of Western
Europe had been kept fairly well abreast of the surface bulletin facts of the war.
But they had no understanding of the true magnitude of the global war, nor
of the Allied effort being expended to win it. Beyond all this there was the
whole field of new economic and social ideas looking toward the world in
which these liberated people would be called upon to playa part after the war.
The complete outlines of post-war international thinking aimed toward joint
security could not be given adequately in a radio bulletin. This kind of material,
then, was to form a part of the publication stockpile for distribution in liberated
areas.
A continuing discussion went on before D-Day concerning the mood and
character of material which the liberated people would wish most to have.
Should it be light and entertaining for people released from four years of
occupation? Or should it be weighty in order to bring them quickly up to date on
the important events that would affect their lives for years to come? The
answer to these questions seems to have been found in VOIR and CADRAN
on one. hand, and in traml'1ations of Oxford pamphlets, and the like, on the
other. Support for the philosophy that weighty but pertinent material would b(~
needed had been available in the experience of PWBI AFHQ many months
earlier. PWB Publications had found to its surprise that in southern Italy, in n
notoriously unintellectual part of the world, a cheap newsprint edition of the
Beveridge Plan was one of the most pupular items available to the people frolD
PWB/AFHQ.
No hard and fast line could be drawn as between the one type of material
and the other. Specific reader reaction came only with time in the months
follOWing D-Day. And if the titles had been selected haphazardly and if in
retrospect there appeared to be many glaring holes in the total lists of publica
tions available, it must be stated by way of mitigation that when finally the
combined PWB·AIS Publications Section closed its books, there were no "returns"
from dealers. The supply-good, bad and indifferent-was far exceeded by the
demand for Allied reading matter.

III. Distribution of Publications. The task of distributing PWD. publications
in the liberated countries of Western Europe was probably even more difficult
and ramified than the job of producing those publications. Transport was the
first problem-transport from the PWD base in the United Kingdom to the
continent, and internal transport within the countries of Western Europe.
Again, to a certain extent PWD/SHAEF had a body of trial and error
experience in PWBIAFHQ to draw upon. In the early months of PWBIAFHQ
in North Africa, publications were distributed free of charge to the people.
This' was done through the medium of so-called Propaganda Shops, which were
opened in larger cities. Interested citizens could go to these shops, select
their publications, and carry them away. This was haphazard in the ex~reme.
Often children obtained publications simply as collector's curios. There was no
efficient method of insuring equitable coverage among people who were really
interested.
On the basis of this experience PWB/Italy decided to distribute publications
on a commercial basis, thereby making it worth the while of professional news
dealers to trade in these publications. This meant, of course, that the Anglo
American governments would be placing-a price charge on their output.
Previous to this departure, the British and American Treasuries had not been
in the habit of taking in monies from such sources, However, favorable rulings
were obtained and for the first time Anglo-American publications began to
obtain some degree of effective and measurable coverage of the audiences
intended.
Discussions on the whole problem of sale of publications went on in Lon
"don prior to the establishment of a similar policy forPWD/SHAEF operations
on the continent. For France, the largest and most important area of potential
liberation, it was planned to utilize the distribution facilities of Messageries
Hachette, the publications distribution monopoly which had functioned in France
before the war and during the occupation, The problem of dealing with a
monopoly was discussed and it was decided that in the absence of any other
means of distribution PWD must deal with the _monopoly. However, it was
planned to so· draw contracts with Hachette that PWD would be free to deal
with other ~gencies if such should become established.
All titles planned for distribution in liberated countries were cleared prior
to D-Day with representatives of the several national governments in London or
Algiers, and all PWD plans for distribution were discussed with members of the
several Ministries of Information involved.
The first publications-distribution team, a part of AIS, arrived in Cherbourg
on July 6. It brought with it a one-ton truckload of publications. Actual operation
began on July 10 when these publications were placed on sale in Cherbourg.
The following procedure was inaugurated in Cherbourg and continued
throughout France:
Upon entering a new locality the team member first contacted the highest
local French authority, Tn regional centres, such as Toulouse, this would be either
the Regional Delegate of the French Ministry of Information~ the Commissaire
General d.e la Republique (those were direct representatives of the De Gaulle
Government superimposed upon the regions) or the Prefect, depending upon who
was present. If more than one were present, all were contacted.
tn small localities, contact was made with either an Assistant Regional
Delegate of the French Ministry of Information or, if one was not appointed, the
Mayor. The purpose was explained to him and his cooperation requested in the
designation of a local d~aler of clean political record who was equipped to handle
the material. In the great majority of cases, this was the local representative of
5 The Psychological Warfare
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the Messageries Hachette. In a few instances, the Hachette dealer was found
undesirable because of collaboration, in which case, another dealer was found.
After designation by the French authorities, a visit was made to the local Civil
Affairs officer who was informed of the details and his confirmation requested.
A previously prepared form was then signed by the four parties: the French
authority, Civil Affair6, the AIS representative, and the dealer. This procedure
was uniformly successful.
Allied interests were protected and any dispute could be referred "to a
responsible authorjty. Four cases arose .wherein the official appointee appeared
to be unpopular with the public. The case was immediately referred to-the'French
authority who arranged the affair satisfactorily.
After designation, a contract form was signed with the dealer giving the
precise terms and discount rate. Next, investigation was made of the capabilities
of the dealer to distribute our pUblications, his pre-war circulation ascertained,
and estimate made of his sales possibility.
In many cases his shop had been destroyed or partially demaged by the war
In such instances, Civil Affairs was asked to aid in requisitioning and furnishing
a new place of business. Requisitions for gasoline for the dealer's 'Use also were
frequently obtained in the same manner. There- is no record of any abuJes of
these requisitions.
Normal distribution through Hachette, Paris, to the provinces became effec
tive in Febmary 1945.
In the Normandy campaign, most small towns were serviced directly by
truck or jeep delivery from Cherbourg. The opening of new territory made such
blanket coverage impossible with the availab~e personnel and transport. Arrange
ments were then made with dealers in key centers for distribution outward
from those points. In Rennes, arrangements were made with the Rennes news
paper to carry publications with newspaper deliveries into the Brittany peninsula.
Eventually all departmental centers in France were put on a similar footing.
Army gasoline allocations, when obtainable, were useful. Lateral train service
remained in operation in the Toulouse and Bordeaux areas and was used by
dealers for distribution outward from these points.
In normal times, Hachette serviced the smallest and largest of its represent·
tatives directly from Paris. The dealer in Lyon serviced only the city of Lyon
itself. AIS arrangements thus made unaccustomed demands on these local dea·
lers for storage space, labor and transport, but in the majority of cases they
were cooperative, and provided as efficient distribution as conditions would
permit.
The first shipments of publications material from London were made in
sample or "formula" packages. These were of approximately 80 lbs. weight and
contained 10 to 27 copies of approximately 24 equally mixed British and Amer
ican publications.
An initial delivery of these packages provided variety in the newsstand
display. However, since some items sold more rapidly than others, the result
was th,at dealers were often hesitant to take new sample packages when cer
tain publications from previous packs were slow in selling. The small quanti
ties of each item made it difficult to estimate the sale potential of a par
ticular item.
The arrival ~f periodicals and other publications in bulk alleviated this
sUuation,and formula 9ackages were discontinued.
When Paris was libi:!rated on August 25, 1944, a member of the publications
distribution team of AIS entered the city with the T·Force. Commercial contracts
for distribution of material were drawn up with the French Ministry of Infor
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mation and with representatives of the central headquarters of Hachette. Three
tons of material arrived by truck from Cherbourg on September 2 and this was
immediately put on sale in the Paris kiosks.
As time went on, more publications distribution personnel arrived in Paris
and was headquartered there. With the opening of new territory, team members
were dispatched on reconnaissance missions, signing preliminary contracts and
making initial commission arrangements. During the month of September, Beau
vais, Rheims, Chalon-sur-Marne, Nancy, Amiens and Troyes were serviced: In
October, AIS serviced Lille, Angers, Lyons, Grenoble, Poitiers, Toulouse and
Marseilles. All these deliveries were effected by organic transport. In Novem
ber, sub-depots were set up in Lyons and Marseilles.
Until February 1945, the Paris-Hachette serviced only the city itself. As rail
transport conditions improved, arrangements were made with Fr.mch government
officials for rail priorities which permitted Hachette to begin distribution in the
provinces. By April 1 Hachette was in a position to take over all distribution.
Between July 10, 1944, when the first material went on sale in Cherbourg,
and April 16, 1945, 15,758.893 publications items were distributed in France for
total net receipts of 61,585,560.42 francs (approximately $ 1.231.711).
Publications were a tiny and relatively unimportant part of the total bulk of
Army material loaded on the beaches of Normandy. Difficulties experienced in
the initial phase of the operation at Cherbourg and dating up to the first three
months of the Paris operation prior to the opening of the port at Rouen, may be
traced to the following factors:
a) Both PWD and AIS were unfamiliar names to the Army personnel on
the beaches. The beach area on which material was temporarily stored was
40 miles long and approximately 10 miles deep. Within these 400 square miles,
specific areas were assigned to the different regular units of the Army Engineers,
Medical Corps, etc. PWD-AIS material came under none of these categories and
was therefore subject to dispersal, even of the same shipment, to widely separa·
ted points where it was again received as unfamiliar. There was- consequent
difficulty in trucking it to the warehouse. The eventual familiarity of the porl
authorities with PWD markings cleared the situation considerably.
b) At the beginning of the operation in Cherbourg, the Chief of the Shipping
and Warehousing Section of AIS was seriously handicapped by lack of personnel.
As material came in on the beaches it was physically impossible for him to
run the Cherbourg warehouse which handled all AIS equipment as well as
publications, and keep in adequate touch with the beach situation. In addition,
the sorting and tallying of publications which arrived from the beaches in a
jumbled state was a complicated task which demanded more time and manpower
than was available. Sufficient transport was not available to move the material
whIch soon began to arrive in substantial quantities. The arrival in the ware
house of 15 enlisted men in late July and additional transport carried by the
second, third and fourth teams, alleviated the situation at Cherbourg. However,
as the push toward Paris developed it was necessary for this Section to establish
depots at forward points such as Caen, Rennes and Le Mans. No warehousing
personnel was available. Publications team members accomplished the ware
housing tasks at a sacrifice to their efficiency as distributing agents. The back
log of this situation continued to be felt for the remainder of the year.
c) The warehouse tally-in and tally-out of approximately 200 different
publications items titled in French was unfamiliar work to the assigned enlisted
men. Engaged in a commercial transaction which demanded an accurate account·
ing of material, the, lack of professional warehousing experience caused con·
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siderable difficulties necessitating constant readjustment in the business chan
nels. As the enlisted personnnel gained experience, these difficulties lessened.
d) In the first stages of the operation, the label markings were small, unclear,
and referred to the contents solely as "printed matter." Ensuing difficulties were:
1. illegibility after the rough beach handling.
2. confusion as to destination.
3. confusion as to contents requiring opening of packages for verification
and consequent delay in delivery to agents.
e) Beach conditions were aggravated in the autumn of 1944 by the usual
channel storms and heavy rains. Mud on the beaches caused transport delay,
rendered labels illegible and caused loss of material. After the closing of the
beaches, effort was made in December to clear publications material from the
remaining stockpiles. A report of December 31, 1944 listed 10.7% loss of the
material shipped to Cherbourg and various small ports on the Contentin penin
sula. However, material continued to filter in. The final loss on aU shipments
from London up to April 16, 1943 by air, to Rauen, to Cherbourg, and to the
beaches, was 2.4% . .This improvement was the result of the concerted efforts of
the PWD Shipping and Transport Section to locate material on the beaches,
careful sorting out of good copies in damaged packages, ,and general tightening
up of accounting records.
The PWD-AIS transport demands caused by the rapid liberation of the
greater part of France after the fall of Paris caused withdrawal for other uses
of part of the transport originally assigned to publications, and resulted in an
arrangement with the Shipping and Transport Section of PWD, whereby ~ll
heavy transport of publications to key points was done by them. Each truck
or convoy was accompanied by a Publications representative whose task it was
to check tally-ins and conclude financial arrangements with the dealer. One
panel truck remained for use of the Publications Section in Paris for specific
rush assignments. One 11 /2 ton truck was assigned to the Lyons -depot for the
&ame purpose. Four jeeps were used for deliveries of small quantities: of publica
tions within the Paris area, field reconnaissance trips, and in the collection of
accounts in the provinces.
Motor transport difficulties encountered' may be traced to one or more of
.the foHowing factors:
a) The enormous demand for publications after the fall of Paris, and the great
number of thickly populated districts to be serviced, rendered the hitherto normal
delivery of one 21/2 ton truckload to be insufficient to the demand. At this time,
PWD S & T Section had available from ten to fifteen 21/t ton trucks. Several times
this number would have been required to deliver the publ.ication stocked in ware
houses and to have satisfied adequately the public demand over the large area.
b) PWD S & T Section was engaged in hauring publications from the beaches
and the port of Rauen as well as delivering publications out of the warehouse
to dealers. In addition, they handled the transport and warehousing of all other
PWD supplies, radio eqUipment and leaflets. The delivery of leaflets to airfields.
paper stocks for the manufacture of leaflets, and the hauling of indicated material
arriving in the port had a higher priority than publications. For this reason, at
certain periods, publications distribution was seriously curtailed.
c) The large territory south of the Loire river and west of the Rhone river
C'ontained no U, S. Army installations. Deliveries to this reg:on were only
possible by carrying adequate reserves of gasoline and food for the entire
journey. Forty jerricans were necessary for the Paris-Bordeaux run. The space
required to carry these cut heavily into the number of publications delivered.

B. Dis pIa y
An integral part of the Publications Section's planned work was the whole
field of display in liberated areas. This meant posters, news photographs and
formal photographic exhibits. During the early months of the campaign in North
western Europe, however, this aspect of the task was dormant, primarily because
of lack of qualified personnel and the pressure of the primary task of distributing
publications.
In the early weeks in Normandy, to be sure, certain posters prepared before
D-Day in the United Kingdom were distributed. These met with a mixed reaction,
however, and relatively little effort was expended on· them. A total of fifteen posters
had been designed and executed by the OWl-PID Joint Production Unit in
London and print orders had run from 25,000 to 75,000. After the initial mixed
reaction to certain of the posters, the policy was laid down that posters would
not be put up indiscriminately but would be given to any individual who asked
for them, as well as to town mayors in small quantities for whatever display
the mayors saw fit.
.
Informal window displays of news photographs were put up in various
towns and cities in Normandy and Brittany, and while these attracted great
interest, the true importance of the formal photographic display was not apparent
until after the liberation of Paris.
Immediately after the arrival of the PWD T-Force in Paris on August 25,
the showroom on the ground floor of No. 17 Boulevard des Capucines (on the
Place de l'Opera) was requisitioned. Early in October the first formal display
of war photographs was planned. A display architect was lifted from the United
Kingdom, and work was begun on the manufacture of panels and other display
requirements.
The exhibition opened with a preview for the French press on October 19
and for the general public on October 20. The exhibition contained approxim
ately 250 photographs covering the Anglo-American war effort from the Battle
of Britain to the fall of Paris, including sections· on Pearl Harbor, the Pacific
campaigns, the war in Russia, production, Lend-Lease, etc. The showroom accom
modated no more than 3,000 visitors per day but a capacity crowd attended
seven days a week until the show was closed on December 24, 1944. The total
attendance was 204,578. Special visits were arranged for Paris school children
and the French public reaction was one of extreme interest.
The morale of the people of France was at .a dangerously low ebb in the
autumn of 1944. Absence of adequate communications and transport left many
parts of the country virtually isolated. Failure of the Allies to end the war soon
after the liberation of Paris caused keen disappointment throughout the country.
The passage of the Allied armies through France had been so raRid that large
segments of the population had no understanding of the magnitude of the
war effort.
In order to alleviate this situation somewhat, the Chief of PWD, in view of
the unqualified success of the Paris photographic exhibit, ordered that .seven
similar displays be prepared and sent to tour the proVinces. Anglo-American
field personnel was recruited in Paris and London, and Publications reprensent
atives made preparatory contracts in their respective regions.
The first travelling display opened in Toulouse on December 20, 1944.
Another opened in Lyons on December 23. Successive exhibits opened in Bor
deaux, Limoges, Marseilles, Lille, and Tours. After display in the major centers
for varying periods, the exhibits moved on to smaller towns in the various
regions. The final show closed in Montpellier on April 5, 1945. The following
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is a list of the cities covered: Lille, Roubaix, Tourcoing,Arras, Amiens, Rouen,
Poitiers, Reims, Troyes, Nancy. Metz, Dijon, Besanl;on, Rennes, Redon, Nantes,
Angers, Le Mans, Tours, Angouleme, Bourdeaux, Bayonne, Vichy, Limoges,
Clermont-Ferrand, Lyon, St. Etienne, Grenoble, Perigueux, Cabors, Montauban.
Albi, Auch, Toulouse, Pau, Tarbes. Carcassone, Perpignan, Montpellier, Mar
seille. Aix-en·Provence, Toulon. Nice.
The exhibit consisted of 60 panels carrying 200 photos. These panels were
made of plywood painted in different light shades and were supported by
detachable iron legs, Cases wer~ made with slots- for each panel and the whole
was designed to fit a standard 21/. ton U.S. Army (6X6) truck. A tool kit was
provided as well as pots of prepared paints and flags of the United Nations.
. As a whole, the panels stood up well under the hard usage. Some
difficulties were experienced with warping and the poor quality of paste
available in France caused peeling of photos where they were exposed to
the sun.
Posters announcing the exhibit. but with space for place and date left free,
were printed in London and carried with the displays.
The teams consisted of two men, one British and one American officer
(military or .civilian). Withdrawal of personnel, as PWD teams for Germany were
activated, eventually reduced the teams to one man each. These men made all
contacts with French officials, found suitable locations, arranged for publicity,
cO:tltacted the Press. mounted and dismounted the panels, arranged the decora
tions (procured potted plants. etc.) of the showroom, gave an official "vin
d'honneur" to local officials, and remained in attendance at the exhibit to answer
the public's questions. On accasion they were aided in these activities by help
furnished by the Delegate of the French Ministry of Information, the Prefect,
or other local officials.
The MOl and OWl prepared documentary material on the British and
American war efforts which was offered to the local Press, Sample pulications
and news photos from the Publications operation were given to interested in
dividuals.
The official openings were attented by Army, civic and religious notables
of the city. Speeches were exchanged at the "vin d'honneur" given afterwards,
and photos taken on the occa,sion were given good coverage in the local press.
In many cities, military bands and parades preceded the opening, with presenta
tion of arms between French and American or British guards of honor.
The warmest receptions were encountered in the smaller cities, where the
opening of the exhibit occasioned public holidays and where official contact
with the Allied Forces was more rare.
In the three months' duration of the displays, the attendance records totaled
6,800,000. Assuming, as was often the case, that some persons came more than
once, a conserVative estimate is that five million people saw the displays. It
was impossible to cover all the interested communities in the time allotted.
After the termination of the exhibits, many letters expressing disappoint
ment were received.
Urgent requests were received from field men for an illustrated bookled
reproducing the display and ,his was produced in London. Delivery of 50,000
copies came too late to be used in any but the Rennes, Le Mans and Rouen
displays. However, sale of the booklet was an effective means of making the
impact of the exhibit more permanent.

XI. PRESS
A. Press in Liberated Areas

The line of demarcation beween PWD press activities before the occupation
of Germany and afterward was probably more sharply drawn than in any dther
medium in which PWD was involved. PWD press activity in liberated Allied
countries, which was accomplished under AIS. took the form of aid to local entre
preneurs. PWDIAIS remained anonymous and restricted itself to supplying news
print, temporary personnel, and radio receivers for access to wireless trans
mission al\d news.
In Germany, On the other hand, PWD's function, as will be seen in later
chapters describing the entire information control activity, was a completely
restrictive One of control under the military command in occupation.
The first free newspapers in Western Europe were published by members
of the psychological warfare combat teams with the British and American armies
SOon after D-Day. These were at Bayeux and Isigny. 'These newspapers fulfilled
an immediate need for information by people recently liberated. They were not,
however, full scale newspapers in the accepted sense, They were more in the
form of simple news sheets.
The first full scale daily newspaper was published in Cherbourg and
appeared On the streets several days after the city fell to the troops of the
American First Army. Pressure from the initiative of a member 9f the First
Army Psychological Warfare team was r~sponsible for the appearance of the
paper. He stirred the local publisher from lethargy, took the lead in repairing
those parts of the plant which had been destroyed by military action and super
vised the publishing of the first issue.
A few days later, this officer was transferred temporarily to AIS, which by
then had arrived on the continent, and the continued publication of LA PRESSE
CHERBOURGOISE was accomplished with the aid of AIS. As time went, On this
aid took the form' of simply supplying newsprint. news pictures. and a special
feature and news articles. With the paper on its feet, AIS interest continued
because the paper constituted the most regular means of reaching the people of
the Cherbourg area with Civil Affairs announcements, ·etc, As more of the
Cotentin Peninsula was liberated AIS transport was utilized to distribute copies
of the paper in the areas immediately in the rear of Armies. When the liberated
area had become so large that full copies of LA PRESSE could nO longer be
delivered, AIS Press Section produced a wall news bulletin, a few copies only
of which were distributed in newly liberated towns and villages where they
were posted in the public squares.
After the experience in Cherbourg, AIS was called upon to assist but little
in the reconstitution of French newspapers. When Paris was liberated, no less
than fourteen newspapers, all of them without collaborationist taint, were already
being published in the city.
Thus, the PWDIAIS press function was reduced to its simplest terms, namely,
distribution of newsprint..From its own standpoint, however, as opposed to that
of the French publishers, the AIS press function continued, with distribution
of special articles which the military command or AIS itself deemed advisable
in the context becauuse of the local morale situation.
In the early days after the liberation of Paris, AIS Press Officers dealt with
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the local newspapers in conducting such campaigns as those for the retrieving
.of jerricans and for combatting black market operations by the American troops
and Parisiens. Although communications were difficult, AIS press officers also
attempted to service the provincial press with similar articles.
The aim was to acquaint the people of France with the facts of the magni
tude of the global war and beyond that, the part which Frenchmen could and
must play in bringing it to a successful conclusion.

B. News
In support of all PWD activities on the continent, a News Division had
been established before D-Day in London. The aim of this News Division was
to provide by radio a file of world news, synthesized from all available official
and commercial sources. The plan was sound but, unfortunately. it did not fulfill
expectations in practice for a number of reasons. The primary reason, perhaps,
was that transmitter power and broadcast frequencies made available to the
News Division for transmitting its file were never equal to the task. Seldom was
it possible to monitor this daily news file regularly and with ease. On the other
hand, clandestine journalists in the occupied countries had learned during the
occupation to monitor certain BBC transmissions for their news. When, after
liberation, many of these journalists ceased to be clandestine and took over
overt publishing missions, the habit formed during the occupation proved too
strong and they continued to monItor the BBC rather than switch over to the
PWD news file. The only real argument against this was that PWD news file
aimed to synthesize Anglo-American news whereas the BBC was naturally
heavy with British news.
In conjunction with the Directives Section of PWD, the News Division also
broadcast each day a special brief transmission by voice known as the "Spider.
This simply was a short commentary-like talk which, according to the order
of the items discussed and the relative emphasis given to them. gave field
teams guidance on the handling of the day's news.
For German newspapers, both those produced overtly under Allied military
direction and by publishers licensed by PWD. a new agency was established in
London, replacing the PWD News Division. This was known as the Allied Press
Ser.vice and much of the personnel was the same as that which had staffed the
FWD News Division. The Allied Press service produced a regular file of syn·
thesized world news for transmission by radio to be monitored by PWD teams
in the field.

XII. CINEMA
Expecience in North Africa and Italy had proved-if. in fact, the point needed
proving-that among the most popular effective means of public information
is the cinema. From the very first days of the Normandy camlJaign, this was
proved again. In Paris; almost the first question asked by the pe'Ople after the
liberation of the city was: When will the cinemas reopen? When shall we see
"Gone With The Wind"?
The experience of North Africa a.nd Italy had been sufficient to support long
and serious planning with PWD!SHAEF for its cinema operatiop. Arrangements
were made with the British and American commercial film producers for a
stockpile of feature length entertainment films suitable for. use in the liberated
countriE:s of Western Europe. In addition, feature length and short documentary
films produced by the British, American, and Russian governments were stock
p·iled. Some of these films were supplied with foreign language sound tracks.
For the rest, foreign language sub-titles were dubbed in.
In general, the stockpile of films available was not all that PWD might have
desired. Certain entertainment films, for which a great demand developed, were
not made available by the commercial' producing companies. .
The first full scale cinema show after Normandy D-Day was given in
Cherbourg on the night of July 4, 1944, less than a week after the City was
liberated. The feature of this performance was the British film "Victory in the
Desert." There was also a newsreel. This newsreel was produced in London on a
weekly basis and contained material of American, British, and French character.
It was learned early that no aspect of consolidation propaganda work was
so important as the reopening of cinemas. The very act of reopening the thea
ters and permitting large groups of citizens to congregate in them for normal
amusement purposes was in itself an important indication that a semblance
at least of normality had returned. AIS/PWD attempted always to reopen
cinemas as early after the liberation of a city as the military exigencies and
electric power situation permitted.
Like publications distribution, the distribution of films was done by AIS
on a commercial basis, under percentage agreements reached with the civilian
agencies, OWl and MOl, and by them with the producing companies. As the
area of AIS operations expanded, the cinema distribution section reopened the
prewar decentralized film exchanges throughout the liberated areas and used
them-often with their prewar personnel-in the normal way. Again, like the
publications distribution experience, AIS Cinema Section was called upon to
provide most of the transport for films by the exchanges and cities within
their orbits.
Because of the nature of the cinema, little transport was required. A jeep
load of films tins represented weeks of entertainment and information for many
cities. By the same· token, and because sufficient experienced prewar cinema
distribution personnel was available, the problem of accounting for funds on a
.professional basis was not a difficult one.
In addition to the regular commercial exhibition of films in established
theaters, AIS operated several mobile cinema units. These units travelled the
countryside, giving ahows in isolated villages which did not have theaters
or in towns where the theaters had been destroyed or where electric power was
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not available from mains. Upon occasion, AIS provided mobile power generators
to service undamaged theaters in towns without p~ower.
AIS also undertook to provide, in certain cases, replacement cinema pro
jection equipment which had been destroyed by military action.
As soon as possible after cinema distribution set up its major headquarters
in Paris, the section began the task of divesting itself of its functions. This
process occupied several months but by the end of 1944 most of these functions
had been returned to indigenous personnel, although AIS continued to provide
transport where needed.
A collateral mission of the Cinema Section was the impounding of German
or collaborationist films as they were unco-vered.
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XIII. PICTORIAL SECTION
Throughout the existence of PWDIAIS, the function of distribution of still
photographs was vested in a separate section. Prior to the entry into Paris,
this distribution was done on a personal basis in the various .towns and cities
within the consolidation areq. Regular air shipments of news photographs from
the various commercial agencies and from the British and American army
services arrived in France and were distributed to newspaper editors on a
more or less haphazard basis. Photographic window displays_ also were set up,
as described in the section on Publications and Display.
However, after the liberation of Paris, this distributing of photographs was
formalized. Following discussions with the appropriate officials of the French
Ministry of Information, an agency called "Photo Presse Liberation" was desig
nated by the Ministry as the correct channel for AIS pictures. AIS Pictorial
Section supp,lied a daily selected file of news pictures to "Photo Presse" which,
in turn, produced the required number of copies and serviced the newspapers
at a fixed commercial rate to cover its expenses. AIS/PWD reserved the right
to. deal with other photo distribution agencies should such come into being.
As time went on, first one and then another of the regular commercial
picture agencies, such as Wide World and Acme, reopened operations in Paris,
and AIS/PWD, which had been serVicing pictures by these agencies, ceased
to do so. Later, provincial offices distributed news pictures to provincial papers.
As with the other AIS operating sections, the functions of the Pictorial
Section returned eventually to the civilian agencies of OWl and MOl on a
national rather than an Anglo-American basis.
The Pictorial Section, in addition to servicing the local press, serviced
PWD combat propaganda teams with pictures for use in leaflets, etc.
Attached to the Pictorial Section were photographers whose task it was to
photograph the war and liberated areas from the standpoint of propaganda to
. be used iu Europe rather than, as with the American and British commercial
photographers, for distribution in America and England.
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.XIV. STRASBOURG EPISODE
On Thanksgiving Day 1944 troops of the Armies comprising the 6th Army
Group liberated the city of Strasbourg, capital of Alsace. Primary consolidation
work in the information field was done by the psychological warfare combat
team attached to the 7th U.S.Army. This cons9lidation work consisted of
public address system operations in the city and surrounding countryside,
bringing to the people news of the progress of the war. The city of Strasbourg
was effectually cut off from the rest of France and from Paris. The radio
transmitter signal of Radio Paris operated by Radio Diffusion Francaise, was
inaudible in Alsace, while on the other hand certain German transmitters,
particulary Radio Stuttgart, poured very strong signals into the city. To
understand fully the situation that developed in Strasbourg, it must be borne
in mind that the city is on the Rhine and that the Germans were on the other
sideo! the river.
S'o long as the Allied armies advanced, or at least held the enemy. the
morale situation in Strasbourg was no great problem. The 7tl> Army team
continued to provide a minimum of information service for the city while wait~
ing replacement by a French team. This was the circumstance in the isolated
city of Strasbourg when the Rundstedt counter offensive began in mid
December. 7th Army combat team personnel, which had been supplying infor
mation services, was required elsewhere. The expected French team did not
materialize. The German armies advanced to within a relatively few miles of
the city on the north and south. With the river and the Germans to the east
as well, the people of Strasbourg felt themselves to be nearly surrounded by
the enemy and in a dangerous position. This was the kind of situation the
enemy propagandists were able to exploit to th~ full; and they did so. Radio
Stuttgart bombarded the jittery people of the city with tall tales, in which
there was more than a glea~ of truth, to the effect that it was likely the
German armies would recapture Strasbourg and take reprisals against those
people who had aided or cooperated with the Allied armies. The enemy
propagandists' intelligence conerning details of life in the city .of Strasbourg
was very good and the people had the increasingly uncomfortable feeling that
the enemy was behind every tree.
This situation continued until early in January, when General de Lattre de
Tassigny, Commanding General of the First French Army, requested the PW
Section of 6th Army Group to send personnel to Strasbourg to take steps to
support civilian morale. The request for personnel was passed on to PWD/
SHAEF, which immediately detailed a special Task Force composed of radio,
press, news and public address people to go to Strasbourg.
The team crossed the Vosges in a blizzard, arriving late at night. The next
morning the various technical experts began to investigate the situation.
Previously, Radio Diffusion Fran«;:alse had dispatched technicians and editorial
personnel to install a small. radio transmitter for coverage of the Strasbourg
area. The PWD radio technicians immediately turned to the task of assisting
the RDF personnel in speeding up the installation of the transmitter. With this
transmitter on the air, despite its relative low power, it was hoped that the
people of Strasbourg would cease listening to Radio Stuttgart which perforce
had been their local station.
The situation relative to the local press was almost unbelievably bad. Seven
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local newspapers were being published. Because of electric power shortages
and because of the shoddy journalist techniques into which the Strasbourg
editors had fallen during the occupation, no attempt was being made to produce
these newspapers on a "hot" news basis and SHAEF communiques were reaching
the public as much as forty-eight hours after release. Despite the ten.se local
situation, the Strasbourg editors apparently had no sense of their civic respon
sibility .to the people. They insisted that no edition of a newspaper be release.d
to the kiosks until all copies of every paper had come off the two available
presses. And because of power shortages, the time required for the run of all
copies of all seven papers sometimes carried from one day to the next. This
great time lag between release of the SHAEF communiques and their presentation
to the public permitted Radio Stuttgart each day to rea,ch the 'people of
Strasbourg with an intenionally inaccurate version of the SHAEF communique
before the correct version reached them. Thus, day by day, while the Rundstedt
offensive actually was being contained, the people of Strasbourg continued in an
increasingly jittery state, constituting a serious situation immediately in the rear
of the American 7th and First French Armies.
In order to alleviate the press situation, press officers of the PWD Task Force
did two things.· First, they called together the editors and attempted to instill in
them a sense 01 their responsibility in· this crisis, to the end that the editors
might cooperate with one another to serve the public for the time being, rather
than to contlDue on a distinctly competitive basis. This was partially successful.
Second, PWD Morse monitors undertook to provide the editors with the text of
the SHAEF communiques on a "hot" basis. Where formerly the editors had
allowed the communique to lie over one full day, they now kept available one
column of space on page one through the morning to take the communicr,le when it
should arrive. This was a simple enought expedient but the editors themselves
had not arrived at it.
Meanwhile, using the same monitoring material as was provided the news
papers, public address uniti, operated by personnel from the PWO Task Porce,
gave news bulletins in the city and the surrounding country side. Through these
means the people of Strasbourg came to understand the true proportions of the
military situation and when they understood that, the rise in their morale was
measurable.
Within a few days of the- arrival of the PWD Task Porce, the transmitter
of Radio Strasbourg was ready to go on the air. At this point, PWD found its~f
in the midst of a strange contretemps on prerogative. It must be recalled that
PWD personnel had arrived'in Strasbourg at the request of General de Lattre.
At the same time RDP l\Id requested that PWD radio technicians assist in the
installation of the transmitter. Again it must be recalled that PWD personnel
was under instructions to operate as anonymously as possible and to withdraw
as soon as 'the situation was in hand.
In this set of circumstances and with the transmitter ready to go on the
air, PWD encountered an impasse which resulted from the fact that neither the
representatives of General de Lattre in Strasbourg nor the representatives of
the French Mini_try of Information (including RDP) in Strasbourg would retreat
from the position that each controlled information activities in the city. The
representatives of General de Lattre insisted that Strasbourg was stili within
t~e military zone of the First French Army. The delegate of the Ministry of
Information insisted that Strasbourg, because of ,the nature of the city as the
capital of Alsace, hat reverted for information control purposes to the gouvem
ment at Paris. PWO's position was that it was interested only in getting the
transmitter on the air and that it could not choose between the military and
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civilian French leadership. The commanding officer of the PWD team stated,
however, that since PWD was a military organization, its major contC1,ct must
be with General de Lattre. Insofar as it was possible thePWD Task Force did
not, of course, take sides in the purely French disagreement over prerogative.
However, it did continue to insist that every day that passed with the available
transmitter still not on the air was a victory, albeit a minor one, for the enemy.
Eventually, with pressure brought to bear on high levels, the small Strasbourg
transmitter went on the air running relays of Radio Paris and w1th certain
locally initiated programs.
The people of Strasbourg began to listen to their own transmitter and slowly
the effect qf Radio Stuttgart was cut down. One by one PWD withdrew the
members of the Task Force leaving. at the end only the Morse monitors who
continued to supply the newspapers and the radio station with up to the minute
military news. By this time, the government at Paris and General de Lattre had
reached understandings on French personnel to take over the task of continued
consolidation operations in Alsace.
With the clearing of the Colmar pocket and the subsequent removal of the
enemy from the vicinity of Strasbourg, PWD regarded its task as completed and
withdrew the remainder of its personnel.
The foregoing is given here at this length because it appears to indicate
the kind of unexpected situation which may arise in an area of consolidation
wherein rear area work suddently takes on an unwonted aspect of immediacy due
to such military circumstances as the Rundstedt counteroffensive.

(Long months after the Rundstedt counteroffensive had become history
after the Wehrmacht had surrendered and the war was over-PWD again
appeared on Strasbourg's horizon. But this time it was from the East. Across
the river in conquered Germany, a PWD officer had come upon information
that 31 church bells, stolen from vHlages in the Strasbourg area in 1941 by
the Nazis, were stored in a warehouse near Hannover. They had been· taken
from 27 Catholic and Protestant churches as part of the Nazis' campaign to
recover strategic metals. PWD undertook the transport of the bells across
Germany to Strasbourg, and, at an impressive ceremony in the great square
before the venerable cathedral, the bells were turned over to the archbishop.
The date of this ceremony, the occasion of a local holiday in Strasbourg, was
particularly appropriate---,-Assumption Day, which coincided with V-J Day.)
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A PWD sound truck gives instructions to a crowd of bewildered Displaced Persons,
former slave laborers, after their liberation in Darmstadt, Germany.

xv.

DISPLACED PERSONS

Tn the final swift weeks of the Battle of Germany and in the earlY months
of the surrender of the Wehrmacht, one of the greatest problems facing the

Allies in the west was that involving United Nations Displaced Persons and
liberated prisoners of war. The collecting and repatriation of these people,
numbered in the millions, was an immediatE.' task facing G·5 and G-t. PWDI
SHAEP, too, had a part to play in this immense operation. As the mouthpiece
for G·5 to these people, PWD embarked upon a program of instructions and
entertainment, designed to inform them concerning what they were to do, and
to bridge the gap between liberation and repatriation. PWD produced and
disseminated certain "Voice of SHAEP" messages of instruction by radio and
leaflet and circulated various periodicals.
Actually, PWD had been addressing the Displaced Perso,ns in Germany
long before they were liberated. Increasingly as the campaign ag~inst Germany
had progressed, special radio programs and special leaflets addressed to foreign
workers in Germany had been a part of the overall psychological warfare
campaign. (A fuller understanding by G·1 an,d by the Displaced persons Branch
of G-5 of PWD's activities in this field probably would have resulted in "a
smoother operation by all concerned.) It had been PWD's aim to make the
various nationalities of foreign workers in Germany conscious of their joint
interests and, on the other hand, to use the threat of the combined might of the
foreign workers to strike fear into the German home front.
When the Allied Porces entered the first German area of large populations
where many foreign workers were employed, PWD, serving to disseminate the
wishes. of the Supreme Commander, gave instructions to these foreign workers
concerning their conduct in the face of the advancing Armies. When the
Supreme Command~r wished foreign workers to remain at their posts, contrary
to the orders of the German High Command, PWD issued these instructions.
When, later, the Supreme Commander wished the foreign workers to evacuate
the cities, again contrary to the wishes of the German High Command, PWD
promulgated the message. lJ:).creasingly, as the campaign neared its eDd, the
foreign workers in Western Germany obeyed the Supreme Commander's instruc
tions as promulgated by PWD to the letter.
By the time large numbers of foreign workers and prisoners of war had
been uncovered by the Allied armies, PWD was in a position to help carry .
out the final phase of this aspect of the campaign. As was to be expected, the
simple matter of getting home as quickly as possible was uppermost in the
minds of foreign workers and liberated prisoners. The vast numbers involved
constituted a serious problem in t.hat the mere traffic of so many people moving
independently would have choked the highways and other lines of transport.
G-5 and G-1 plans called for collection of displaced persons and liberated
prIsoners in camps for orderly transport to the various countries. .In order to
promulgate instructions to this end, PWD reoriented many of its radio broad
cnst., particulary at Radio Luxembourg. A daily four-language airborne news
paper was inaugurated. It was called "SHAEP" and was printed at first in Bnglish,
German, French, and Polish. Later, Russian replaced the German. This newspaper
was produced in London and was flown each nigl: by the special leaflet
squadron of the 8th Air Force. It reached a maximum circulation of 2,000,000
daily before it was replaced by a weekly newspaper of larger format. SHAEF
6 The Psychological Warfare
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was dropped both in leaflet bombs and later in bundles by parachute on pin
pointed targets near displaced persons camps. When most of the displaced
persons had been collected in camps and repatriation had begun-when, in fact,
the displaced persons had nothing to do but wait-the tiny total of news
contained in the original SHAEF newspaper was not sufficient to satisty their
needs. Thus, the second SHAEF newspaper was eight pages instead of four, giving
each language two sides for news and information. This newspaper was producecl
once a week in Russian, Polish, French, and Italian. In order to continue
dissemination of this for as long as necessary special dispensation was .granted
for the services of the special leaflet squadron beyond the original termination
date bf June 20.
PWD undertook to sponsor circulation of several other kinds of newspapers
to displaced persons. Among these were:
(a) A Yugoslav weekly newspaper, prepared under the auspices of the
Yugoslav government through the Yugollav representative in the SHAEF
European Contact Section. This paper was produced in Paris and had
originally been distributed on a haphazard basis by Yugoslaw liaison
officers.
(b) Two Czech weekly newspapers. These newspapers were published in
London under the control of the Chief of the PID Czech Desk. They were
bundled for shipment (5,000 copies each) with the SHAEF newspaper
and dispatched to 12th Army Group for distribution. Later, arrangements
were made with the Czech Mission for distribution on a basis similar to
that of the Yugoslav newspaper.
(c) A FrenCh weekly newspaper. This was published by a French team
. attached to 12th Army Group at Frankfurt. The paper, called "RETOUR,"
had a circulation of 200.000.
Beyond this, PWD arranged with the civilian agencies for publication -of
a booklet called "Since 1939," an objective word-and-picture story of the war.
This booklet, which had been circulated elsewhere in varicus languages, was
brought up to date to include the German surrender and was franslated into
Russian and Polish.
Weekly editions of "Communique Graphique," a news-in-pictures bulletin
board poster was issued in French, Russian, Polish, Italian, Yugoslav, Czech
and Dutch.
The civilian agencies, OWl and MOl, made available to PWD/SHAEF large
quantities of various kinds of booklets and brochures which were left over from
previous operations. Every effort was made to prevent th~ displaced persons
camps from being regarded as a trash basket for unused printed material.
However, the need was great and appropriate material was put to this final use.
With the German surrender, Radio Luxembourg for a period devoted the
majority of its air time to displaced persons broadcasts and, beyond this, BBC,
ABSIE and The Voice of America furnished special programs for relay by
Radio Luxembourg and by the German Network. Schedules were published
regularly in "SHAEF." PWD undertook to assist camp supervisors in finding and
installing radio receivers in the camps.
Beginning the second week in June 1945, weekly newsreels with Russian,
French, and Polish sound tracks were made available for showing in displaced
persons camps. Twenty-five American documentary short films with French,
Czech, and Polish subtitles and forty British documentaries iL Czech and Polish
were provided.
About the middle of June, 8 mobile motion picture projection unit was put
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to use in displaced persons camps in each of the Army Group areas. These units
were complete with a full stock of various kinds of films in sev~ral languages.
but were woefully inadquate for the size of the task.
The displaced persons problem in general was considered originally as a
short-term one. 'In the early weeks following the German surrender. the
repatriation of Western Europe went forward at a high rate of speed. Eastern
Europeans required longer to be moved. but by mid-June had reached a rate of
30,000 a day for the Russians. The polish repatriation problem was by till odds
the most difficult and became an extremely long-term problem. It can be seen
that the PWD task involving instructions and entertainment for displaced
persons was one which perforce had to get underway quickly and reach its
maximum tempo almost at once. It appears that it may be stated safely that
PWD's contribution was responsible for some small part of the success of the
entire effort in repatriation of displaced persons and prisoners of war.
In the field of Displaced Persons, as in so many others, P.WD often found
.itself in strange by-ways. PWD officers came upon the poignant cases of Polish
children. some born ,in Germany, others brought to Germany at an early age
with their slave-laborer parents. These children had never seen their native
language'in print and had never learned to read. The German neglect of them
had been absolute.
In the Displaced Persons camps in Germany, the need for primary education
for these unhappy children became manifest. Polish adults attempted to provide
this, but there were no textbooks in Polish. PWD officers were shOCked to find
that the Polish page of the weekly "SHAEP" air newspaper was being used as a
primer to teach the children their A-B-C·s.
In order to fulfill a basic need as simply as possible, PWD inaugurated a
weekly newspaper in Polish designed specifically for children In Displaced
Persons camps. Through this paper, some 15,000 Polish children learned the
rudiments of their native language.
(One incident may illustrate the success of PWD's campaign directed toward
foreign Walkers in Germany during the final hectic weeks of the war. A British
woman correspondent was covering the,entry of American troops into a suburb
of Frankfurt. She saw groups of foreign workers emerging from [he woods
outside the town, and spoke to them. They were jubilant.
"We obeyed his orders," they said.
"Whose orders?" she wanted to know.
With that they pulled from their pockets the PWD leaflets giving General
Eisenhower's precise instructions on how to conduct themselves in the face of
the Allied advance. In this, particular case, they had been instructed to leave
the factories and hide in the woods. And they had done it to the letter.)
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XVI. CONTROL OF GERMAN INFORMATION
SERVICES
Up to thll.· point practically all of the discussion in this history wal con
cerned with psychological war.fare activities against the enemy and informaUon
services for liberated Allied countries. As this is written, much hal been planned
but relatively little has been done on the pqsitive side in the third of PWD's
Inajor missions, namely, control of German information services.
Attached to this· history as an appendix is the PWD Manual for Control' of
German Information Services. It gives, medium by medium, the plan under
which PWD undertook its task in occupied Germany.
The structure of the Psychological Warfare Division organization changed
somewhat with the end of the war in Europe, The Leaflet Section was abolished.
The Film Section which had, in effect, not existed at all afterAIS returned the
distribution of films in liberated countries to the civilian agencies, was revived
in a much larger way with added responsibilities. This Section became known
as Films-Theater-Music Control Section. The Liberated Areas and Special Liai
son office, whieh had been set up during the last days of AIS was abolished.
The Directives Section and the Plans and Organization Section became a single
section known as Plans and Directives. The Displaced Persons and Prisoners
of War Section was formalized.
Colonel William S. Paley was named Deputy Chief of PWD in charge of
Operations. An assistant to the Chief of PWD in charge of control of German
information services was appointed. He was Mr. C. D, Jackson, who had been
Chief of AIS and civilian deputy to General McClure from the inception of
PWD. What remained of the older system of four civilian deputies, each pri
marily responsible for one or several of the operating sections, thus disappeared.
The field force for German information control took the form of District
Information Service Control Commands, In what became the American Zone,
units operated in Munich and Wiesbaden. In what became the British Zone
(but still during the SHAEF period) units operated in Hamburg, Hannover and
Oelde. These units had operating sections, namely Intelligence, Publications,
Press, Radio, and Filnls-Theater-Music.
PWD/SHAEF (Main) .moved . its headquarters from Paris .to Bad Homburg"
Germany, June 15-16, 1945. However, long before this move was made, PWD
units had been engaged on certain aspects of the task of control of German in
formation services and published its handbook paralleling similar Military Gov
ernment publications. PWD separated the work in. Germany into three phases.
The first phase went into effect in each German locality directly it was captured.
This called for the "immediate shut-down of German information services. The
second phase provided for the institution of Allied information services, utiliz
ing German newspaper and publishing plants, radio transmitters, etc. The
writing and editing was done by Allie<;l personnel. The third phase enVisaged
a gradual transition from Allied information services to German-managed ser
vices working under Allied supervision. Necessarily, this third phase could be
gin only after detailed reconnaissance and examination of prospetive German
operators had been made. A lengthy and detailed guinea pig experiment had
been conducted in the field of the press which was presumed to provide an
example of the kind of problems to be encountered in nearly every media. This
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took place in Aachen and a full account of.the experience gained there wl11
be !liven later.
As noted above, the first, or shutdown phase, of PWD operations in Ger
many went into effect piecemeal as the country was occupied. The second phase
began with the reopening of lOO-kilowatt radio transmitters in Munich, Stutt
gart and Hamburg. These transmitters gave most of their broadcast time to
relays from the key PWD station at Luxembourg. A small mobile transmitter
was installed at Frankfurt to replace the "transmitter which was completely
destroyed by the enemy. During this second phase, overt Allied Army newS
papers were published for the local population of Germany. Ten plants were
being used, covering major population centers in the Anglo-American Zone
such as Essen, Cologne, Frankfurt, Kassel and Munich. In this second phase of
the program, the emphasis, was on publicizing Military Go\"ernment· rules and
regulations, countering rumors by announcements, ·and supplying a selected
news service. The part of this news service dealing with world news (every
thing, in fact. except local news) was produced in the United Kingdom by the
Allied Press Servke. The A.P.S. news file was a synthesis of material available
from the usual agency an official sources. It was beamed daily to the continent
by. radio and was the major source of world news for all newspapers published
in the Anglo-American Zones.
The immediate objectives of the Allied Information Services were: (1) to
maintain and deepen .the mood of passive acquiescence and acceptance of orders
to the German people and so to facilitate the' completion of the occupation of
Germany; (2) to undertake special campaigns required by Military Government;
and (3) to take the first steps toward arousing a sense of collective responsibil
ity for Germany's crimes and to provide' the facts designed to expose the vital
consequences of Nazi and militarist leadership and German acqu'lescence in
them. PWD.did not indulge in argumentative propaganda but confined itself to
unemotional reporting and instructions.
Preparation for the third and final phase of PWD's work-the gradual turn
ing over of information seI....ices to Germans who would fUD,=tion under Allied
supervision-was necessarily long. Reconnaissance missions to discover Ger
mans who might be trusted to publish newspapers or books, to produce films,
etc., were instructed to leave no stone unturned in probing the background,
political tone and character of the men whom they would recommend. Investi-,
gators were instructed not only to ·test candidates for past affiliation with the
Nazi party, but f!lrther, to explore the backgrounds of professed non-Nazis for
traces of militarist or German nationalist beliefs.
(NOTE.-Chapter XXII 01 th/ll account goell Into greater detail In dlllcu'lI/nQ the aerll&an
Inlormatlon Controllunctlon. In IImalI part It Is II reJpetllion 01 the above, but carrlell the account
to the end 01 September 1945. It d/llcuslles the work 01 the Inlormatlon Conttol Dlv/ll/oll, Unl/ed
Statell Porcell, European Theater, which wall the lIucce,lIor 01 PWD SHABP In the. American
Zone 01 Occupation.)
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XVII. THE NEWSPAPER A'T AACHEN
The battered city of Aachen fell to Allied troops in mid-October 1944. This
was the first community of appreciable size in Germany to fall into Allied hands,
an~ thus, despite the wreckage, it offered opportunity for laboratory exper
iD)entation in information control activities.
The Psychological Warfare Branch, 12th Army Group, circulated in Aachen
its weekly newspaper called "DIE MITTEILUNGEN," but no newspaper wal
published in Aachen itse.}f for some two and one-half months after the city fell.
Meanwhile the Press Section of PWD/SHAEF began negotiations with
12th Army Group for concurrence in its plan to conduct the Aachen press
experiment. During the weeks following the.fall·of the city a small team of PWD.'
SHAEF press personnel, including editor, circulation-liaison officer, Morse mon
itors, etc., arrived in the city. The plant of "PolitischesTageblatt" was requisitioned
and th~ persons occupying the bUilding, including the controlling director of
the paper, were moved out.
The PWD team recognized that its problem was not so much one of providing
Aachen with a newspaper as of finding the riqht man for eventual licensing as
publisher. In all of the early planning for PWD operations in Germany, it had
been manifest that technical ability in the various fields would be far easier to
find than political purity. the question to be answered was this: Would it be
better to compromise on technical ability or on the political background of the
eventual licensee? In theory, PWD was certain of the answer. There must be no
compromise in the matter of Nazi or militarist associations of the licensee. In
practice, however, PWD personnel would be forced to make certain compromises
on technical ability and the Aachen experiment was to show just to what extent
this would be necessary.
Early in January, when the PWD team was ready to select the prospective
licensee as publisher, the available candidates in Aachen were few. One was 'the
controlling director of the "Politisches Tageblatt" which had continued publication
until the city's fall. This man was engaged in January in printing proclamations,
etc. for Military Government. Investigation showed that he had been an S.A.
man in 1934 and had been a member of the Nazi. party in good standing
since 1931. A second candidate also had an unsavory political background.
the third candidate, Heinrich Hollands, was a veteran Social Democrat and
had done no newspaper work between 1933 and late 1944. Except for the eleven
year-gap, Hollands had spent his life in newspapers and printing. He had owned
his own printing works at one time and had been active in management of
Social Democrat newspapers. Comprehensive investigation convincec:l the PWD
team that Hollands had remained out of newspaper work since 1933 because of
his sincere anti-Nazi convictions. During this inactive period he had supported
his family on a monthly pension of 94 marks. When the PWD team came to
Aachen, Hollands was serving as technical manager of the Politisches Tageblatt
plant on the Military Government work. Although Hollands appeared to have
a clean political record. and although his technical knowledge of the printing side
of newspaper was unassailable, he knew little about the editorial side. Weighing
the pros and cons of the available candidates, the PWD team determined to give
Hollands an opportunity to work toward an eventual license. This meant, however,
that the PWD team would be forced to give Hollands much advice and guidance
before he would be qualified to publish the paper alone.
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Meanwhile, the damaged plant had been repaired and the first copy of the
newspaper in Aachen, called the "AACHENER NACHRICHTEN," was published
on January 24, 1945. The paper was a weekly. Acceptable personnel to fill the
key positions on the paper under Hollands was assembled gradually. At first, the
editorial side was handled entirely by the PWD team, using the Allied Press
Service news file and local Military Government and other items. Certain sharp
changes in the style of German journalism were introduced, notably the factual
objective reporting of news, separation of news and comment, and the speedina
up of the tone of headlines. Hollands and. the local personnel under him appeared
to accept these changes with good grace.
Population surveys showed that the form of the new paper met with approval.
The circulation, which began at 12,000 per week, rose steadily to 52,000.
In publishing the Aachen paper, the PWD team hewed closely to the line
of SHAEP' directives. The circulation of the paper outside Aachen itself was
accomplished by jeep through Military Government Detachments and special
arrangements with burgomeisters.
In its early period the paper was of extreme value to the occupying forces,
particularly when the fighting front still was very near the city and community life
, was completely dead; the people were livin.g in scattered groups all over the town,
, wherever there was a whole roof. And, naturally, Aachen and the surrounding
communities were',alive with fantastic rumors. The people required somethin~
to give them a sense of continUity in daily life, arid the AACHENER NACH
RJCHTEN did this through its week by week Military Government instructions
and world news.
lt is not necessary here;o dwell on the manifold mechanical problems
that beset the PWD team. Mostly these involved electric power for the presses
and linotype machines. Week by week the appearance of the paper on the
streets was a matter of question up to the last moment since one nevdr knew
\'{hen, or if, there would be power.
The PWD directive which called for eventual licensin~ of newspapers
implied that the t.eam working in Aachen must build up the self-confidence and
self-sufficiency of the Germans who had been tentatively selected for licensing.
When Hollands' ideas concerning a particular issue of the paper did not mea
sure up to the standards set by the PWD team, the team advised changes but
did not order them. In this way a certain degree of educating was done looking
toward the time when the Germans would have to stand largely on their own
feet. By mid-June the German group in Aachen was able to edit, manage, and
distribute the paper on its own.
The main proposals made by Hollands concemiIig the business management
of the paper were:
(1) There should be no stockholders but the net profits of the paper should
be divided thus: 25% to go into a blocked bank account to take care of
later possible claims until a sum equalling the total value of the property
(191,000 marks) is in the account; 10% to the chief editor; 5% to the editor,
sOlo to the business manager; 50/0 to the office manager, 5% to the chief printer,
15 0/0 to a fund for sickness, etc.
(2) In June 1945 the paper had assets of 50,000 marks, 42,000 of which was
cash in bank. Hollands ,proposed that 25,000 marks of this should remain in the
blocked acs;ount, the remainder to be freed as operating capital.
tate in June 1945, Hollands was granted a conditional license to pubUsh
'
the paper in Aachen, the first such Ucense in Germany.

~
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XVIII. COMMUNICATIONS
In the early days, there was no Communications Section for the Publicity
and Psychological Warfare Division:
At this time, problems affecting communications, in very minor degree,
were handled by the Liaison' Sub-Section of Signal Division SHAEF, whose job
it was to coordinate the reqUirements of all agencies not directly operational.
The first Signal Instruction issued stated that "p and P.W. as a Staff Divi.ion
were fully entitled to the use of operational channel' ..." This, for the time
being took care of communication requirements.
With the growth of PWD and the formation of G-6 as a General Staff Divi
sion, the new T O. lncl11ded a Communications Branch which was to take care
of Publicity (Press) and Psychological Warfare (PW). Although the two parts
Of G-6 worked. in separate buildings and mainly on separate plans, the single
Communications Section took care of both projects. Early in 1944, a three-officer
section was transferred from Signal Division, SHAEF, and early April 1944, pro
blems for both 'p' and 'PW' were discussed with the various sections and a plan
was prepared for pre-D-Day, for D-Day and for D plus 30, D plus 60, D plus 90.
During this planning stage many meetings were held with Signal Division
SHAEF through its Liaison Sub-Section, with the General Post office, the BBC,
the War Office and with representatives of the OWl, who were largely conneCted
with the Psychological Warfare aspect of the plans.
The first 'and original plan for PW communication activities, mainly connec
ted with broadcasting, was drawn up by the OWl and submitted to the Chief
of the Branch of P & PW, and this was passed to Liaison Sub-Section of the
Signal Division for comment. Subsequently the plan was redrafted oy Com
munications Branch and the ideas set out were incorporated in the larger plan.
By mid April 1944 the finished plan for the initial requirements of P & PW
had been completed and was put into operation.
On the Psychological Warfare side, Inveresk House had been selected as
Headquarters and the necessary lines and equipment were ordered through
Signal Division and thence via the War Office to the GPO to guarantee
news services with incoming material, teleprinter channels to commercial com
panies to cover contact with the world outside Europe-including the United
States-and, finally, arrangements were made to take over GPO radio trans
mitters for transmitting by speech and morse the latest news items for liberated
countries and 'for news and guidance to persons still in occupied zones.
The bulk of this work was completed by 31st May, and the studio built on
the third floor of Inveresk House. The auomati~ senders fot the Morse files
were completed and tested by June 4, 1944.
To take care of operational, administrative, and executive traffic, sinse PW
was nQt located with or near SHAEF Headquarters, two circuits were prOVided
from Inveresk House--one to theWal' Office terminal, which at this time was
und~r S'HAEF in Goodge Street, and one to the U.S. Headquarters ETOUSA in
Duke Street.
Addit~onal private wires were installed on the Inveresk House switchBoard
to all main m111tary boards and special agencies such as MOl, PID and BBC.
On D-Day, all PW services as planned were functioning and traffic was
steadily building up. News material from all the main services was flowing into
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the News Section, and schedules were set 'up for transmitting special news ser·
vices to France. This included Voice casts at dictation speed.
A TO. for a PWD Communications Section of two officers and three enli"ted
men was set up within PWD.
On D-Day there were twenty-eight teleprinter circuits, eight news ticker
services. three Morse circuits and the Voice Casting service working for PWD
with an average of 21,000 words daily (6,000 in speech, and 15,000 in Morse). As
operations on the continent proceeded and more countries were liberated, it
became necessary to increase the news services to include other languages and
more material was nE!eded.
On May 24, 1944 a teleprinter circuit was put into ABSIE, to furnish a special
file for broadcasting, and a drop line to the OWl Photo Section and the American
Embassy. On August 18, 1944 the Voice Cast was stopped and its transmitter
changed over to a Morse service. As this time, the service was being' used in the
Mediterranean theater as well as on the Continent.
In September, plans were made for a "crash location" so that in the event
of bomb damage to Inveresk House a limited service could be ca,rried on from
the new headquarters, 49 Carlos Place, or from the basement of Inveresk House.
Additional ,services were required foi: the Northwestern European Theater
and in August negotiations were carried out with the War Office for' the loan
of a British military low power transmitter. This was installed and operated by
the GPO radio station at Leafield and on August 17 this set came into service
as daytime transmitter for French, Belgian, and Dutch news services.
Operational traffic' was now reaching a high level and there were long
delays on messages. Consequently plans were made .for a radio net for PWDI
SHAEF. Permission was obtained from Signal Division to install and operate
a radio station at Inveresk House, and' arrangements were made with the 4th
and 5th MRB companies to provide the equipment and personnel for London and
the new headquarters at Paris. Plans for the future included the station at Radio
Luxembourg; and on September 9, 1944 this channel came into use.
In early October 1944 the requirement for news on the continent had
reached such proportions that all services were extended to 24 hours .daily and
three GPO and one military station were working for PWD.' A Signal Corps
radio station, working back to the United States, was handling PWD material
for New York and Washington through the Overseas Room at ETOUSA (later
U.K. Base).
In November the station at Radio J;.uxembourg joined the PWD net, giving
direct contact between London, Paris, and Luxembourg for operational traffic.
In December the first intimation was rececived of the possible use of Hell
schreiber, and plans made accordingly. The question of obtaining a 50 KW
transmitter from the OWl was finally dropped and negotiations commenced with
the Air Ministry for the loan of an AVT 22B station of,S KW.
Also during this period the Communications Section assisted the newly
formed Information Control Service Section on details of equipment for press
and monitoring teams to be set up in Germany.
In January and February 1945, the Danish and Norwegian operations came
into the picture and frequencies were cleared for the Norwegian Force, and for
the Danish and Norwegian news files. On February 11" the Air Ministry set
(AVT 22B) was sent to Leafield, where the GPO~eTected it and prepared it for use.
In March 1945, PWB/AFHQ moved northwards and this neccessitated the
changing of frequencies for the Mediterranean service, and a plan was dis
cussed with a view to bringing PWB!AFHQ into the PWD 0l'erational net. Tests

were carried out with PWB frequencies but permission could not be obtained
for their use from the U.K.
By early April operational traffic was flowing in and out of Inveresk House
by PWD radio to Paris and Luxembourg, by teleprinter via Duke Street and
Goodge Street to all Army Groups, Armies and other units connected with PW
activities, to the United States vie Sirnal Corps channels, and to neutral countries
via commercial channels.
Pive radio transmitters were now handling news services in EnRlish, Prench,
Dutch, Plemish, and German for the Mediterranean and European Theater and
a special teleprinter service was feeding material into the printiftR production
headquarters outside London for the preparation of leaflets and the special
newspaper "SHAEP." ,
The followinSl shows the average daily wordage passing through PWD
during this period:
(a) Administrative and eperational traffic: 4500 words per day, by radio
and teletype.
(b) News Services:
In EnRlish to Mediterranean and dualled later to Norway and Denmark
19,000 words per day.
In English, Prench, and Duch, etc., to Western Europe-26,OOO words per day.
In German to Western Germany-9,000 words per day.
In En~lish to United States via U.S. Signal Corps channels-25,OOO words per
day. Via Western Union-3,OOO words per day.
(c) Guidance, Instructions and Analysis To Paris by teletype-l,OOO
words per day.
Propaganda analysis via high speed Morse-3,500 words per day. (PWD
Radio net.)
Propanal to Radio Luxembourg by teletyp~3,500 words per day.
(d) Special news for "SHAEP" by teletype-l,800 words per day.
Cross channel trunk and outside telephone calls from Inveresk House at
this period were averaging 850 calls per day. (This does not include intemal
calls which at pe.ak periods were 350 an hour.)
Courier services, inclUding local DRLS, and ADLS services handled an
average of 150 packages per day.
On May 14 the station at Leafield came into operation with Danish and
Norwe~ian news file and additional operational traffic was handled via the
War Office circuit.
Russian-controlled radio stations were now back on the air but could not
be heard in the U.K. so some arrangements were made on behalf of the BBC to
get ,back reports from the British and U.S. Army Groups. These proved satis
factory and were used by the BBC in their monitoring s~rvice.
The end of May 1945 saw the beginning of the reserve operation and with
the taking over by the Prench and Belgian agencies of their own news services,
the PWD news service to these two countries was closed down.
Early in June 1945 the Hellschreiber situation became more prominent,
and equipment was collected by Army Groups. In the U.S. Zone in particular
large quantities were found and quickly put into serviceable condition.
Transmission tests of Hellschreiber were commenced by PIO for the Joint
Allied Press Service (APS) and mid June saw the commencement of a Hell
schreiber service from 1200 hours to midnight daily, with a dual 'transmission
of the German news file still going out on Morse on the- German frequencies
since aU points in Germany were not yet eqUipped with Hellichreiber receivers.
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Also in early June, PWD (Main) moved to Bad Hombul'l and the operational
circuit was moved in two steps so that there was no interruption in Communica
tions. The standby SCR 399 was used as intermediate station and later (June 16)
when the 1 KW had been installed at· the news headquarters, the SCR 399 was
prepared as a mobile unit ready to move into Berlin.
Plans were prepared on June 5 for the eventual closinR down of FWD!
SHAEF services and for the transfer of activities to lhformation Control Division,
United States Forces European Theater. On May 30, the ABSIE service had been
closed and on June 30 the Mediterranean and continental news files were
stopped.
By the first of July, two GPO transmitters had been returned and several
lines and terminal equipment returned to the War Office. On July 6 the final
letter to the War Office disposed of all lines, equipment and transmitters, with
the' exception of two operational teleprinters and the two transmitten and
automatic equipment still'in use on the German news file. These were to remain
in use until the termination of CALA.
Op the closing down of SHAEF, the operational net at Inveresk HOUle
became a part of the Information Control Division network, and the operational
and news services teletype channels were taken over by the Office of War
Information.

XIX. FINANCIAL AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
In the beginning, PWD had no funds of its own. From its inception, and
until May 15, 1944, all materials in the United Kingdom were supplied by the
Army and by the civilian contributing agencies. On May 15th, the Fiscal Section
was set up, and thenceforth PWD functioned from a basic fund and'not on piece
me,al handouts.
Funds-that is, money on hand or available, rather than supplies them
selves-were contriliuted on a 50-50 basis by the British and American govern
ments. The American contribution was split between' the Office of War Infor
mation and the Office of Strategic Services; the British, among the Ministry of
Information, Political Intelligence Department of the Foreign Office and the
BBC for their agreed shares.
The first fund was $35,000, of which OSS contributed $25,000 und OWl $10,000
The MOl paid in no actual money, but undertook to meet half of all bills.
Agent cashiers representing the PWD/SHAEF Fiscal Section were attached
to Army Group and Army psychological warfare teams, and to AIS. They
received funds from the PWD Fiscal Section and rendered their accountings
back to that section. All expenditures of PWD funds made by these teams
required the certifying endorsement of the team chiefs.
The total sum expended by PWD from May 15th until the windup of its
operations was approximately $150,000. It must be emphasized that this ex
penditure from the so-called PWD Operational Field Fund did not take into
account the salaries of PWD American and British civilians nor did it reflect
the cost of the vast quantity of supplies and equipment obtained through Army
requisition, nor the cost of production of government publications and films.
took in $2,061,188.37 broken down this way:
In Liberated countries, PWD took in large sums from sale of publications
(see Chapter X) and from exhibition of British and American government
produced films (see Chapter XII). Beyond this, PWD received, moneys for ex
hibition of British and American commercial films, but there were paid
back to MOl and OWl for direct transmittal to the owning companies.
From sale of government-produced publications in Li~erated countries, PWD
took in $ 2,061,188.37 broken down this way:
France
$1,242,488.68
Belgium
425,581.33
Luxembourg
14,647.66
Denmark
42,930.03
Holland
330,540.67
Norway
5,000.00
$2,061,188.37
From exhibition of government-produced films in Liberated countries, PWD
took in a total of about $400,000.
The basic restrictive tenet of PWD's fiscal manai,ement operation was that
no supplies were to be purchased on the open market until every possible Army
source had been exhausted.
lCD's fiscal management differed from PWD's in one main particular. leD
obtained approval from th'E! Chief of Staff, U.S. Forces European Theater
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to utilize funds received from sale of government publications and exhibition
of government-produced films to pay expenses of reimbursable enterprises. This
constituted, then, a sort of pump-priming fund and was an unusual feature of
government fiscal procedure. It proved extremely valuable, because although
ICD was often able to place the cost of varicus enterprises at the doorsteps of
the appropriate local burgomeisters, it was sometimes necessary to make an
original investment in a newspaper, for instance, in order to get it started quickly.
ICD operated in requisitioned newspaper plants, using requisitioned news
print stocks, and, because of the nature of the military occupation, avoided
normal operating costs in other ways. On this basis, as of the end of September,
1945, "profits" (if they can legitimately be called such) of some $250,000 were
held by ICD.
In the absence in qermany of commercial film distributors, holders of
United States book copyrights, etc., ICD undertook the busine'ss management
of these enterprises. However, ICD planned to divest itself of these responsibil
ities as soon as possible, when American commercial interests should be in
position to negotiate directly with Germans.

XX. SUPPLY AND TRANSPORT
It was less than two months before D-Day, on April 28, 1944, that the Supply
and Transport Section was organized as an integral part of PWO/SHAEF. The
section's responsibilities lay in the procurement, warehousing, and shipping of
the manifold varieties of supplies contemplated for use in psychological war
fare. Soon after D-Day the section shoLlldered the burden of supplying field
operations not only in respect ofAIS, which was a direct off-shoot of PWO/SHAEF,
but the psychological warfare teams with Army Groups and Armies as well.
Insufficiency of personnel and transport inhibited the operation throughout,
as did the fact that PWD had already been granted a low priority by S-4,
Headquarters Command. Many suplies of a specialized and technical nature
were procured through PWO'scivilian contributing agencies and a Joint Procure
ment Committee comprising PWO, OWl, OSS, PID and MOl was established
in London.
In oider to carry out its various tasks, the section established and main
tained the following units within itself:
(a) An Administrative Unit responsible for the overall planning and operation
of the section.
(b) A Requisitions and Inventories Unit responsible for procurement of all
supplies and maintenance of adequate records covering issuanc~ of materiel.
(c) A Shipping Unit responsible for the movemont by air, sea, rail and truck
of all psychological warfare supplies from issuing depots to units in the field.
(d) A Warehousing Unit responsible for storage of all bulk supplies and for
the proper maintenance of warehouse levels of materiel.
(e) A Transportation Unit responsible for the operation and maintenance of
all vehicles assigned or attached to the Division whether at Headquarters or
with Division units in the field.
(f) A Port Detachment Unit originally established at c;herbourg and sub
sequently moved to Rouen to process incoming shipments ofpsychological warfare
supplies from the United Kingdom to the continent. A total of in excess of
8,000 tons of psychological warfare materiel was processed in transit through
these detachments.

(g) A Joint Procurement Board Unit which was charged with the respon
sibility of obtaining supplies of a highly technical and specialized nature through
civilian agencies.
(h) A Liaison Unit with the civilian agencies through which all requisitons
for specialized equipment were processed.
Among supplies procured by this section in behalf of the Psychological
Warfare operation were all types of office equipment, including, typewriters,
over 750 of which were in simultaneous operation; complete radio sets and
radio parts and equipment, most of which were jointly supplied through the
civiUan agencies" all types of public address systems utilized by both the
consolidation and combat teams in the field, press monitoring equipment required
for the establishment of news outposts in the field, immense stocks of all types
of paper for maintenance of the leaflet program in combat operations and news,
paper and publications program in consolidation operations, all types of film,
including moving pictures and display photographs, all types of photographic
equipment and the procurement of highly specialized technical ,quipment such
as radio tranlmitterl and radio towers.
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XXI. THE PROBLEM OF NEWSPRINT
It is probable that PWD faced no single problem quite as complex and al
difficult of solution as that involving the supply of newsprint for itl own
operations and those in which it was interested secondarily.
Like so many other PWD problems there was a background of experience
to be gleaned from the work of PWB in AFHQ. The background of the problem
was similar in AFHQ and in SHAEF.
Newsprint is heavy and bulky and its shipment is difficult under war time
conditions. Beyond this, newsprint was in increasingly short supply al the war
went on. Finally, the various users of newsprint within SHAEF were varied
and a delicately balanced scale of priorities was required for allocation of the
stuff of which printed matter is made.
A year after the beginning of the "TORCH" operation PWBIAFHQ initiated
establishment of an' Allied Publications Board for allocation of newsprint in the
liberated areas of Italy. The newsprint coordinator of PWB served as chairman
of this Board on which were represented other aspects of the AFHQ hierarchy
which used newsprint. In general, in Italy and in Northwestern Europe there
were three primary large users of newsprint. These were:
(1) The "STARS & STRIPES" and other American or British troop newspapers
and publications.
(2) Newspapers and other publications published by liberated governments
or individuals in liberated areas.
(3) Psychological Warfare-newspapers, publications, leaflets, etc.
Before the establishment of the Allied Publications Board In AFHQ these
three prime users of newsprint were in direct competition with, one another at
all times, with the result that to a large extent the available supply ot newsprint
was neither allocated nor used on an equitable or efficient basis. In certain
cases there was hoarding of newsprint stocks by one or another of the competing
groups and other similar dodges to lay up stocks against what was always
imminent danger of complete drought. PWB, as the instigator of the Allied
Publications Board, undertook the task of supplying all three us('rs on a
continuing basis. Careful estimates of the overall monthly newsprint needs were
made and arrangements concluded for regular shipment of the required amounts.

Against this background PWD/SHAEF entered upon solution of the news
print problem in its Theater. However, mere background knowledge did not
solve the problem. The newsprint requirements in Northwestern Europe were
infinitely greater than those in AFHQ. Because of the greater importance of the
theater and the larger numbers of Allied troops involved, the "STARS & STRIPES"
newsprint requirements were well-nigh astronomical. Newspapers in the
liberated countries of Northwestern Europe were not under the complete
jurisdiction of PWD and consequently PWD could not control from month to
month the establishment of new papers which would eat unexpectedly irito the
available newsprint stocks. Supply of newsprint for newspapers in these
liberated countries had to be negotiated through the liberated governments
which meant far more negotiation and a much more involved chain of liaison.
PWD's use of leaflets, booklets, brochures. etc. were vastly greater in scope than
those of PWBIAFHQ. Thus, although the principle of supplying newsprint for all
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uses on the contin)nt was the same in SHAEF as it had been in the mature days
of AFHQ, the working out of the problem was by no means simple.
By the time of the German surrender a fourth aspect was added to the
problem. This was the publication on an increasingly large scale of newspapers
in Germany. This was done either under Army Group or PWD/SHAEF super
vision and the delicate problem of priorities again arose, based on the question
of whether, in the event of unexpected shortage, the PWD program involving
newspapers in Germany should suffer or one of the other major users of
newsprint.
To be sure, with the end of the war, certain stocks of newsprint were
uncovered in Germany. B¥ the same token; however, requisitioning of German
coal for other purposes outside Germany· brought the German newsprint manu
facturing industry almost to a standstill. Thus, newsprint used in Germany 1n
the early months after complete occupation was taken from rapidly diminishing
stocks on hand with little prospect of immedi.ate replenishment. And in view
of newsprint shortages in Britain and America, to say nothing of far greater
shortag~s in the liberated countries, it was obvious that newsprint would not
be shipped into Germany in the immediate future.
As this is written, the problem of newsprint supply for PWD's program in
Germany is stll too far from being sorted out to permit much constructive
discussion.
However, in order to demonstrate the complexity of the entire newsprint
problem, the burden of which fell upun PWD, some notes taken from a report
dated 18 March 1945 on the French ;lewsprint situation may be helpful.
The French newsprint program, which went into effect in September 1944,
soon after the liberation of Paris, called for monthly consumption of 5,200 tons
of paper. This program had been concurred in by PWD/SHAEF and the SHAEF
Mission to Franc<~. By mid-January of 1945 a shortage of available newsprint
had perforce curtailed the size of French newspapers and the French requirement
per month 'was reduced to between 2,500 and 3,000 tons. At the beginning of
1945 there was on hand at French newsprint mills sufficient wood for pulping
to manufacture 9,600 tons of newsprint. This was to be produced by the end of
March and would thus exhaust all pulp on hand.
It was estimated that deliveries of newsprint from Switzerland for the first
three months of 1945 would total approximately 2,400 tons. It was hoped that
this total might be increased by 1,000 tOllS through the supply by the French
to the Swiss of a special shipment of coal. At the same time there appeared
reason to hope that a further 500 to 800 tons of paper per month might be
forthcoming from Switzerland.
Meanwhile a French governmental mission· had arranged with the American
government for procurement of 10,000 tons of newsprint and 3,000 tons of
pulping. This was to augment French requirements up to July 1, 1945. At the
same time there were found in the harbor at Antwerp after its liberafion,2;OOO
tons of newsprint which had been en route to France irom Sweden. This news
print was used by the Belgians. France demanded repayment and Belgium
agreed to comply. At this time there were available 400 tons of Swiss manufac
tured newsprint which had been destined for Belgium and arrangements were
made to ship this to France instead. Further contribution toward completion of
the French newsprint program came when the British government directed the
British Newsprint Supply Company (the newsprint holding company for the
British press) to release 2,000 tons of newsprint to France.
Finally, in February, SHAEF delivered to the French government just under
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2,000 tons of newsprint through COM Z. This supply program was based on
SHAEF plans for the liberated areas of Northwestern Europe. Allocations were
made on a quarterly basis dating from D·D<\y. Thus, June, July, and August 1944
constituted the first quarter. As indicated by the .February deliveries it was
regarded as encouraging that this supply program was actually working.
Allocations for shipping space for this program were dependent upon the
changing and unpredictable military combat priorities.
All of the foregoing has been noted here in order to indicate the complexity
of the newsprint supply problem. As time went on, demands for newsprint
increased but shiping tonnage remained static. The roblem grew larger rather
than smaller. And with the end of the war in Europe, the pressures to relieve
newsprint shortages in Britain and America made the problem even more
involved.
Generally speaking, PWD managed always to make ends meet but this was
based on an absolute minimum use of newsprint for newspapers in the liberated
countries and in Germany. Newspapers of luxurious siZe never were an aim
and certainly never were a fact.

7 The Plychologlcal Warfare
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XXII. STATUS OF CONTROL OF GERMAN SERVICES
IN THE AM.ERICAN ZONE AS OF THE END
OF SEPTEMBER, 1945
As of midnight, July 13, 1945-the date of the dissolution of SHAEF-most
of the work accomplished by PWD in its final task of controlling German infor
mation services had been in the preliminary and planning aspects of the rnission.
As has been shown. the policy of procedure under which PWD began its
task, and under which ICD/USFET and ICS/USGCC continued it, was divided
into three phases.
In the first phase, all media of public expression in Germany were to be shut
down. This was done piecemeal as the Allied armies advanced across Germany.
The second phase called for overt operation of. certain selected instruments
of public information-radio transmitters. newspapers, etc.-by the Allied Forces.
Where possible and necessary. German personnel was to assist Allied personnel,
but only in technical or similar capacities. No attempt was to be made to cause
the German poeple to believe other than that the instruments were under
complete control of the Allied forces. Clearly-labelled overt weekly newpspapers .
w~re to be published by PW teams of Army Groups 'to fulfill the immediate need
for information in Germany, transmitting Military Government instructions, etc.
The German radio was to be operated on the .same basis as an instrument of
Military (;·,wernment.
The third phase of the information control plan envisaged the gradual
turning over of the vdrious instruments by means of licenses to carefully
s€;lected anti-Nazi, democratic-minded Germans. This third phase itself was
divided into three stages. In the first stage, PWD retained the right of pre
publication scrutiny of all material published by a licensee. (Later, a directive
eliminated this pre-publication scrutiny, save for military security.) In the
second, the licensee would be subjected only to post-publication scrut.ny of
his output. The third stage. called for ultimate removal of all such restrictions
and controls.
In actual operation, the licensing procedure was a slow and laborious one.
Sometimes months were required before an individual or a group had been
completely vetted. However, PWD and its successor in the American Zone
after the dissolution of SHAEF believed that without a firm foundation of
integrity no ultimate success could be obtained for the control program's
philosophy that German information media must be turned over to Germans as
quickly as was safely possible. It was FWD's belief that any ultimate re
education of Germans along anti-Nazi and anti-militarist lines must be accom
plished by Germans speaking to Germans of their own clear conviction that
democracy must replace the habit of dictatorship.
By the end of PWD/SHAEF, the information control program had entered its
second phase all along the line, but had entered the third phase in but one
instance-the Aachen newspaper, discussed earlier in this account. After the
final division of Germany into Zones of Occupation, following the dissolution of
the combined headquarters, Aachen fell in the British zone, PWD's successor in
the American Zone thus took up the tasks of information control with all
media still in the second, or overt phase.
The following statement of the status of Information control is as of the

end of September, 1945. Although it does not fall legitiuiately into a ,recounting
of the history of PWD/SHAEF, it must be recalled that the operations of ICD
stemmed directly from the planning of PWD.
A. Rad.o
The operation of German radio in the U.S. Zone utilized high powered
transmitters located at the strategic coverage points of Munich, Stuttgart and
Frankfurt. Operation of transmitters of lower power was contemplated at
Niimberg, Kassel and Bremen.
When Allied troops arrived, the Munich transmitters had suffered relatively
little damage; those at Stuttgart had been more heavily damaged by German
demolition squads; the Frankfurt transmitters were completely demolished and
PWD had provided new equipment. The Niirnberg transmitter was undamaged.
Beyond this, land-lines between studios and transmitters and the studios them
selves had undergone severe damage.
During the Occupation, up to the date of this report, ICD radio broad
casting took the following forms:
Initially, Radio Luxembourg operated on an 11 1/2 hour daily schedule,
which was progressively increased. On May 12, 1945, Radio Munich went on
the air at 100 kilowatts. On June 3 Radio Stuttgart went on the air at 100 kilowatts.
On June 2 Radio Frankfurt began transmissions using a one-kilowatt transmitter,
later increased to 20 kilowatts. Eventually the power was to be 60 kilowatts.
Coverhge of the American Zone in Germany was assured by the four
stations noted above, operating on a network bas~s. Luxembourg remained the
key station, initiating programs 'on a schedule of 13 1/2 hours per day, of which
ten hours were available to the local stations. Beyond the relayed programs the
locai stations orginated the following schedules: Munich 5 1/2 hours on week
days, nine hours on Sundays; Stuttgart 11/2 hours on weekdays, 21/1 hours on
Sundays; Frankfurt four hours on weekdays, 81/1 on Sundays.
These programs consisted of news, both world and local, comment on the
news, re-educational programs, Military Government proclamations and instruc
tions, English lessons, talks on literature and the drama, and the necessary mu
sical interludes indispensable for acquiring and maintaining an audience.
Editorial and policy personnel of the various stations in Germany was
entirely U.S. Germans were used as technicians, announcers, translators, writets
and producers, but under s~rict supervision.
Planning for the future was toward removal of the seat of the network key
station from Luxembourg to Frankfurt, where German personnel would be avail
able in larger numbers than at Luxembourg. Further, it appeared highly appro
priate that radio broadcasting for Germans should originate in Germany.
It was planned that responsibility for operation of German broadcasting
under U.S. policy control in the American Zone be assigned to German authority
e'arly in 1946.
The following is quoted from the ICD report of September '22, 1945, de
scribing outstanding problems facing the radio operation:
"The main outstanding problem is the constitution of German agencies to
assume responsibilities of operation. The present plan is for each regional Chief
Executive (three in the American Zone) to assume personal responsibility for
the operating of the broadcasting station in his area, under Information Control
direction. Collectively they will be responsible for the operations of the stations
as a notwork. Whether or not this responsibility will continue into the indefinite
future cannot now be determined. Eventual alternatives are: (1) a chartered
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company under a government franchise, (2) commercial broadcasting companies,
(3) or a combination of (1) and (2).
In this connection it is pertinent to note. that limitations on the number of
broadcast frequencies in Germany preclude the establishment of competing
radio services in the U.S. Zone in the standard broadcast l1and. As a result of
the consequent complete monopoly, n-:> plans for commercialization of German
radio under present technical conditions have been considered. However, at
such time as equipment may be available for broadcasting and receiving in the
higher frequency bands (FM or AM) the present frequency limitations may be
l'emoved and competing services may be feasible. In that case, commefcializa
tion of all or part of radio in the U.S. Zone can be considered as long range
policy.
The second important technical problem to date has been tl\at of land
lines linking the various stations. Now, however, the installation of lines con
necting Frankfurt, Stuttgart, and Munich is imminent and it is hoped that those
which will link Bremen, Kassel and Niirnberg to the network will not be long
delayed. Network operations are desirable for the sake of the unity they give
to output which for p.olicy purposes should have Zone-wide distribution, and
for the economy they effect in key editorial and production personnel. Relay·by
existing radio link from Radio Luxembourg is unsatisfactory and undependable.
A third problem is that of personnel - both U.S. and German. In making
plans for the staffing of U.S.-operated stations by U.S. military and civilian per
sonnel it was impossible to have foreknowledge of the redeployment program
and the serious depletions it would bring about in staff of specialists assembled
for Information ControL Similarly, the end of the war, uncertainty for the future,
and reductions in income brought about by reductions in overtime and post allo
wances, have reduced the ranks of specialized civilian personnel.
On the other hand, key German personnel is not being unovered with
anticipated degree of rapidity.
A further problem is one of radio supply, both from the broadcasting
standpoint and that of the civilian receiver. Tubes for broadcasting ·transmitters
are in short supTJly and tli.ose for receiving sets are practically non-existent.
Currently, efforts are being made through Signal channels to have the neces
sary German type transmitter tubes manufactt'red in France or Switzerland. The
manufacture of tubes and spare parts for radio receivers is under discussion. It .
will be necessary to establish a policy concerning the activation at tube and
radio receiver parts manufacture in Germany or thp. import of such items from
other countries.
The final problem is that of Quadripartite understanding on radio service
for Germany.

B. Press
In the second phase of the PWD/ICD plan for control of German Information
Services, overt Army newspapers were published in key cities. These were re
placed, in city after city, by licensed newspapers published by acceptable
Germans.
As of September 22, 1945, American Army overt newspapers still were being
published in Augsburg (circulation 240,000); Bamberg (circulation 601,500); Ber
lin (circulation 604,OOO); Kassel (circulation 220,OOO); Munich (circulation
582,000); and Straubing (circulation 328,OOO) ..These papers were weeklies, save
for the Allgemeine Zeitung in Berlin which appeared thrice weekly.
Meanwhile, since the. d,issolution of SHAEF, when the American Zone was

without licensed

newsp~pers, licensees

had been approved in the following cities:

Frankfurt (circ\J.lation 415,000 twice weekly) Stuttgart (circulation 200,000)
Bremen (circulation 150,000)
Marburg (circulation 15,000)
Heidelberg (circulation 200,000)
Berlin (circulation 200,OO(}).
Imminent were lincenses for Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Munich, I<assel and
Wiesbaden. In Berlin, the overt paper continued publication on alternate days
with the licensee paper.
The newsprint shortage still was the paramount problem and it limited
licensee papers to two editions per week, save in Berlin where three were
contemplated. Also, it limited papers to one pe~ city. This second limitation
increased the problem of assuring adequate outlet for all anti-Nazi German groups
political, economic and religious. The problem was being met by dirc~ting that
newspaper columns be open to all- such groups, and by jointly licensin~ several
individuals to publish, a single newspaper. Thus, in the case of the Frankfurter
Rundschau, the licensed group included a Catholic, a Communist, two Social
Democrats, and two non-party members.
The overt and licensee newspapers were supplied with news by a s~rvice
in German, operated by ICD and transmitted by radio teletype throu&.hout the
Zone from a central newsroom in Bad Nauheim.· This German News Service
(known in German as the Deutsche Allgemeine Nachrichten-Agentur, or DANA)
replaced the Allied Press Service on September 6th. APS was the joint An~lo
American agency that previously had serviced PWD field operations. DANA's
daily file totalled some 25,000 words of consolidated world and German news.
Under a new directive, licensee newspapers were to be permitted to obtain
world news from any available source, and to enter upon negotiations with
regular commercial agencies such as AP, UP, Reuter, etc., whenever those
agencies should be in a position to provide servic'e.
Beyond this, it was planned to license German groups to. take over the
internal German news service to be rU,n cooperatively by the German licensed
papers it served.
leD looked toward elimination of all overt newspapers as soon as possible,
but planned to continue to operate a Zone-wide overt paper to provide an
official'mouthpiece for the American occupation forces.
Under the terms of their licenses, German publishers were responsible for
the integrity of their employees, and for the financial aspects of their enterprises
under ICD auditing. Certain percentages of their net revenues were placed in
blocked accounts to cover the cost of the DANA service. of newsprint allo
cations, etc, Beyond this, a certain perc·.ntage was so placed to cover rent and
depreciation of requisitioned plant and facilities against eventual adjudication
of ownership claims.

c.

Pub Ii c a ti 0

D S

Under phase one of the German conttol plan, all publishing houses and
book shops in Germany were closed. In the nearly five months between V-E Day
and the end of September 1945, eight book publishers had been licensed in the
American Zone. Of these. four were for publication of religious material, and
the remainder were issued to general publishers.
The ICD plan provided for two types of permits to function in the informa
tion field. Individuals wishing to create material-to publish books, to publish
newspapers, to produce films - were to be licensed, On the other hand, mere
registration was to be reqUired for individuals' wishing to sell books, operate
motion picture theaters, etc, Under this procedure, during the period when eight
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book publishers were licensed, 2800 book shops were registered in the American
Zone.
'
The pressure to license book publishers was very strong, since there
existed in Germany, in the months following the end of the war, an intense
desire for information which had been withheld from the people for twelve years.
The German people had ample time for reading, but there was very little
available for them. With Nazi literature removed from book-sellers shelves,
practically nothing remained.
In order to fulfill the need while the necessarily laboriou!l process of vetting
German publishers and German manuscripts proceeded, ICD embarked upon
a second and temporary program. This involved publication of Allied and
American books and articles to bridge the gap in the German people's under
standing of the status ,of the world outside Nazi Germany since 1933. German
translation rights were purchased by OWl for twenty American title's, and eigthy
others were in process of negotiation. These were to be placed with suitable
licensed publishers.
In the field of magazines, two special American magazines were being pro
duced, "Heute," a picture-and-text periodical, and "Amerikanische Rundschau,"
a somewhat more weighty publication. Pressure was being applied toward
licensing of German publishers of youth and women's magazines.
Book dealers and publi!!hers declared that the following types of material
were most needed by German readers:
(1) New school books, teachers' manuals, technical handbooks.
(2) Surveys of advances in science and applied science in foreign countries
since 1933.
(3) A one-volume history of the United States.
(4) Travel books and descriptions of foreign countries.
(5) Books banned by the Nazis, such as those of Mann, Zweig, Undset,
Wasserman, etc.
(6) Books of religion and philosophy.
(7) Biographies free from propaganda.
(8) Objective histories of the last twelve years.
Work had begun on the reconstitution of a free publishers trade organiza
tion. A branch of the Boersenverein was being etablished at Wiesbaden. The
Boersenverein formerly was the central coordinating agency for the. entire
German book trade and this central organization, it was expected, would
simplify the task of supplying licensed publishers with ideas, advising them
with regard to priorities in publication, and preventing two or more publishers
from publishing the same or similar texts. This last was regarded as being a
highly important aid in economizing on use of the scanty paper stocks.
D. F i I m s, The ate r s, Mus i c
1. Films. In phase one, all motion picture theaters were closed, and all
available German films impounded. It had been the original PWD/SHAEF plan
to proceed slowly with the reopening of the theaters, but as time went on. under
pressure of demand and in view of the more liberal policy of the other Allies,
ICD proceeded at a progressively accelerated pace in the registration of theater
owners. By the end of September, some 50 movie theaters had been registered
in the American Zone., This figure represented a relatively low proportion of
the pre-war movie theaters in the area, but it must be borne in mind that many
theaters had been destroyed or damaged beyond immediate repair, and that

many of the remaining theaters were requisitioned by .Special Services for use
of American troops.
The registered film theaters were provided with selected U;S. features,
documentaries and shorts, as well as a joint Anglo-American weekly newsreel.
PWD officers had collaborated with OWl in production of a film on Nazi concen
tration camps, and ICD continued its treatment of including atrocity seqUences
in film showings.
The Bavaria Filmkunst Studios near Munich were under requisition by'
lCD, where the weekly newsreel was produced.
2. Theaters. The major effort in this field, as in others, was toward lic'ensing'
of suitable producers and obtaining rights to American plays. Some twenty pro
ducers had been licensed by the end of September.
3, Music. Musical performances by orchestras and soloists were increasingly
frequent in the American Zone, and six svmohonv orchestras had been organized.
The were: Frankfurt-Stuttgart (.ioint) , Munich, Heidelberg, Ober-Hesse, Niim
berg,. and Marburg-Kassel (joint).
The whole problem of music control was among the most difficult- facing
ICD. It involved the question: just how political is musicl And the furthf'!r
question: what are the political connotations of licensing a symphony conductor
who performed under the Nazi regime. but who was not an active Nazi. These
questions, and their corollaries, were decided in each case on its merits, distilled
from exhaustive investigatior.:; of the circumstances. In general, ICD did not
proscribe any save Nazi party or Wehrmas::ht songs. It did not proscribe per
formances of Wagner, despite the association of his music with Hitler. It did,
however, discourage Wagner Festivals.
E. Qua drip ar tit e Pro hie m 8

In every medium of ICD operation, the problems of unJerstandings and
among the four occupying powers loomed ever more vital in the
achievement of comon aims.
In general, these problems were most apparent in Berlin, where the four
powers-America, Britain. Russia, France-each controlled a district of the
city, but by extension the same problems were to be found in the four Zones
throughout the country.
In Berlin, attempts were being made late in September to arrive at agree
ments on uniform policies governing exhibition of films, musical performances,
etc., as well as on the paramount problem of use of the "Berlin Tegel" radio trans
mitter. This transmitter was under control of the Russians, und was being used
both as the key station for the entire Russian Zone, and for local Berlin coverage.
The aim of continUing conferences was toward quadripartite use of the trans
mitter at certain hours for local Berlin service.
In the field of news, exchange of files among the four zones was already a
reality, making it possible for newspapers in any Zone to publish internal
German news from all parts of the country.
ICD Films sub-section was proposing production of a weekly newsreel on
a quadripartite level; pool of rawstock and chemical supplies; organization of
a quadripartite film censorship board; exchange of films on a parity basis untiJ
the establishment of commercial distributors in Germany, and the production of
two dozen or more documentaries at the Bavarian Filmkunst Studios, the wort
to be done by German civilians under quadripartite supervision.

agreement~
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APPENDIX "A"

SIIAEF Operation Memorandum No.8
The PWD Charter

SUPREME HEADQUARTERS ALLIED EXPEDITIONARY FORCE
OPERATION MEMORANDUM, NUMBER 8

11 March 1944

Psychological Warfare
1. OBJECT

The object of this memorandum is to define the responsibilities for the control,
coordination, and operation of Psychological Warfare within the Allied Expeditionary
Force.
2. DEFINITION
Psychological Warfare is the dissemination of propaganda designed to undermine
the enemy's will to resist, demoralize his forces and sustain the morale of our supporters.
3. CLASSES OF PROPAGANDA
1. Propaganda can be broadly divided into three interdependent and closely related
classes, as follows:
a. Strategic Propaganda directed on enemy and enemy-occupied countries. Such pro
paganda has the double task of undermining the enemy's will to resist and sustaning
the morale of our supporters.
b. Combat (or Tactical) Propaganda conducted against the enemy forces in the for
ward areas and towards the population immediately behind the enemy lines.
c. Consolidation Propaganda conducted towards the civil population in the rear areas,
with a view to ensuring friendly cooperation, particulary in restoring essential
services, and to creating opinion favourable to the war and post-war aims of the
United Nations,
4. STRATEGIC PROPAGANDA
a. Strategic Propaganda is carried out by the US. Office of War Information (O.W.I.),
the BRITISH Political Warfare Executive (P.W.E.), the BRITISH Ministry of Infor
mation (M.OJ.). and the Morale Operation (M.O.) Branch of the US.Office of
Strategic Services (O.S.S.), These agencies operate under joint O.W.L-P.W.E. direc
tives approved by the Combined Chiefs of Staff, and in emergency under temporary
directives issued by the LONDON Propaganda Co-ordinating Committee (L.P.C.).
b. The Psychological Warfare Branch of G-6 (P & PW) Division, at Supreme Head
quarters, ensures that these directives ale in keeping with the plans of the Supreme
Commander and co-ordinates the activities of the various agencies Insofar as they
affect that part of the EUROPEAN sphere for which the Supreme Commande~ is
responsible.
.
c. Strategic Propaganda activieties incbde:
(1) Radio broadcasts
(3) Agents
(2) Leafle ts
(4) Rumors
5. COMBAT PROPAGANDA
a. Gombat propaganda includes the following activities:
(1) Political Survey (Intelligence) and other
(3) Monitoring Service.
methods of collecting Psychological
(4) Mobile public address system.
Warfare information.
(5) Tactical leaflets.
(2) Mobile broadcasting units.
(6) Field Printing.
-b. Combat Propaganda will be confined within the terms of directives issued by
Supreme Headquarters, Allied Expeditionary Force, to Army Groups and, as
necessary, to Allied Naval Expeditionary Force and Allied Expeditionary Air Force.
c. In order to execute Psychological Warfare Plans prepared under these directives,
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Army Groups will raise, administer and operate Psychological Warfllre Field
Operational Units capable of carrying out the activities listed in pargr. Sa above.
6. CONSOLIDATION PROPAGANDA
a. Consolidation Propaganda will normally be carried out by Supreme Headquarters,
Allied Expeditionary Force. When desirable and practicable, tasks will be decen
tralized to Army Groups under special directives.
b. Consolidation Propaganda includes the following activities:
(1) Political Survey (Intelligence) and other methods of collecting Psychological
Warfare Intelligence.
(2) Operation or control and servicing of local press.
.(3) Operation or control and servicing of broadcasting stationll.
(4) Operation or control and servicing of cinemas.
(5) Distribution of propaganda literature and displays.
(6) Liaison on Psychological Warfare matters.
7. CONTROL
a. The successful outcome of Psychological Warfare demands centralized control and
coordination of propaganda themes and aims. Any departure from this principle
can only lead to ineffective or disastrous results.
b. Whenever a specific use of propaganda is desired by a subordinate commander,
the Psychological Warfare Branch at the appropriate headquarters· will be consulted
as to the type or line of propaganda to be used.
_
c. Any departure required by Commanders-in-Chief (Commanding Generals) Army
Groups or subordinate commanders from the terms of directives issued to them
will be refered to and receive the prior concurrence of Supreme Headquarters.
d. Army Groups will ensure that all possible assistance is given to the execution of
approved Psychological Warfare Plans. Requests for air assistance will be made
by Army Groups and Armies to their associated Air Forces. Requests for naval
assistance will be made lhrouqh Supreme Headquarters, Allied Expeditionary
Force, to Allied Naval Expeditionary Force.
OFFICIAL:

By command of General EISENHOWER:
W. B. SMITH,
Lieutenant General, U.S. Army,
Chief of Staff.

H. R. BULL,
Major General G.S.C.
Assistent Chief of Staff, G-3.

APPENDIX "B"

Voice of SHAEF Texts
(Designed in the first instance for use on the Anglo-American radio directed
toward the continent, these messages formed the basis for psychological
warfare activities in all media. Through them it is possible to trace the pro
gress of the strategic planning of the campaign in Northwestern Europe
from D·Day onwards.)

The VOICE of SHAEF texts which are printed on the following pages were pro
duced at frequent intervals throughout the campaign. They represented the underlying
operational policy of psychological warfare in Northwestern Europe.
PWD recognized the strong possibility that the enemy would attempt to confuse the
various audiences on the continent by spurious broadcasts from his own transmitters.
Therefore, a rather intricate method was devised in order to authenticate the genuine
Voice of SHAEF broadcasts.
In reproducing Voice of SHAEF No.1, the complete text, with lead-in and lead-out,
is given. In all the others, in order to conserve space, only 'the operational message is
reproduced. hi every case, however, the recorded lead-in and lead-out, done by the
same voices, were used.
It is to be understood by the reader that these broadcasts were made in all of the
appropriate Emropean languages, plus English.
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S H A E F V 0 ice N o. 6 a
April 20, 1945
The following message is addressed to Russian and Polish Nationals in the gap
between the Angio-American and Russian Armies.
1. Do not move West. Stay where you are. In a few days the gap between the
liberating armier from the West and flam the East will be closed.
When the armies link up they will make arrangements for your return home.
II you move West now you will delay your return home. By 'taying where you are
you speed up YOU1' return home.
2. Keep disdpline. Suppress pillaging and looting. Until the Allied armies reach you,
you have the right to obtain from the German authorities food and lodging. Do this in
an orderly way. Elect leaders who will make the arrangements with the Germans.
Disorderly pillaging and looting only-delays the Allied advance.
When the Allied armies reach you they will arrange for your feeding and ~ouslng.
Leaders of groups must therefore report Immediately to Allied authorities. They will
then receive instructions about feeding and housing.

S H A E F V 0 ice No. 69
April 21, 1945
The following message is adressed to Prisoners-of-War, Foreign Workers and
Deportees.
A. Before you are liberated:
1. Stay where yo are. Take shelter and await the Allied armies.
2. Forin .sJ;IlaU groups of your own nationality and elect leaders.
3. Elected' leaClers should arrange with German local authorities for food and
lodging for their group. They should be on the look-out for Fascist and German Agents
who are trying to foment disorder in order to delay the Allied al1Ilies.
4. Elected leaders should do overything to prevent the destruction of Industrial
plant machinery, office equipment, documents and drawings, either by the Germans or
by the liberated workers. These are required to fight the Germans and for the recoIt
struction of Europe after the war.
B. When you are liberated:
1. Do not move out of the district-walt for orders.
2. Keep discipline in your groups. Obey your elected leaders.
3. Leaders should report to Allied military authorities Immediately and follow
their orders.
4. Stay off main roads used by military traffic.
5. Hand in all weapons and ammunition. Violations will be punished under Military
Law. It is the special responsibility of leaders of groups to see that this is done as
SlJon as possible.
6. Let your behaviour be a credit to your N"tional honour. Diso.rder, laoting or
sabotage will not be tolerated. Violations will be punshed under military law.
7. As soon as Military operations permit you will be directed to Assembly Centres
to prepare for your return home.
8. Patience and discipline will hasten your return.

S H A E F V 0 ice No. 7 0
April 24, 1945
The following message Is addressed to the Garrison of Festung Holland.
It Is well known to you that four and a half million Dutch civilians are starving
to death behind your lines.
I,t Is well known to you that the German Government has ceased to exercise
effective authority over anything except a few pockets of resistance in Germany.
It Is well known to you that the German Army has ceased to exist as an Integrated
fighting force.
g.
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Despite these facts you are still obeying the criminal order for resistance to the
last. The full consequence of your lesistance will be death by starvation of thousand.
of Dutch civilians and still more widespread devastation of Holland.
To alleviate the sufferings of the Dutch population while the final phase of the
battle proceeds, the Supreme Commander has given orders that food should be Ilown in
and dropped to the Dutch civilian population. This food will be carried in large numbers
of aircratt of all types operating both day and night. These aircraft will be fUlfilling
not a mission of war but a mission of relief to sUl1ering civilians. Th"y will fly in low
and will undertake no acts which will in any way affect operations. 1 here w.ll be no
bombing, strafing or any other offensive action.
'The Supreme Commander has therefore authorised the following instructions to you:
1. Any attempt to oppose the Allied aircraft bringing food to the Dutch civilian.
or to prevent them completing their mission' of relief is a crime against hlimanity.
Tho.e who commit this ,crlme either by giVing the order to fire on your aircraft or by
carrying it out must expect to bear the full consequences when the day of reckoning come".
2. Any attempt to deprive the Dutch civilians of the food which the Allies will
drop to them will also be regarded as a crime against humanity for which the ·per
petrators must bear the full consequences.
3. All of you should in your own self-interest do all that is possible to help in
the distribution of thill food to the Dutch civilians.
That ends this message dated 24th April 1945 issued by Supreme Headquarters,
Allied Expeditionary Force, on the authority of the Supreme Commander, addressed
to the Garrison of Festung Holland.

S H A E F V 0 ice No. 7 1
April 25, 1945
(To be broadcast in CZECH and GERMAN, interrupting other transmissions when
necessary, and cross-reported in other languages. The warning should be repeated inter
mittently until 1100 DBST)
The following warning is issued from Supreme Headquarters, Allied Expeditionary
Force.
WARNING: Allied bombers are out in great strength today. Their destination may
be the Skoda works. Skoda workers get out and stay out till the afternoon.

S H A E F V 0 ice No. 7 3
April 29, 1945
1. On 24th April. 1945, a message was issued by Supreme Headquarters, Allied
Expeditionary Force, on the authority of the Supreme Commander, addressed to the
people of Occupied Holland. It-stated that the people of Occupied Holland might expect
deliveries of food dropped by aircraft. You were warned to watch out for these aircraft
and organize yourselves under your responsible leaders into watching and collecting
pflIties. When you heard our aircraft. you were warned that you must take shelter
away from the areas in which dropping might occur. You were instructed to post
observers at pre-arranged points to note where the packages landed, and you were
told to distribute the food fairly. These instructions have now been ,altered. The
collection and distribution will now be made by your own officials. I repeat-the
collection and distribution will now be made by your own officials.
2. The food-carrying aircraft will first drop bright colored flares to guide them.
These flares will burst in the air and will be colored red or green. The flares will make
a distinctive noise while they are falling. These red or green flares are not bombs.
I Jepeat-these red or green flares are not bombs.
3. These aircraft will be 'On their way the moment the weather is, suitable.
These aircraft will be carrying food not bombs-I repeat, they will be carrying
food not bombs.
That ends this message dated 29 th April, 1945, issued by Supreme Headquarters
Allied Expeditionary Force. on the authority of the Supreme Commander, addreased
to the people of Ocupied Holland.
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S H A E F V 0 ice No. 74
April 30, 1945
The German authorities have offered to leave behind all Prisoners of War of Allied
Nations in camps which they abandon in the face of the Allies' advancE!, The Govern
ments of the United States of America, Great Britain, the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics and France have accepted this offer.
It has not been possible for the German authorities to transmit this information
to all of this conunanders in the field. It is therefore broadcast in this manner so that
.all German commanders concerned may know of this agreement.
The Supreme Commander expect.s that all German commanders shall carry out their
part of this agreement and will hold them strictly accountable for any violation thereof.

S H A E F V 0 ice No. 7 7
May 9. 1945
The following are instructions to officiers and men of the Wehrmacht in Norway:
The German armed forces in Norway have surrendered unconditionally. Your duty
as soldiers is clear. Your orders for the present are as follows:
1. Maintain your discipline. Obey the orders of your commanders.
2. Remain with y;our units.
3. Restrain and detain any undisciplined elements among you who may harm the
Norwegian people. You are warned that you will be held responsible individually and
collectively tor any injury to Norwegian persons and any damage to Norwegian property.
4. The further orders of the Allied Supreme Commander will be transmitted to
you through your own commander and by Allied leaflets and radio.
BY ORDER OF TIlE SUPREME COMMANDER
OF TIlE ALLIED EXPEDITIONARY FORCE

S H A E F V 0 ice N o. 78
May 10,1945
Here is a special Order of the Day from General Eisenhower, the Supreme Comman
der, to the Resistance Forces of France, Belgium. Holland. Denmark and Norwey:
The Germans who invaded, occupied and plundered your homelands have been
finally defeated by the forces of the United Nations, and your countries have now been
liberated by the combined efforts of all the forces under my command.
Not .least among these forces I count the members of Resistance, who for so long have
devoted themselves unflinchingly to the task of overthrOWing the common enemy. Con
stantly informed of your activity, I have watched your efforts with admiration.
I know how hard your task has been. I know how many of you have been im
prisoned, tortured and murdered. Inadequatelyarmed and in the midst of a savage and
ruthless enemy you have fought on month after month, year after year, regardless of
the disappointment you have suffered and of the danger you have. undergone.
Some of you have waged open warfare against the enemy: others have had to
undergo the strain of carrying on clandestine activities, which by their nature have had
to remain unnoticed and apparently unrewarded by your comrades in arms; for most of
you sOle reward has been thE'! knowledge that you have by your efforts helped to
rid your homeland of a hated enemy.
In this great hour of victory, as your Supreme Commander, I thank you, forces of
Resistance. for your disciplin'e, for your great courage. and for inestimable service to
the Allied cause and to the future of all freedom-loving peopl!\ls.

S H A E F V 0 ice No. 79
May 10, 1945
The roilowin~ message to the people of Norway is issued by the Supre~e Common
der, Allied Expeditionary Porce.
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Our united efforts have brought complete victory over the common German enemy
Our great task has been achieved. not only by the valour and self·sacrlfh:e of the
fighting men of the free Nations, but also by the great spirit of resistance \vhich men
and women in countries overrun by the Nazis have sustained through the loIi,g hard
years of repl'ession.
You, the people of NORWAV, have been a great example to us fighting the Naf.is
on all fronts. Your struggle and your heavy sacrifices during the years of occupation
wlll live bJightly in the pages of your history, and in the memory of generaUoJns of flee
men to come.
N'orwe9fan, British and American forces under my Supreme Command are In NOR·
WAY, in order to re-establlsh Norwegian sovereignty, to disarm and;'control the forces
of the enE'my still in Norway, and to help In speeding up the return of normal Nor
wegian conditions of order and decency. As soon as their main task' of controlling thl!!
enemy forces has been accomplished, these forces who are not Norwegian will be with
drawn from N'0rway for duties elseWhere.
After five yealS of enemy ocupatlon, the return 10 normal conditions will not be
accomplished'in a day You wlll find yourselves facing many difficulties and hardships
for soma time to come. But whatever the temporary difficulties, NORWAY will be free.
The speedy accomplishment of the task of Allied Porces in NORWAY will gl'eaUy
depend on your cooperation. I uk you to do all you ca~ to help them. as they will do
aU they can to help you,
l,am cllIlfident that when the time comes for Allied soldiers to leave your country,
they will take with them your good will and friendship. Thus you and they will COD
tribute towards the fellowship and community of free Nations, for which .our long
struggle has ben fought.

S H A E F V 0 ice No. 80
May 13, 1945
Here are Instructions to Allied prisoners-of-war and ,AUled nationals in Norw'ay:
1. The German Armed Forces in Norway have surrendered.
2. Plans of the Allied Governments who care for you and who return you to your
country are ready and will be put into force as soon as, possible.
3. These plans will be carried out with m.uch greater, speed if you obey my instruc
tions. Obedience will hasten your return home. DisQbedience will mean, delay and un
nt'cessary hardship for you.
4. These are my instructions to you:
(a) Stay where you are. The frontiers are closed.
(b) Organise yourselves into gronps with your own leaders, if you have not
, already done so.
5. Representatives of your Governments are now on their way to make contact with
you and to carry out, with your help, the plans prepared for your return,
6. I have ordered the German authorities to supply you with food, shelter, clothing
and medical care.
Stay where you are and ,await further instructions.

S H A E F V 0 ice No. 8 1
May IS, 1945
The following message is addressed to the people of Holland:
Dutch civiUans. In order to facilitate the distribution of foodstuffs and suppUes
essential for your own well being, your are urgently requested to stay off all main high
ways and roads. The excessive circulation of civilians on roads is delaying the distri
bution of food and the movement of Allied troops. We repeat: for your' own good,
civilians must stay off all main highways and roads.

.o\PPE', JIX lie II
7!ilitar:f Government Tal 1(s

S e r i e 8 0 D M i ii tar y G 0 v e r D m eDt 0 f G e r maD y N o~ 11
(Open and close with set formula, as in Nr. 1)
1. Works of art and objects of scientific or historical importance which have
been looted by Germany from Allied countries will be recovered and restored to their
rightful owners and it is the responsibility of every German who wishes to make
restitution for the wrongs done by his country to assist in theIr location and delivery
to the Military Government.
2. All sales and movements of such objects be forbidden and destruction or con
cealment of them will be severely punished.
3. Every effort will be made to avoid, as far as military necessity allows damage
to any building, monument, document or other object of cultural, artistic, archaelogical,
or historical vdlue, whIch rightfully belongs to Germans.
4. The Military Government has compiled a list of monuments which must not be
used for military purposes unless military necessity requires the Commander on the
spot to make an exception. Commanders will, in general, put these buildings out-of
bounds for Allied troops.
5. Steps will be taken to preserve in safekeeping all German records, documents
and archives of value.
6. It is the responsibility of Germans to refuse to take part in the policy of
"scorched earth," which the Nazis plan to carry out. "Scorched earth" implies a policy
in connection with "retreat." Where are the Germans retreating to?

S e r i e 8 0 D M i Ii tar y Go v ern m eDt 0 f G e r man y No. 12
(Open and close with set formula, as in No.1)
1. When circumstances permit Gennan workers will be allowed to form democratic
trade unions to replace the Nazi-controlled Labour Front and other Party organisations,
which will be abolished at once. All forms of free economic association and combination
among workers will be permitted, provided that they' do not assume any political or
militaristic complexion.
2. The restoration of this fundamental right which the Nazis abrogated will enable
workers to embark upon collective bargaining with employers but strikes threatening
military security. directly or indirectly, will be prohibited. So will lock-outs.
3. FOI the time being, you will maintain your limits on wages under the most.
recent Gelman regulations.
4. All deductions of pay at the source or collections from workers for the benefit
of the NSDAP or any of its affiliated dissolved organisations will cease. Deductions of
payments for social insurance, unemployment insurance, workmen's compensation, or
normal Reich taxes will be continued.
5. Existing laws, decrees and regulations regarding the registration of labour will
continue otherwise as emergency measures. That is to say. workers must have their
employment status examined and recorded, and their work books verified and re
rf'gistered. All workers, male or female, in employment or unemployed, must report
to the Labour Office in the area where they are living for registration or re-registration.
6. The civilian labour requirements of the Military Forces will be given the first
priority. but due recognition will be given to the retention of key civilians in public
services, utilities or essential industries. Any surplus labour will be used for work on
such tasks as are approved by the Military Government.

S e r i e 8 0 D, M i Ii tar y Go v e r Dme D t 0 f G e r man y No. 13
(Open and close with set formula, as in No.1)
1. It is the policy of the Supreme Commander to eradicate Nazism and German
militarism in all their aspects from the Gennan educational Ilystem. All active Na7.is
and ardent Nazi sympathizers and militarists will be removed from educational positions
and all educational institutions (except boarding schools and orphanages) wUl be closed
until Nazism has been eliminated.
2. Elementary schools will first be reopened. School supplies a'nd facilities must be
furnished from your own resources. The existing German educational system, subject
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to Military Government control, will be employed as far as possible after purging of
Nazi and militaristic elements. No appointment or reinstatement made to any position
in the German educational system will be considered permanent.
3.' Steps to reopen secondary schools and higher German equcational institutions
will-be taken as soon as practicable, You will be directed to make emergency repairs
to school buildings.
4. All NazI Party organisations and their affiliates in schools, all special Nazi schools
(inclUding Adolph-Hider·Schulen, Napolas, and Ordensburgen) , all Nazi Youth organ
isations (inclUding Jungvolk, Hitler-Jugend, Jungmlidel and Bund Deutscher Madel) aDd
the Nazi adult education organisation (Deutsches Volksblldungswerk) will be abolished.
New organisatlo~s may not be founded without permission of Milltary Government.
5: German· t~achers will be instructed to eliminate from their teaching anything
which:
(a) Glorifies militarism, expounds the practice of war or of mob11isatlon and pre
paration for war, whether in the scientific, economic or industrial fields or the study of
military geography.
(b) Seeks to propagate, revive or justify the doctrines of Nazism or to extol the
achievements of Nazi leaders.
(c) Favours a policy of driscrimination on grounds of race or religion.
(L1) Is hostile to, or seeks to disturb, the relations beween any of the United Nations.
Any infringement of these provisions will be cause for immediate dismissal lint!
punishment.
6. Military Government will not intervene in questions of denominational control of
German schools or religious instruction in German schools except insofar as may be
necessary to insure that religious instruction and the administration of SUch schools
conform to such regulations as are or may be established for all subjects and all schools.

APPENDIX "D"

Standing Directive for Psychological Warfare against
Members of the German Armed Forces
June 1944.

Scope and P.urpose of this Directive
1. This Standing Directive lays down the general lines to be followed in a,llforms
of white propaganda directed to German ar1lled forces in the West. It is inten,ded as a
Standing Directive, valid both before and after D-day. It will be supplemented' trom time
to time by special directives, as well as by the weekly Central Directive prepared by
l'WE/OWI in collaboration with PWD!SHAEF. Unless expressly stated, however, these
directives should be rllgarded as supplementary to and not as cancelling the present
Standing Dire:ctive, which has the approval of PWE/OWI.
2. The Moscow Declaration laid down the principle that the individual would be
held responsible for his war crimes. This applies equally to the sol diet and to the
civilian; a uniform neither aggravates nor mitigates the guilt of the indivioual, thus the
Declaration ruled out the suggestion of mass reprisals.
;l. But it has also .been made clear by our Governments that they are determined to
destroy not only the Nazi system, but the concept of the Wehrmacht, which has been
both the inlttator and the willing instrument of recurring German attempts to
dominate other peoples. Nothing in the implementation of this directive must compro
mise that issue.
4. It is· recognised that in the execution of Psychological Warfare it is a fundamental
principle not to antagonise the audience. Direct denunciation or direct offence against
known susceptibilities will therefore be avoided in all Psychological Warfare against
the enemy armed forces. On the other hand nothing will be done to encourage or con·
done the concept. of German militarism and the attitudes of mind behind it, both of
which we are pleged to destroy.

General Considerations
5. Psychological Warfare is not a magic substitute for physical battle, but an
auxiliary to it. By attacking the fighting morale of the enemy, it aims at (a) reducing
the cost of the physical battle and (b) rendering the enemy easier to handle after
surrender.
6. The conduct of Psychological Warfare therefore forms part of the conduct of
military operations, and must be co-ordinated with that of other arms of war. It is the
task of Psychological Warfare to assist the Supreme Commander in fulfilling his mission
against the enemy with the most economical use of troops and equiment.
. 7. The use of Psychological Warfare in military operations must however be strictly
subordinated to the long-term policy of our Governments, in the sense that nothing must
be done with the object of undermining fighting morale during operations which would
prejudice Government policy to Germany after the war. To this end, this Standing
Directive for Psychological Warfare during operations is preceded by a summary of
standing high policy directives.
8. These high policy directives define not the strategy of the campaign whic.'h
Psychological Warfare will conduct against German fighting morale, but the limits within
which it must, for policy reasons, be confined.

Standing High Policy Directives
9. No specific promises will be made concerning the treatment of Germanv after
the war, other than those expressly made by Government spokesmen. In particular there
must be no suggestion that the Atlantic Charter applies to Germany by right.
10. On no account must there be any suggestion -or implication:
(I) that we recognise any claim of the German Army to be absolved from
its full share of responsibility for German aggression on the grounds that
its part is merely professional and non-political and that it does no more
than obey orders;
(II) that we recognise the possibility of divorcing the "fighting war" from the
atrocities which the German soldier has committed or condoned, e.g. the
taking and shooting of hostages and -the murder of prisoners;
(III) that we would be prepared to allow German militarism to survive in
any form.
11. The following are the points on which our Governments have committed
themselves:
(a) Demilitarisation of Germany.
(b) Punishment of war criminals.
(c) Liberation of territories overrun by Nazi-Germany, including Austria.
(d) Occupation of Germany
(e) Destruction of Nazism and German Militarism.
(f) Prevention of such economic distress in Germany as will be detrimental
to the rest of the world.
(g) Ultimate restoration of Germany toa place "in the world family of demo
cratic nations".
•
The key quotations on these points are given in Annexe 1. Note that (d), (f) and (g)
al'e only general commitments, and may not be elaborated in Psychological Warfare
unless, and until specific Government statements are forthcoming on these points.

Appreciation of Strength and Weakness of German Fighting
Morale with Special Reference to Psychological Wufare
Note: Except where specifically stated the /ollow/ng generalisations apply to the CS e r man
Arm y I not to the Air Force or Navy.

12. Strong Points.
(I) The Hablt oj DIscipline. The habit of uncritical obedience to authority,

rather than any ruthless enforcement of discipline from above, remains
the strongest factor in German morale today. This factor may not decrease
sharply until the German Army as a whole is broken on the battlefield,
since the retreats and defensive battles to which the Wehrmacht is now
committed automatically place greater reliance on higher authority than
offensive campaigns of the 1940 type.
(II) Comradeship. The ideal of comradeship has been keenly cultivated in the
German Army, particularly since 1933. The German NCO forms a transitional
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(III)

(IV)

(V)

(VI)

stage between soldier status and officer status, a fact which strengthens
this sense of comradeship. It ,has furthermore been immensely deepened
by the Russian campaign.
Professional Pride. 1he average German's conviction that the best life
is the soldier's Iile, plus the SOCial fact that the highest calling in Germany
is the soldier's calling, constitutes a great source of strength.
Added to this the Gelman soldier, and 'olten the non-German soldier
serving in the Wehrmacht, is convinced:
(a) that he is privileged to be serving in the finest Army in the world•
.permeated with a code of soldierly honour which rules him and his
officers alikej
(b) that the Wehrmacht is the embodiment of the highest physical and
spiritual attainments of German culturej
(c' that the Wehrmacht is therelore the non-politlcal guardian of the
future of the German racej
(d) that as a fightir.g machine German "quality" can probably succeed
in throwing back both Anglo-American and Russian "quantity."
Material Interests. The German Army n.presents, foe the reasons stated
in sub-paragr. (III) above, an honoured career with considerable material
benefits. (Pay allowances and especially food are good' compared with
civilian standards in Germany.) 1housands ofofficiers (especially those
of junior and field rank) and tens of thousands of NCOs (particularly in
specialist trades) have signed on not simply for the duration. but for
periods varyin~ from 7-14 years, or longer, and are fighting not only
to preserve the German Army as a war machine, butll.S a means of livelihood.
The Bolshevik Bogey. The guilty fear of Russian vengeance, linked with
the Teuton dislike of the Slav and general fear of Bolshevism, has con·
vinced the average German soldiP.r that "anything is better than defeat
In the East".
German propaganda has deliberately enlarged and intensified this
fear, in the following ways:
(a) It has largely succeeded In persuading the soldier that the Anglo
Americans are so dominated by the Bolshevik Colossus that they
would be powerless to save Germany.
(b) It has filled the gap created by the absence of specific United Nations
policy to Germany with atrocity stories of forced labour in Russia
castration, deportation, etc.
The Rewards 01 Victory in the West. Learning from Mr. Churchill in 1~40.
the High Command has deliberately capitalized the threat of invasion from
the West. It has:
(a) argued that, if the Anglo-American threat can be frustrated or cOn
fined, the German Armies can be switched to the East. This argument
has been used to justify the retreats in the East.
(b) argued that a defenSive ViCtOry in the West will form the basis for
the speedy conclusion of a "compromise peace" either with the West
or with the East, which would in fact be a German victory.
(c) exploited the bombing of Germany to persuade the soldier that his
only hope of regaining what he has lost lies in a German victory in
the West.
(d) succeeded in convincing the German soldier that for these reasons one
last tremendous effort must and can be made.

(VII) Summary.
(a) Taken by and large, it must be accepted that the German High Com
mand has rendered the Army largely imlIl:me to the two Ply;hologica:
Warfare campaigns which proved effective In 1918, i.e. Bolshevist
propaganda, leading to soldiers and workers' councils; and demo
cratic propaganda, leading to a revolt of the civilian under arms against
the professional soldier.
We shourd assume that the German Army in the West will, like
von Arnim's Army in Tun:isia, fight on as a whole until It collapses
as a whole. Indeed defeatism is more widespread at the top than at
the bottom.
(b) The High Command has sUcceeded in ,!ctually raising fighting morale
during the winter.

(c) For the reason outlined in sub-paragr. (I) aboV3, no propaganda directed
at the frontline German soldier is likely to be effective unless it soundl
and looks more positive and authoritative than his own Army Qrder
forbidding him to listen to it.
(d) For the reasons outlined in sub-paragr. (II) and, (III) above, there il
little prospect of diViding the German Army internally-i.e. setting
men against officers. Furthelm(lre, no propaganda aiming at inducing
the surrender of German troops is likely to succeed unless it meets
the fundamental objection that by surrender the individual is letting
down his comrades.
13. Weak Points.
(I) The Shaken Myth (>1 1-mflnciblIity. The long series of defeats suffered by
the Wehrmacht in the Mediterranean and in Russia have shaken-but by
rio means .shattered-the German soldier's faith in the. mystic invincibility
of Gelman arms which carried his fighting morale up to a high tide of
fanaticism in June, 1940. Within this general uneasiness are other specific
doubts:
(a) Doubts about the Fuhrer. Allied propaganda that disasters such as Stalin
grad,. Tunisia, tbe Ukraine battle, and the Crimea, were largely due to
the- prestige policy of hanging on too long to too IJ1uch, has gone
home. Many German soldiers today feel that military operations ate
beIng dictated by political and often party considerations. The, per
meation of the QKW, and of the General Staff, with party genera~s,
(notably the C. of S. Zeitzler) is largely blamed for this.
Not e: At present, the average soldier, despite an awareness that he has made seriou.
mistake., Is not Inclined to blame HWer, as the generals and other Iniormed persons already do.
IIlller 18 .1111 hIs lucky talisman. Goring is also to some extent shIelded. 01 the German leaders,
HimmJer, Goebbels, and Lev. are the most unpopular. Generally speaking, "The System" or the
"Party bOlles" are Ihe commonest scapegoat.
(b) Doubts about Equipment. German Army Equipment is good, and the
German soldier knows it. But his battle experience since 1941 has given

him painful proof that, in some respects at least, Allied equipment is
not only more plentiful, but better. (Allied MT in Africa, Russian
PAK, Russian medium tanks in the· East and Allied fighter planes on
all fronts are examples.)
The present "WunderwafJe" vogue is in part a wishful thinking
reaction to this.
(c) Doubts about the News. Despite intepse efforts by the High Command,
it has not succeeded in making the German soldier accept \1nquestion
ingly its interpretation of events. Most German soldiers, when they
get the opportunity, read or listen to Anglo-American propaganda and
try to find a truth halfway between their own communiques and ours.
They assume that "everything is propaganda" and that they, as in
telligent people, can read between the lines. Without knowing it, they
are of course steeped in Nazi propaganda. They regard as "propaganda
lies" such facts as that Germany invaded Poland, or. that England hal
some hig~y developed social services. They have the useful faculty
of forgetting any facts inconvenient to their superiors and believing
they were invented by Anglo-American propaganda. Their outlook is
formed however not by the direct output of the Propaganda Ministry,
but by the educational and propaganda activities of the Wehrmacht.
Nevertheless they are open to any propaganda which does not souQd
or read like "propaganda", and does not offend their sense of "sol
dierly honour". Unconsciously still, but actively, the German soldier
craves for an excuse to stop the use:ess slaughter which leaves hi.
honour as a German soldier unscathed, and puts the blame on someone
or sO,mething outside the Wehrmacht. He needs in brief (I) facts, which
seem to him to be objective, shOWing that despite the courage of the
Wehrmacht, someone at home has lost the war for GermanYi (II) a pic
ture of the future which portrays death and destruction for "the be
trayers of Germany" and survival for the German people.
Evidence for the above analysis is provided by the growing success
of (a) Free German Committee broadcasts from Moscow, headed by
General Seydlitz, and (bl Radio Calais. Both these transmissions seem
to assume an analysis of German fightiBg morale $imilar to that above.
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(d) Doubts about the Luftwaffe. Moreover, the Air War brings with it a
cause of friction between the Air Force and the Army. German soldiers
are beginning to talk like many British soldiers in 1940. This friction,
and the resulting blame on "the authorities" is a real if minor chink
in German fighting morale.
All these factors are important in that they provide the soldier with
scapegoats for his decline in fortune, anq when things go wrong the Ger
mans natural reaction is: "I have been betrayed,"
(II) Manpower. This is perhaps the main operational worry of the German
soldier. He is disturbed by the enormous losses in men and material which
he knows the battles in Russia have cost the Wehrmacht. This uneasiness
is heightened by the Allied propaganda barrage Qn this theme, contrasted
with the silence of his own authorities, a silence all the more significant
when it persists even under the new OKW policy Qf simulating complete
frankness on oper"tional matters, This general manpower worry breaks
down into other specific ones:
(a) The worry that, because of manpower troubles, the ranks of the Wehr
macht are being increasingly filled with foreigners of some twenty
nationalities, and that the quality of the army Is therefore in danger
of "pollution,"
(b) The worry that, with almost every one of its field divisions committed
already to actual or potential battle-fields, the German Army has no
effective central reserve to sustain it.
Both (a) and (b) above apply with particular force to the target of this
paper-the German forces in the West. These troops have in their own
formations 'large numbers of foreigners; and most of these divisions have
had proof, by their own experience, of being switched from West to East
and back, that no uncommitted central reserve exists. The great volume
of German counter propaganda on this point is further evidence of its
importance.
(III) A War Gone Wrollg. In building up the picture of the chivalrous Wehr
macht in deadly battle against BolsheVism, the High Command inevitably
raises in the German soldier's mind the question why Germany is fighting
Britain and America, especially since Hitler denounced in Mein Kampf
the fatal mistake of the two front war. The High Command seeks to answer
this question by denouncing Anglo-American impotence and arguing that
the Jews of Wall Street and the City of London are in conspiracy with the
Kremlin. But this argument does not quell a deep uneasiness.
There is also a feeling in the German soldier's mind that the defensive
battles which he is now forced to fight are not the battles for which he was
trained, nor the battles for which his equipment was designed. There is
evidence that the OKW had great trouble, during 1943, in converting
officers and men to the technique of the defensive battle which their
previous training. had largely neglected.
The fear of isolation, a feature of what the Germans used to ridicule
as "Maginot mindedness", is likely to be at its strongest among coastal
formations in the West. They are particularly liable to the anxiety lest
they be sacrificed as "human landmines".
(IV) Loss of Honour. An increasing number of soldiers are aware of, and un
comfortable about:
(a) atrocities, especially in Russia. They naturally want to push the blame
on to the SS., or simply "those in authority".
(b) the hostility of the occupied territories. including "Nordic" countries like
Norway. The German wants to be liked, and the German sold,ier is
puzzled why, despite the correctness of the Wehrmacht, he is so coldly
received. He wants to have an explanation which blames someone outside
rtle Army for this failure of the "New Order,"
(V) Respect for Western Powers, The German has a sense of inferiority to both
Britain and America. Many Nazis, for instance. regard National Socialism
as the method of making Germany a ruling race "like the British," The
German feelings for Britain are a confused mixture of envy, respect and
contempt for the old-fashioned. Their feeling for America is different,
since they do not feel to it a racial unity like Britain or Germany, and
are suspicious of its "capitalist imperialism." They profoundly respect its
10 The Psychological Warlare
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riches, production capacity and "smartness", and regard it as the continent
of unlimited possibilities.
Intensive propaganda has failed to modify these traditional feelings.
In particular nearly all German soldiers are confident that they will be
treated well as prisoners 01 war and hope lor (il they do not expect) an
Anglo-American occupation iI the worst comes to the worst. Furthermore,

they are feverishly anxious for Anglo-American appreciation of "the
chivalry" of the Wehrmacht.
(VI) The Shadow 01 the Two Front War. It is improbable that German fighting
morale in the West will be seriously undermined before a successful Anglo
American landing, provided there is no great German disaster in the East.
But the moment we can announce a decisive breakthrough will be a
moment of profound psychological crisis, greater even than the shock of
Mussolini's collapse last year.
Meanwhile, the advance Of the Russian troops into Europe tnust reduce
the persuasiveness of the argument that Hitler is deliberately yielding
space in the East to ensure victory in the West. Gradually the German
soldier begins to ask whether Hitler's strategy Is not precisely what United
Nations stra,tegy desires, and whether the Second Front is not having its
effects even before it starts.
'
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14. The foregoing analysis suggests that, provided, there is no catastrophe in the
East, the weak points in German morale, enumerated above,· will begin to counteract
the strong points only when the Anglo-American forces have demonstrated that they
can use their quantitative superiority.
15. It is impossible to predict at what phase of the operations this change in German
morale will come. On this point Psychological Warfare will be guided by G-2. Already,
however, it is possible to lay down two phases in the psychological warfare campaign:
(a) The phase before and after D-day up to change in German morale (referred
to as Phase A).
(b) The phase after the change (referred to as Phase B).
The present Directive deals with Phase A.
16. In Phase A all psychological warfare against German troops must be regarded
as preparatory. This must be a period not of direct assault or of open appeals for
surrender; but of steady repetition of the facts, full recognition of which will bear
sudden fruit in Phase B.
Even after D-day this unemphatic reiteration of facts should be continued until
evidence from G-2 indicates that it is time to move into Phase B.
11. During th~s phase psychological warfare will concentrate on the following tasks:
(I) Long-term tasks.
(a) Mainten~nce and increase of belief in the reliability of the Anglo
American word. and of unity between the Russians and ourselves.
(b) Creation of an atmosphere in which the German soldier gradually
comes to feel that, since defeat is certain, he has fulfilled his soldierly
duty and can now follow the example of the German Army in Tunisia.
(II) Short-term tasks, pre D-day.
(a) Stimulation of defeatism through a sense of Anglo-American superiority
in men and,materials; combatting the fear of Bolshevism by a cautious
build-Up of Anglo-American strength.
(b) Exploitation of German confidence in the good treatmeIll of prisoners
of war so as to decrease German fighting spirit and undermine Oerman
fear of defeat. Simultaneously, familiarisation of the German soldier
with official Allied statements on the place of Germany in Post-War
Europe.
(c) Exploitation of the Russian offensive as exemplifying the certainty of
a German defeat in a two front war.
(d) Exploitation of the German fear of sabotage and resistance by occupied
peoples, including foreign workers.
(e) Exploitation of a sense of isolation through the Allied-threat to Ger
man communications.
(f) Exploitation of the air offensive to stimulate distrust between the air
force and the army and to undermine confidence in the pOlsibillty
of successful resistance.
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(III) Short-term tasks post D-Day. After D-day the following .tasks should be
added to those in (II) above:
(a) Stimulation of distrust of foreigners in the German army by open
incitement of these foreigners.
(b) Special attacks 011 the morale of troops on the flanks of the fighting.
Since these troops will not be actually engaged, they will probably
form the best target for propaganda. In this campaign emphasize the
failure of the Luftwaffe and the German Navy .to prevent the landings.

Methods to be employed in carrying out the abo·ve Campaigq.
lB. Long-term talkl.
(I) Maintenance and increase 01 bellel in the rellability 01 the Anglo-American
word and in unily between the Russians and ourselves.
(a) Throughout this phase all psychological warfare in ell Dled,ia, whether

tactical or strategic, will ·remain fadual and objective, avoiding terms,
phrases, or pictures which the German soldier will dismiss as "pro
pagar.da." In particular, all boasting and sneering will be scupulously
avoided; there will be no direct appeals to the soldier's self-interest.
There will be no attempts at a chummy or intimate style. All psycho
logical warfare will give the impression of Anglo-American reliability,
reticence, soldierly dignity and decency.
(h) Use every opPllrtunity to demonstrate practical collaboration between
ourselves and the Russians. This is preferable to ideological dissertations
on United Nations Unity.
(II) Creation. 01 an atmosphere in which the German soldier gradually comes
to leel that, since defeat is certain, he has lulfilled his soldierly duty and
can now lollow the example 01 the German Army in Tunisia.
Do not assume th~t the German soldier is yet convinced that defeat is
certain. He is keyed-up and may maintain a relatively high morale for
some time after D-day.
Concentrate therefore on those facts which the German soldier can
accept as facts, illustrating the inevitability of ultimate defeat.
Make no open appeals for deserting. Similarly, make no open appeals
to fear, e.g. of the air offensive. Treat the German soldier as a man who,
if openly incited by the enemy to cowardice, will do the opposite.
Show the increasing isolation' of Germany's position in the world
and the gradual weakening and disintegration of the satellites, the in·
creasing restrictions being imposed on Germany by the neutrals, and the
defeats suffered by her Japanese allies.
19. Short-term tasks pre-D-day.
(I) Stimulation 01 deleatism through a sense 01 Anglo-American superiority in
men and materials; combatting the lear 01 Bolshevism by a cautious buJJd
up 01 Anglo-American strength.

Do not try to heighten the tension by a deliberate war of nerves
campaign. The German will see through this and dismiss it as propaganda.
But provide all material available, especially technical material, on the
leadership, organisation, equipment, and training of the Anglo-American
armies.
•
Continue to provide facts showing the failure of the U-bdats.
Show that the Mediterranean fronts arl! draining away German reserves
needed for the two essential fronts.
(II) Exploilation 01 German confldence in the good t:eatment 01 prisoners 01
war so as to decrease German fighting spIrit and undermine German lear
01 de/eat. Simultaneously. lamiliarization 01 the German soldier with ollicial
Allied statements on the place 01 Germany in post-war Europe.
Continue and increase the campaign illustrating the treatment of Ger
man prisoners of war. But avoid, espedally in ll:aflets a "display" which
looks like commercial publicity. In radio propaganda increase as far as
possible broadcastr about, and by German prisoners of war.
It is probable that many German soldiers are not familiar with even
the fc,w statements available on United Nations intentions with regard
to post-war Germany. These statements shoulC: now be plugged In leaflets
10'
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and radio. Equally, the fc:ct should be emphasised that the Nazis are
deliberately concealing from the German soldIer the real intentions of the
United Nations.
(III) Exploitation of the Russian offensive as exemplilying the certqinty 01 a
German deleat in a two·front war.
Destroy the illusion that the German retreat in the East is cieliberately
planned by showing the intimate connection beween Russian and Anglo
American strategy. Hitler is no longer the master of his own strategy. It
is dictated to him by the two-front strategy of the United Nations.
Treat the Mediterranean as a theater in which we have compelled
the Germans to fritter away first class. manpower and reserves vitally
needed for the decisive battle.; on the two major fronts.
(IV) Exploitation of the German fear 01 sabotage and resistance by occupied
peoples, including foreign workers.
Never appeal directly to German fear of sabotage and resistance. Con
fine yourself to plain facts. Do not spoil these facts by headlines such as
"Martyrs of Gestapo Terror."
Build up the impression that resistance in occupied Europe, and to
a lesser extent in Germany, is an organised part of the Anglo-American
strategy.
Stress where possible facts indicating the decline of effective police
control in Germany and German-occupied Europe. Here again do not inter
pret these facts to the Germans. but let them speak for themselves. Make
no references belore D-day to foreigners serving in the German Armies
in the West.
(V) Exploitation of a sense of isolation through the Allied threat to German
communications.

Make the German soldier (espacially in the coastal divisions) feel he
is a "human land mine", by stressing the significance of attacks on Ger
man communications.
Stress that the Atlantic Wall is 1000 miles long and that the German
High Command can only meet a threat at one point by stripping reserves
from other points. The German assumes that there will be several landings:
so should we.
IVI) Exploitation of the air offensive to stimulate distrust between the air
force and the army and to undermine confidence in the possibility of
successful resistance.

"Fear propaganda" designed to intensify the effect of bombs has been
rendered unnecessary by the bombs themselves. In treating the air offen
sive concentrate on its strictly military significance as an essential part
of our invasion strategy. Avoid giving any impression that we are trying
to break German morale. Seek indirectly to arouse resentment against the
fact that air power, which the Nazis claimed as their invention, has now
been turned against Germany. Give the impression that the efforts of the
Luftwaffe cannot make up for Anglo-American production superiority and
for the mistakes of the German leadership.
Remember that production figures-unrelated to battle figures-no
longer impress the German soldier. Not the number of aircraft produced,
but the effects of air superiority impress him. This applies also to all forms
of manpower and material superfority.
16. Short·term tasks post D-day.
(I) Stimulation of distrust of foreigners in the German army by open fnclte
ment of these foreigners.

On and after D-day a special campaign will be launched of direct
incitement to desertion addressed to foreigners in the German army of the
West. It will have two objects: (I) to influence the foreigners, (II) indirectly
to influence the German troops. A special directive will be issued on this
subject.
,
(II) Special attacks on the morale of troops on the flanks of the tighting.

During the actual fighting we cannot expect that the German troops
engaged will be receptive to anything but combat propaganda.
Strategic radio and leaflets should in this period be directed chiefly
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to the German troops on the flanks, as well as to foreigners throughout
the German Army. The treatment should remain formal and objective and
avoid boasting or creating an atmosphere of undue excitement. Every
effort should be made to obtain "hot" statements from prisoners of war for
use by radio and leaflet.
Every effort should be made to demonstrate to these troops the in
fluence of sea power on the operation. In particular the followiug themes
should be used:
(a) Allied command of the sea and of the air over it gives us the power
to launch attacks with the maximum of surprise over a very wide range.
(b) Allied command of the sea excludes the free use of sea 'commu
nications along the Atlantic Wall, communications which would be
invaluable if land communications are destroyed or hampered.
(c) The German Navy cannot both cope with the assault and its follow
up, and with the trans-atlantic traffic bringing more and more men,
weapons and supplies.
(d) To the troops on the flanks of the breach in the Atlantic Wall, emphasise
the power and effectiveness of naval bombardment.
(e) Complete Allied control of the Mediterranean offers freedom of action
for further attacks on the Continent.

APPENDIX "E"

Psychological Warfare Operations against
German Army Commanders to induce Surrender
(Recommendations to G-3 from PWD relative to development of techniques
based on experience to date-November 3, 1944.)

\\
\
Discussion
1. The issue of ultimata to German commanders to induce rapid surrender to the
Allies has, in some instances, been effective, and, in others, has merely resulted in stif
fened resistance. This Division has been called upon to undertake Psychological War
fare operations sometimes prior to delivery of the u'timatum and, invariably, after the
ultimatum has been rejected. Experience in these operations tends to show that, if cer
tain psychological factors inherent in the personal as well as the military situation of
the German commander are taken into account prior to the issue of an ultimatum and
if Psychological Warfare operations can be phased according to a deliberate plan, based
partly on general and partly on tactical :considerations, there is a greater likelihood of
the ultimatum being accepted at an early stage. This paper discusses some of the prin
ciples involved, and pr.oposes a procedure to be adopted by Army Groups and Annies
in future similar operations.

General Principles
2. Psychological Warfare operations against beleaguered German forces or garrisons
are of two distinct types:
a. Operations directed against the German commander in person.
b. Operations devised, directly or indirectly, against the main body of troops.
3. These two types often conflict with each other. Psychological Warfare leaflets
and special radio broadcasts directed against the troops and designed to induce surren
der or desertion invariably come to the attention of and influence the Germau'comman
der and his staff officers. Any conciliatory action by the German commander which
appears to be the direct result of propaganda pressure places him in an impossible
position with his own staff. If it is remembered that only the commander himself can
effect the surrender of the Gelman force as a whole, it is also obvious that a leaflet
which, for example, discloses to his troops confidential discussions of the commander
with Allied representatives may well infuriate the former into ordering continuing resis
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tance, although it may simultaneously have an excellent effect iIt undermining the
morale of the troops and accelerating desertions.
4. An important by-product of the two above-mentioned types of action, especially
in the case of a completely surrounded garrison, is the effect produced by the surrender,
or the continuation of the battle, on other German commanders and on the German
pUblic. Likewise, if German propaganda builds up the commander as an "epic" figure,
as at Brest, this must be borne in mind in propaganda, The widespread Allied publicity
given to the Aachen ultimatum probably had an adverse effect on the strictly tactical
position. On the other hand, the strategic advantages of creating "a lesson of. Aachen"
probably outweighed the tactical disadvantages, although it would appear wiser not to
attempt to create strategic propaganda effects from a local situation, but to concentrate
exclusively on the tactical task.

Factors affecting German Commander's will to resist.
5. the German commander's desire to fight on or surrender is influenced by the
following calculable factors:
a. DirectivE' Irom his superiors. In only one case so far, thai of General ELSTER'S
command south of the Loire (which by its nature, being amorphous and exposed,
was not a surrounded garrison prop'el), did a commander surrender without even
the appearance of resistance. In all other cases, at least the letter, if not always
the spirit, of the order to resist was obeyed.
b. Military pressure. In an extreme case, such as that of CONCARNEAU, the com
mander was in the end willing to surrender after token pressure had been
applied. At ,CHERBOURG, after reduction of most of the port, token shelling by
smoke shells produced the surrender of one junior German commander.
c. Stalt ollicers. Their quality and background is an important element. In at least
one instance, surrender was decided upon after a round-table discussion. The
general attitude of the staff, as well as that of the commander, .is therefore
important.
d. Threats against the commander's lamily. This has of late become an increasingly
important factor. Colonel WILCK (commander at AACHEN), prompted by fear of
reprisals against his family, inserted in the surrender document a clause to
the effect that the food and ammunition of his command were exhausted, in
order to help justify his surrender.
e The tactical situation, per se, and the tactical and supply situation as reported
in the, German home press. The sur~ender or desertion of small groups of
German soldiers may sometimes influence the tactical situation, but, where this
is the case. it does not greatly influence or exercise much moral pressure on
the commander.
6. Extensive prisoner interrogation has established the fact that, in the view of the
German soldier, "holding out to the last man" is an order which is not considered to
the commander, or even to the residual force, in a tactically impossible situation. In no
case was the ultimate surrender of the garrison thought dishonourable or contrary to
the hold·out order. To hold-out to the last man in never held to apply to hopeless
("pistols against tanks") local situations such as prevailed in the last days of the
CROZON Peninsula (BREST) campaign.
'

Action Prior to 188ue of Ultimatum
7. It is essential that Psychological Warfare against the German commander and
his troops be conducted in such a way ~at an early surrender will appear "honourable"
to his 'troops; the home public and the home leadership. Thus, it is important that
contact be made cs soon as possible through parJiamentaries with the commander, under
conditions .of secrecy and privacy, and especially without publicity, before the prop
aganda operation has gathered momentum. The object of the first discussion should not
necessarily be to induce an immediate surrender, which in any event is unlikely, but
to ascertain the degree of resistance which the commander intends to put up, and the
extent to which he can be influencj!d by token actions of the Allies and by "a good
press". The Agreements reached wit!\. Admiral SCHIRLITZ at LA PALLICE (La Rochelle)
relative to non-de!ltruction of the port provided there was no Allied air action are a
good examples of a successful parley.
8. If no explicit or implicit arrangement for an early surrender is made at the first
parley, neverthele,s the subsequent propaganda directed to the troops should be essen
tially quiet in tone and informative in substance until the first major Allied attack has
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taken place and gives the commander a new reason to discuss cessation of hostilities.
If the first major attack achieves no remarkable tactical success, little can, probably be

gained by renewing contact with the German commander. On the other hand, a distinct
tactical success, appropriately reported by Allied press ancl wireless, so as to emphasize
the hopelessness of the German commander's position, would be a strong inducement
to him to re-open negotiations.

S u g g e sft d Seq u e n ceo f Pro c e d u r e
9. The following procedure, both in negotiations and in the conduct of Psychological
Warfare operations, is therefore suggested:
a. Every effort should be made at the earliest moment to establish and maintain
some sort of contact, via parlementaires or agents, with the enemy commander,
and utmost secrecy maintained.
b. Firmness, determination, correctness, and lack of compromise must be shown in
all dealings with the commander. But, to carry determination to the extent of
issuing an ultimatum without an attempt at a parley is clearly unprofitable, and
it is especially unprofitable to publicize its rejection, as this serves only to
commit the commander to an uncompromising position. The fact that arbitrary
ultimata are undesirable was clearly brought out in the BREST operation. The
successful operations against LE HAVRE and BOULOGNE were conducted without
ultimata. The AACHEN ultimatum was a long-range propaganda asset, but
tactically unproductive. The German commander who is in a position to accept
an ultimatum is more likely to arrange his surrender at a parley.
c. It is likewise unprofitable to vilify the enemy commander, or even to give him
special mention in propaganda. Experience with Colonel AULOCH (who com
manded ST. MALO and was extensively interrogated later) showed that the.
publicity he received was a factor in prolonging his resistance; in fact, this
commander believed that decorations, and his promotion to Major General, were
the direct outcome of Allied publicity.
d. Propaganda should not take the line that previous commanders surrendered after
first proclaiming their will to resist to the end. This creates the impression
that they surrendered ~arlier than necessary and so may deter future sur
renders, since;
(1) Neither the German commander nor his troops are willing to believe this.
RAMCKE, AULOCH, etc. have very high prestige.
(2) It creates a competing situation in which each commander tries to hold out
longer than another.
(3) It attaches a negative note to surrender, implying that we despise the Ger
mans for surrendering after first proclaiming they would not.

Conclusions
10. It would appear, from the facts cited in paragraphs 2 to 8 inclusive, that a
definite agreed technique could profitably be developed to induce quicker surrenders
and so minimize expenditure of effort by Allied forces. Adoption of a definite procedure
would entail the following action:
a. The steps leading up to and including the delivery of suggestions of surrender
should be planned as specialised operations requiring expert information and
advice. The local Commanders on the ground should be made aware of this,
and a simple system for supplying the specialised information and advice should
be instituted and all concerned informed.
b. Army Groups should be informed of (a.) above for dissemination to lower com
manders, and should be asked to direct them to call for the following specialised
information and personnel, as required:
(1) Detailed biographies, and other pertinent information, of the German com
mander and his senior staff officers which are available in Psychological
Warfare Division records, so as to give an understanding of the com
mander's psychology and the best methods of approach for purposes
of parley.
(2) General information from Psychological Warfare Division as to the best
methods of handling the commander, both before and during surrender negotia
tions, and in assuring that the propaganda carried on durin~ the negotiations
shall not jeopardise their success.
(3) The attachment, for temporary duty, of Psychological Warfare Division officers
having special knowledge and language qualifications.
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APPENDIX "G"

Fina I Re port on Le a fie t 0 pe'ra tion
(In part, this duplicates the chapter on Leallets, In the main section 01 this
account. However, It goes Into lar greater detail and contalru samples. 01
leallets, and charts covering the operation.)

Leaflet Operations in the Western European Theater
(Prepared I:!y Maj. Robert H. Garet, AC)
1. SUMMARY
A total of "approximl!-tely 5,991,000,000 leaflet units was distributed over the Con
tinent by aircraft based in the United Kingdom during the leaflet operation in the
Western European Theater, which continued on an increasing scale until the uncon
ditional surrender of Germany in May 1945. During this time, the objectives and methods
of this leaflet distribution underwent considerable changes in order to keep pace with
the developments of the war.
In the pre-D-Day period, 2,150,000,000 leaflets were distributed; 2/151,000,000 by the
Royai Air Force and 599,000,000 by the Eighth Air Forc:e,which started leaflet operations
in August 1943. In the e~rly phases, these leaflets were almost entirely of a long-range
political nature. After the Germans occupied most of Western Europe and the main
tenance of morale and the spirit of resistance in these countries became of paramount
importance, a large proportion of the leaflets were aimed at the Inhabitants of these
occupied countries.
With the Allied landings on D-Day, the leaflet campaign became a closely integra:ted
part of the milltary operations. From D-Day on, although the Army Group and Army
Psychological Warfare Units in the field produced substantial quantities of leaflets for
local distribution. by fighter bombers and artillery, the great bulk of the leaflets (app~ox
imately 900J0) were produced by PWD-SHAEP, and dlstribllted by aircraft based in the
United Kingdom. For the most part, th~y fell Into two categories: tactical leaflets aimed
at reducing the enemy's combat strength by impairing morale and persuading the indi
vidual soldier to stop fighting, and strategic leaflets, designed to make civilians take
action favorable to the Allied military operatio!1l. DUring this period, a total of
3,240,000,000 leaflets- were distributed; 405,000,000 by the Royal Air Force, 1,511,000,000
by the Special Leaflet Squadron, 1,116,000,000 by the Eighth Air Force on daylight
bombing. missions and 82,000,000 on special leaflet missions by medium bombers of the
Allied Expeditionary Air Forces before they moved to the Continent.
2. ORGANIZATION AND FVNCTIONS
1. The organizations charged with the respons.ibility for overt psychological warfare
in the Western Ellropean Theater, which included as one of its major operations the
distribution of "white" leaflets,· were the- Offite of War Information (representing the
US State Department), the Political Intelligence Department (representing the British
Foreign Office) and the Psychological Warfare Division of SHAEF (representing the
Supreme Commander).
2. Subversive or "black" propaganda was a separate operation which was the joint
responsibility of PIO and the Office of Strategic Services (representing the US. War
Department). This operation is only briefly covered in this report as it was not a PWD
responsibility, although the Leaflet Section participated in the distribution of "black"
propaganda.
3. The civilian agencies were responsible for the political aspects of propanganda,
and pwn for the military, but as there was no· clear dividing line between the two,
close coordination was necessary between the three organizations. This was llccom
plished at a high level by the Tri-Partite Comittee (composed of the chiefs of the three
organizations) and by direct liaison between the operational sections involved. (See
Exhibit I.)
4. Before D-Day, allieafiets Wl!re produced by the civilian agencies, but after D-Day,
PWD produced the great bulk of the leanets, with the civUian agencies acting in an
advisory capacity and producing only a few leaflets of a purley political character.
(See E.xhibit 2.) An exception was the newspaper "Nachrichten," which was produced
for PWD by a special PIO-OSS editorial team.
5. To handle the detailed mechanics of production and distribution during the
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SHAEF, period, there were in effect four echelons, each with its own special aptitude
for performing a particular task:
a. 7;he Civilian Agencies (OWl, PID, OSS). These were equipped with complete
news-gathering facilities, trained writing personnel, typographical and printing plants,
as well as art and layout personnel. Their writing facillties were available for newssheets
and periodicals addressed to civilians of enemy occupied countries and for special
strategic leaflets addressed to enemy civilians.' Furthermore, the special news-gathering
facilities available to PID and ass made them the logical group to edit "Nachrichten"
the daily "gray" newspaper in German-originally designed exclusively for drop on
German troops, and later, distributed to German civilians as well. lit. Joint Production
Unit was established by these agencies to handle all leaflets printed in the United
Kingdom.
b. PWD-SHAEF (the Psychological War/are Division, Supreme Headquarters, Al1ied
Expeditionary Force). Thi.. special section of General Eisenhower's staff was set up to
handle' all the psychological warfare activities of SHAEF. It worked in close coordina
tion with the other staff sections, par'ticularly G-2, G-3 and G-5, and thus was able
to plan psychol,ogical warfare campaigns as an integral part of the military operation.
The Leaflet Section of PWD·SHAEF, which Included its own writing team and con
trolled a special leaflet squadron of heavy bombers, and a packing and trucking unit
for servicing British-based aircraft with leaflet bombs, was charged with the following
functions:
(1) Policy guidance of and coordination with the leaflet units at the Army Group
level.
(2) The production of general tactical and strategic leaflets, with the exception of
a few special strategic leaflets on political themes ,produced by the civilian
agencies.
(3) The distribution of all general tactical leaflets from the United Kingdom, and
jointly with PID., the distribution of all strategic leaflets.
(4) The production and delivery to the Army Groups of such SHAEF leaflets as
they required for their own distribution.
(5) The preparation and distribution of reaction reports and similar material de
signed to facilitate and expand the leaflet operation by explaining its nature and
emphasizing its importance.
(6) Liaison with the Air Forces. Production or procurement of leaflet bombs and
other material, pick-ups, packing into bombs, and delivery of all leaflets to the
airfields.
(7) Coordination with, the Joint Production Unit.
In actual practice, the Leaflet Section assumed I1n even larger proportion of the
total Allied leafleting effort than had been originally planned. Its Special Leafleting
Squadron was the only air force unit under the operational control of PWD, and there
fore, the only one available at all times for distribution where and when it was most
needed. In addition, production and trucking facilities in the United Kingdom were vastly
superior to those on the Continent. As a result, the great bulk (roughly 9OOht) of all
air-dro~ped leaflets, both tactical and strategic, were produced in the United Kingdom
and distrib\lted by United Kingdom-based heavy bombers.
c. The Psychological Warfare Units 0/ the Army Groups. Leaflet functions at Ar'lDY
Gr011p$ varied according to the equipment and personnel available to the Army Gro'ltp
and Army teams respectively. Two other factors conditioned Army Group leaflet activ
ities: rtrst, overall propaganda lines were determined at the SHAEF level, and secona,
the Army teams because of their forward locations and better tactical intelligence, were
the ideal agencies for the output of purely tactical propaganda. To the Army Group
Units remained several vital functions in the overall leaflet effort:
~!)Prodl,l~tion of semi-tactical newssheets and general tactical leaflets for situations
applyi,ng uniquely along their own Army Group fronts.
(2) Air, liailc)O, including coordination of fighter-bomber drops by tactical air com
mands, passing of target requests for the Special Leaflet Squadron from Army
teams to SHAEF, and, in the case of the Twelfth Army Group, direction of
medium' boJjlber drops.
(3) Intelligence. The Intelligence Section of the Twelfth Army Group Psychological
Warfare Unit gathered considerable leaflet reaction material and consolidated
leaflet intelligente material from the Army teams. Although much of the work
of this section was not concerned solely with the leaflets, but with the psycho
logical warfare effort as a whole, it was of value to those concerned with leaflet
production and distribution at all echelons.
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(4) The procurement of SHAEF leaflets, printed in the United Kingdom, for artillery
dissemination by Armi!!s.
Staff position. In the Twelfth and Twenty-first Army Groups pschological wadare
was organized as one of the dual functions of the Publicity and Psycholo[Jical 'War
fare (P. and PW.) Section, a separate staff section responsible to the Chief of Staff. At
Sixth Army Group Headquarters, psychological warfare became a sub-section of G-2.
giving it the advantages of access to G-2s extensive intelligence-gathering facilities.
Difference in function and organization at variolls Army Groups. At the Twenty
first Army Group, limited printing facilities at Army level necessitated production of
a considerable number of tactical leaflets at group, but limited personnel prevented
any extensive psychological warfare intelligence activities. In the Twelfth Army Group,
the Army teams usually had adequate printing facilities available, and the Army Group
produced less than a dozen different leaflets almost entirely of a general tactical
nature, in addition to the newsshe~ts "Frontposf' and "Feldpost". At the Sixth Army
Group, the dual French-American nature of the command, and the smaller psychological
warfare section, made liaison the principal function at group level, and the newssheet
"Frontbrief", as well as all leaflets, were put out by the Army teams.
d. The Army Psychological Warfore Teams, which were best able, because of their
forward location and rapid intelligence to exploit local tactical situations with combat
leaflets aimed at specific enemy units and positions. Much of the effectiveness of
the Army team derives from its unique ability to produce and distribute these leaflets
quickly and, above all, to direct coordinated loudspeaker and 'leaflet missions at
therequest of local commanders.
•
These teams, which functioned either under G-2 or as, separate units, were
considerably hampered by initial shortages of personnel and equipment. Often improvis
ing in the field, printing on mobile equipment and in local ·plants where these were
available, some Army teams were responsible in the closing days of the campaign for
the dissemination by artillery shell and fighter bomber of a million or more leaflets daily.
In addition to the output of local tactical combat leaflets, Army psychological
warfare units performed several other leaflet functions, roughly paralleling those
at Army Group:
(1) Output of a limited number of general tactical leaflets, and in the case of the
Seventh Army, a weekly newssheet.
(2) Air liaison, involving coordination of requests from divisions and corps for
leaflet drops by fighter bombers and the SHAEF Special Squadron.
(3) Artillery liaison, including filling of requests by lower echelons for artillery
leaflets, procuring SHAEF leaflets for artillery use, assuring the supply of
propaganda shells and the loading and transport of these shells to firing points.
(4) Intelligence. Army combat loudspeaker teams in the front lines' and interrogators
at POW cages provided vital information for use in propaganda operations
a t all levels.
e, Coordination between echelons, (See 'Exhibit 3.)
(1) Between SHAEF and the civilian agencies. After D-Day, as the leaflet operation
became more tactical, SHAEF produced a larger percentage of the leaflets and
the civilian agencies limited themselves to a general policy supervision except
in cases where political issues were involved when it was necessary for the
leaflets and radio to be closely coordinated. (See Exhibit 2.)- They continued,
however, to edit "Nachrichten" which became more and more important, and
in the closing months of the campaign accounted for about 60'/0 of the
available air lift.
(2) Between SHAEF and the Army Groups.
Note: Although the pat/ern 0/ coord/nallon between SHAEP and each 0/ the Army Group.

was basically the same, the remarks below apply to coordination with the Twelfth Army Group
to a O1uch larger extE'nt than to the other Army Groups.

(a) Directives were issued at irregular intervals, covering important strategic
developments-such as the Rundstedt counter-offensive, the crossin,., of
the Rhine-or important general topics-such as the treatment of Military
Government by our propaganda. Such directives were prepared by PWD
and issued by SHAEF under the authority of the Chief of Staff.
(b) Periodic written guidances, daily (by cable) and weekly, which were
used to clarify policy points which came up in the preceding period, and
which were passed down to almies by the Army Groups. Guidances were
usually found to cover topics too limited in time to be of use for tactical
leaflet writers, but were useful for policy control of the newsheets.
11 The Plychologlcal Warfare
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(c) Periodic meetings, usually on a fortnightly basis, during which tactical leaflet
problems were discussed. Such questions as how to meet the German
"Victory or Siberia" line, were first discussed at the fortnightly meeting,
later, formulated and disposed of in a weekly guidance.
(d) Overall lea11et directives. A basic psychological warfare directive was
issued by SHAEF belore the invasion, mainly containing a basic appreciation
of German soldier morale. One other, conslderably shorter and more precise
directive was produced later in the campaign, chietly in order to assure
a maximum of simllarlty in the various approaches, and to avoid fund
amental blunders to which Army teams under pressure from field commands
were likely to be subject.
(e) h:rb~p5 the most important method of coordination lay in .the exchange of
leaflets and intelUgence between the Armies, Army Groups and SHAEF.
(f) Informal correspondence between thr. leaflet writers on the various echeloni
were tlelpful to achieve some coordination. At irregular intervals, SHAEF
also issued letters cataloguing current strategic leallets, outlining their ob
jectives and discussing the policy behind them.
(g) Flow of intelUgence. An important element in the coordination of leaflet
polley between the various echelons was .the continuous flow of German
soldier and c1viUcln intelligence to SliAEF from the Armies and Army Groups,
as well as from Us own intelligence officers in the field. Interrogations by
the forward teams not only furnished output material for thE! leaflet news
papers and Dewssheets, but also turned uP important new trends In "German
morale and in German soldier psychology (e.g., the "Victory or Siberia"
theme), which often were the subject ot further. more detailed intenoga-.
tlons and quantitative analyses by polls.
This large body of InteUigence was the underlying basis of gUidances and
dhectives and the agenda of meetings between representatlv:es of various
echelons. Moreover, aside from outright policy directives or guidances based
on the intelligence availabie at SHA.E::F, the lower echelons had the benefit
of receiving evaluated material consisting of consolidated evidence from
several sources, and the results of studies (such as prisoner polls on the
popularity of Hitler) which helped them in their understanding and im
plementation of the agreed policy.
(3) Between SHAEF and the Army teams. Personal contact by visits between the
German output persvnnel of SHAEF and the Armies-with permission of the Army
Groups in every case-enabled many of the policy problems to be discussed on
the spot, and valuable gUidance to be furnished in this manner, in addition to
the coordination through the Army Groups. As the Army teams frequently had
to produce leaflets under directive from their Army commander or on request
from forward units, local tactical propaganda was far less coordinated than
general tactical (i.e., more long-term) leaflets produced by the Army teams.
.
.
3. MEDIA AND POLICY
I~ The Leaflet Media
News was found, early in the campaign, to be the most effective means to undermine
the enemy's morale and to secure the necessary attention for the basic surrender
message to the enemy. Aside from news leaflets (see b. (1) below), the following
publications were disseminated to the enemy:
a. Leallet Newspapers.
,
(1) "Nachrichten fur die Truppe" was a daily leaflet newspaper,
at first of two, and then of four sides, which was dropped continuously on
or behind the German Western front from before D-Day (25 April 1944)
until the German capitulation. It was a political warfare venture planned
especially for operation "OVERLORD" by a joint British and American staff
from PlO and OSS owing to the fact that it was produced in England, in
close touch with the Headquarters of the Supreme Commander, it had
certain unique features which distinguish it from other successful newspapers
dropped on German troops in other theaters.
It combined accurate, up-to-the-minute military ,news gained from all pos
sible sources with international and German home news from the many
sources of information, some of thE'JD secret, available to PID and OSS.
Depending for its appeal on this complete news coverage, otherwise unavail
able to German troops, it relied for its effectiveness on indirect propaganda
aimed at undermining the German's faith in his leaders and convincing him
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of the inevitability of defeat. Originally· designed to be a purely tactical
newspaper, it was later used on civilian targets as well.•
The project of such a daily newspaper would have been impossible without
the virtual guarantee of. daily distrilJ.ution given by the Special Squadron of
the Eighth Air Force. Weather conditions frequently interrupted continuous
delivery, but during the height of the Normandy battle, important railway
and road junctions and !:ey towns behind the German lines must have
received their "Nachrichten" in large quantities as regularly as their break
fasts. A number of special drops were also arranged on cut-off garrisons,
e.g. Cherbourg, Le Havre, the Ardennes pocket, HOlland, in which the whole
emphasis on the front news was on the particular tactical situation of the
troops on whom the newspaper was dropped.
The newspaper was normally written and made up between 2200 hours of
one day and 0600 hours of the next. It would then be dropped 18 to 24
hours later, although daylight' drops have taken place at even shorter
intervals. When big Allied operations were impending it was necessary to
ensure that the newspaper dropped on the night of D-Day should contain
at least headlines and an outline story of what had happened the same
D;!orning. For example, on the day of the Normandy landings, several
hundred thousand newspapers announcing the breach of the Atlantic Wall
in several places were dropped on German reserve divisions in Normandy
the same night. This would have been impossible without that close co
operation and confidence which existed between editors of the newspaper,
the senior officers of PWD-SHAEF and the intelligence and operational
staffs of the Supreme Commander.
The daily production of "Nachrichten" proceeded without interruption from
25 April 1944 to 4 May 1945, when the final issue announced the end 01
hostilities in the West. Ten to twelve thousand words were written, sub
edited and headlined daily: news photographs were secured and repro
duced nightly through a special service of cars from London to the country
headquarters of PID; up to half a million copies daily-sometimes more
were distributed to airdromes, packed in bombs and delivered to general
and pinpoint targets selected in daily conferences between military and PWD
staffs. The newspaper employed the services of roughly 25 editorial, and
between 7
.
and distribution staff.
(2)
ron t p 0 s t" was a weekly,-~~~~"ctTcar-fiewspaper prOduced by the
Twelfth Army Group for dissemination by fighter bomber and medium
bomber. This paper was especially angled for the requirements of the par
ticular Army Group front, and being a "white" publication, stressed the
surrender angle more in the nature of a combat leaflet. Produced in the
field, and without the benefit of the extensive civilian organization available
in the United Kingdom, "Frontpost" was a "semihot" medium, usually
slightly less timely than "Nachrichten." An abridged version, "Feldpost,"
was furnished to lower echelons for additional artillery dissemination.
(3) "F ron t b r i e f" was a weekly newspaper published by the Seventh US
Army team under field conditions. Especially during the winter when that
Army proved difficult to service by the Special Leaflet Squadron due to
its distance from base la factor especially during bad weather), "Frontbrief"
proved to be Virtually the only news source for Germans in that sector. As
a timely publication, it lagged somewhat behind either "Nachrichten" or
"Frontpost".
b. General Tuctical Leaflets.
This kind of leaflet, which was usually produced by PWD·SHAEF and disseminated
by th, Special Leaflet Squadron from the United Kingdom, included appeals to the
German soldier, usually dealt with the general surrender theme, as distingUished from
leaflets written for particular units in -locally limited situations. The need for dissemina
tion of general surrender leaflets in great bulk by bomber was demonstrated in the
campaign. Whereas artillery could pinpoint small targets more accurately, the dropping
of leaflets along the enemy's line of retreat, before and during the mobile phase, could
only be acccmplished by bomber dissemination. General tactical leaflets can be divided
into two classes:
(1) S tat I c sit u a t Ion s. During these periods, general tactical leaflets waged
a war of attrition, dealing with general topics-either with news in its largest
strategic sense {for instance, the July 1944 "putsch")-or exclusively with
II"
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the lurrender theme, the treatment of prisoners, and the prospectl.of the indi
vidual reader in the battles to come. By far the largest portion of the output
was taken up by this kind of general lurrender propaganda, with clearly docu
mented success.
(2) Mob i 1e sit u a t ion I. Only the broadest aspects of the developing
strategy could lie exploited by general tactical leafletl, due to the fact that
ulually leveral"l:lay were taken up in their production. However, due to close
liaison with the Army Groups, the SHAEP·produced leaflets were able to exploit
the chief tactical developmentl of the campaign in well-coordinated leaflet
leries-such as the landing, the Avranches breakthrough, the Palaise battle,
the first assaUlt. on the Westwall, the Rundstedt counter-offensive, and finally,
the crossing of the Rhine. The surrender theme wal kept foremost in all of these
situations.
c. Local Tactical Leaflets.
This includes leaflets written for a temporary lituation occasioned by the battle,
which is exploited by a short-lived, and therefore, necellarily' qUickly-produced leaflet.
The ideal small·scale tactical medium il the Army team-produced and artillery--or
fighter bomber-disseminated leaflet. The Army Groups and SHAEP' .were confined either
to the treatment of big eventl (see b. (2) abve) or to the prd'duction (by SHAEF) of a
line of "contingency" leaflets, such as "You are Surrounded", which were then available
for heavy bomber drop upon call by forward units.
d. Strategic Leaflets.
Thele were entirely handled from the rear where the necessary large production
.facilities existed, and disseminated by heavy bombers-except for a small quantity
of fighter bomber-disseminated Army leaflets addressed to specific German communitiel
In the final phase. Three chief classifications of strategic leaflets are in order:
(1) "G e n era I" (a t t r i t ion) 1 e a fie t I. These leaflets were designed to under
mine confidence in the regime and in the outcome of the war. As soon as the
Allied entered Germany, instruction-type leaflets demanded higher priorities and
these leaflets faded out of the picture.
(2) C i v i Ii ani n s t r u c ti 0 n 1 e a fl e t s. These consisted of warnings to speci
fied communities, evacuation orders, instructions on how to save a town by
'. surrender, on evasion of the Volkssturm, etc. They were exclusively produced
by SHAEF and disseminated by heavy bombers.
(3) For e i g n w 0 r k e rl e a fIe t s. Produced by SHAEF and distributed by heavy
bombers from the United .Kingdom, these leaflets pursued the double purpose
of waging pllychological warfare against the German authorities, and of issuing
practical instructions to the Widely dispersed foreign worker elements in
Germany.
e. Olflcial Ins/ruction Leaflets.
Owing to the fact that these leaflets, in their character as documents, committed
the Supreme Commander and the Allied Governments, they were exclusively produced
by SHAEP and cleared by the Chief of Staff, usua,lly in close cooperation with the
civilian agencies who prOVided lhe radio outlet for such statements. Many 'Of the civilian
InstJuction leaflets and those addressed to foreign workers come under this class
ification. The most important document of this sort, however, was the official SHAEP.
"Safe Conduct", which was signed by the Supreme Commander and guaranteed good
treatment to German soldiers under the provisions of the Geneva Convention. Others
were the official- instructions to foreign workers, and the instructions to specified
occupational groups, such as to railroad workers.
f. "Black" Leaflels,

These leaflets, which purported to originate from enemy sources, were the joint
relponsibility of PID and OSS (see 11. 2.). Tpis was a special secret operatidli and
cannot be discussed in detail in this report. Substantial quantities of this material were
distributed by packing apprOXimately five percent of them into the leaflet bombs along
with Nachrichten, and it is believed to have been a very effective form of propaganda.
2. LeaDet Policy.
a. Dally "gray" newspaper, "Nachrichten liir die Truppe".
An exseMial part of the "Nachrichten" operation was to provide German troops
. \ with an up-to~date and detailed account of events on the German home front, about
~hich they heard nothing-or at best, only half truths-on the official German radio
\;r in the official newsheets issued to them by trained propaganda teams. The sources
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of intelligence for such detailed treatment of the frictions, inequalities and gradual
weakening of the Gelman home tront were in London, and with them, the small group
of specialists able to provide that documentation and appreciation of German internal
events which was required.
It was, of course, difficult in time of war to ensure complete accuracy for, and to
give authenticity to, news of what was happening in Germany behind the German sol
dier's back. On the other hand, it was possible through special intellig~nce and advice
received from military headquarters, both forward and in England, to secure reliable and
fast news of happenings on the battlefield. It was, therefore, possible, as it were, to
carry uncheckable irrefutable and highly subversive home news on the shoulders of
checkable and topical front news. On many occasions, "Nachrichten" was able to give
the German soldier his first news of notable military events such as the Allied landing
in the south of France or the Arnhem landing. It, therefore, seems to have acqUired
a reputation for reliability in its war news which, it is reasonable to assume, many
readers transferred unconsciously to its home news. It also carried news from the DNB
serviCe, which by presenting the reader with matter he could hear from official German
sources gave the sheet an air of objective reporting.
The newspaper also included daily a leading article in a direct and personal style,
addressed to the "comrades"-both officers and men-at the front in which the case
against the Palty, against the useless prolongation of the war, against the muddles and
corruptions in the official hierarchy and against the destruction of German and Euro
pean values by the National Socialists was directly attacked.
In detail, the newspaper was made up as follows: on the front page, and in some
columns on the back pag<!, the German SOldier found the news story trom each front on
which German troops were fighting, his own Western Front being covered in great
detail. These stories were so written as to· encourage the German soldier in the West
to look back over his shoulder. For example, it was continually emphasized before and
during the Normandy campaign that the Russian front was the only o~e taken
seriously by the Party and the High Command, and the front was represented as an
example of useless sacrifice and diversion of strength. On page two, was the daily
topical commentary by Lt. von 0., expressing a critical, browned-off indignant attitude
to the conduct of the war, both at home and at the front, and giving plausible and
rational form to the soldiers' suppressed desires to slacken off arid give up hope. On
page three, the German soldier found startling and worrying news from home, suggesting
the flagrant inequality in the sacrifices made by the man at the front and the leader at
home, by the ordinary civilian and by the Party member. He learned about the
scandals of reserved occupations, of the overworking of women, of conditions in
children's evacuation camps, of "black marketing" in high quarters and of insincere and
bombastic appeals for sacrifice by bosses and by wire-pullers hundreds of miles
behind the front.
In addition, an attempt was made to keep before the German reader a picture of
the world political situation and Germany's place in it in which particular attention
was paid to the failures of Germany's satellites and allie~, Sport news and pictures
of pin-up girls assured that this page did not have a purely propaganda content, but
plenty of reader interest and entertainment.
It is to be emphasized that this newspaper was in no sense official; the news it
gave and the views it expressed daily were submitted neither to milit'ITy censorship
nor to policy approval. Security considerations were discussed by liaison officers in
military headquarters and the main lines of policy were regularly discussed with
PWD-SHAEF and the civilian aqencies. It was, therefore, possible on occasions for
campaigns to be conducted against the morale of German troops, which contained
information and ideas with which it was not desired directly to associate the Supreme
Commander and the Allied Governments. For example, the rumor was successfully
spread that German airmen wishing to desert to Allied airfields would not be fired
upon by ground defences if certain signals were given. Such signals were, in fact.
never officially approved on the Allied side, but German pilots followed the instructions
and landed safely none the less. Likewise. items of intelligence about German ~rder of
battle aadpossible intentions during such· critical battles as Falaise, the Ardennes
and the crossing of the Rhine, could be made use of in this unofficial new.paper because
German intelligence knew quite well that tactical deception might !le one of the
newspaper's functions, and that it was, therefore, a dangerous guide to Allied estimates
of any tactical situation.
"Nachrichten Hir die Truppe" was, therefore, able to combine the functions of
II political leaflet, a strategic leaflet and sometimes, of a tactical leaflet. Its principle
difference from other Allied tactical leaflets was that it was neither in style nor in
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approach. avowedly an Allied product. The German soldier knew quite well that it came
from the Allies, but its writers took every trouble to avoid reminding him of the fact.
b. Combat Lealie/s.
Since the topics of the day, including news 'from Germany, were treated by the
dally leaflet newspaper, the soldier leaflets confined themselves to surrender propaganda,
which was tre~ted through general tactical leaflets (see 1. b. (1)" and (2) above), official
instruction leaflets and local tactical leaflets. The basic polley considerations underlying
the use of these leaflets were as follows:
(1) C.a p tiv it y. All soldier leaflets dealt, in one. form or another, incidentally or
as a main theme, with the topic of, capitivity. As all combat leaflets had as
their objective the taking of prisoners, the theme of captivity was constantly
kept before the mind of the German soldier.
(2) Goo d T rea t men t. Perhaps the most impressive argument for the continued
use of the good treatment theme was the fact that German soldiers, not trusting
us to treat them well. kept our "safe conducts" on ,their person in great
numbers, and that of many leaflets, they often tended to remember only the
feature dealing with good treatment. As a cardinal theme. therefore, but ~reated
with conservatism ("underplayed"), the good.treatment theme ran through the
entire output.
(3) Des e r t ion v s. Sur r end EI r. It was found that soldierly pride and feeling
that desertion' was dishonorable. were perhaps the most ,basic and unchanging
factors of German soldier mentality. even among deserters. SHAEP, therefore,
attempted to enforce a polley which pictured captivity entirely as something
that "happened" to a German soldier-especlally si-nce detailEid Inquiries showed
that the line between surrender and captut'e was indeed a thin one. It was
found that such a distinction had no noticeable effect on the volume of
desertions: while avoiding the danger of alie,natlng the German readers who
rejected the idea of desertion although quite,', willing to stretch a point when
it came 'to getting captured. The uniform application of this policy. however,
proved impossible due to considerable pressure on the for;ward teams whenever
front-line commanders found themselves confronted with especially low-morale
Germans units. Toward the end of the campaign, the policy ,was superseded' by
the use of the "Surrender Order". (See 2.d. (2) below).
(4) Mat e ria I Sup e rio r i t y. It has been deliberate policy", to furnish the
German soldier with a sop to his honor by continuously pointing out that
however great his bravery, he was confronted by a crushing superiority of war
material against which his soldierly qualities were useless. This simple line,
whose effect was constantly checked by detailed prisoner interrogations, was
basic to the SHAEP leaflets. The leaflets of Army teams, where more detailed
information on specific units was available, tended more to stress specific
deficiencies of German units. The effect obtained by this latter line was to
disconcert the enemy by the extent of our knowledge.
(5) G e n e v a Con v e n t ion. Our adherence"to· 'the Convention, and the strict
observation of its ,provisions in Canada and the United States, proved to be
a grear asset and was exploited throughout the campaign. Insistance on our
observation of Article 15 of the Convention was. an especially useful weapon
In countering German claims that prisoners would be shipped to Russia.
(6) Cap i t u I a t Ion The m e. The Nilzls' exploitation of our unconditional
~~~~

- .

of which was the projection of General Eisenhower as Military Governor, and
the description of his regime as firm, but just. Capitulation as such was
likewise shown to be a military act with many precedents, never-if on a
tactical level-.,..robbing the surrendering German soldier of his privileges under
the Geneva Convention.
(1) E xci u d edT 0 pic s. As the operation progressed and more and more
Intelligence on the German soldier accumulated, it became clear that a number
of obvious propaganda arguments were either ineffective or could not be used
for policy reasons. A useful view of the scope of combat propaganda and its
progressive limitation to the above simple and basic points can be obtained
from a consideration of the following excluded subjects:
(a) Outright revolutionary propaganda. The evidence clearly showed that there
was little Incllnatlo!l. on the part of either German soldiers or civilians to
revolt, and that in any case, they both were under too much restraint to
make this line of propaganda even remotely. effective.
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(b) Personal attacks on Hitler. The mystical and fanatical attachme~t to Hitler
was found to have no direct connection with either the belief in victory or
the willingness to surrender, and inasmuch as the objective was not to
convert the soldier, but to get him so surrender, this subject was by-passed
as a strong point of German morale.
(c) Divisions and splits, between Army and Party, and between officers and
men, or between Army and S5, were found to be obtainable chiefly by
indirection. The leaflet newspaper, "Nachrichten", giving news items permit
ting of invidious comparisons, or of suspicions of disloyalty or favoritism,
was found to be the best means for accomplishing this purpose.
(d) Ideological warfare. Reeducation of the German soldier was conceived of
as a post-hostilities problem. As more and more lost faith in victory, they
likewise became ripe for new ideas. In that final stage, however, the uncondi
tional surrender propaganda made it necessary to concentrate on the futility
of fighting on, rather than on the promises offered by the democratic way of
life. We were not offering democracy to Germany, but Military Government.
(e) Appeals by German general5-. For reasons of high policy, we were unable to
utilize the German general staff, whom we were pledged to render Impotent,
or our purposes-despite the fact that many German generals in Allied hands
would have been willing to recommend surrender. Use was made, however,
of the statements made by the German generals in Russian hands.
(f) Counter-propaganda. German claims or Nazi propaganda lies were never
recognized or directly contradicted. It was believed the most effective method
of handling them was either to ignore them entirely or to negate them with
a positive line of propaganda.
In addition to sub-paragraph (d) above, it should be remembered that a number of
topics associated with dally news, were covered by the daily newspaper "Nachrichten"
and, therefore, omlttpd from the combat leaflet output. Among such topics were items
exploiting the soldiers' anxiety about bombing, or about foreign workers in Germanv.
news about other fronts. secret weapons, etc. Furthermore', "black" propaganda dealt
with such subjects as malingering, subversion and the aiding and abetting of desertion.
c. Civilian Leaflets
(1) Aclign Them!!s, Intelligence from German soldiers, and later from civilians in
occupied Germany, showed that defeatism was so widespread and that the
acceptance of Nazism was so complete ancl so efficiently enforced by terro,r••
that many of our "attrition-type" leaflets met with the answer "You are right,
but what can we do?". The problem therefore, was to find things the Germans
could do to speed the end of the war wUhout immediately risking their lives.
Incitements to revolution were not used except in the final collapse situation,
when they took the form of recommending steps to effect the surrender of towns
or villages, The principal themes were as follows:
(a) Anti-evacuation theme (before we reached the Rhine).
(b) Evacuation of specified areas, designed as "danger areas,"
(c) Anti-Yolkssturm campaign (evasion of service, and surrender).
(d) Slow-down campaign, combined with the evacution theme.
(e) Talk-to-the-soldier campaign (tied in with surrender theme).
(f) Avoid the needless destruction of your town (by surrender).
(2) Projection of Military Government, and of the authority of General Eisenhower.
This closely tied in with the imposition of Allied authority on Germans, as used
by "Yoice of SHAEF" broadcasts. and capitalized on General Eisenhower's
character and personality, as contrasted to that of Himmler. As in combat
leaflets, no direct attack was made on Hitler. Rather, the National Socialist
"terror system" and particularly, its foremost representative, Himmler. were
held up as the alternatives to Military Government.
d. Ol/lcial Instruction Leallets.
Due to the prestige which such leaflets were intended to carry, committing as they
did, the Allied Governments and the Supreme Commander personally, especial care was
tllken in their production-in the selection of type, layout, reproduction of insignia and
in their printing. While the polky involved in the contents of such leaflets naturally
was different in each case, two examples in the line of combat propaganda were of
especial impol'tance:
(1) "The Safe Conduct." Designed as a document complete with the crests of Great
Britain and the United States, the SHAEF insignia and the signature of the
Supreme Commander, this leaflet embodied the relevant provisions of the Genevll
Convention and instructed the Allied outposts to take the bearer prisoner llnd
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treat him decently, So successful was this leaflet all through the campaign that

it was mixed in the proportion of ten percent, and later, fifteen percent, with

all other combat leaflets dropped. In situations especially favorable from a
tactical point of view, bombs filled with nothing but "Safe Conducts" were
dropped on German troops.
(2) The "Surrender Order." As defeatism spread through the German Army, it
became more and more obvious that reasons for surrendering and general
exholtatlons were insufficient to overcome the strong obedience to orders which
pI'evented many German soldiers from ceasing resistance. ConsequenUy, an
order was designed which tried to. substitute the authority of General Bisen
bowel' for that of the German's own immediate superior, and to pit his prestlg.
against. that· of his German counterparts. Instructions were given by SHABP to
use this ol'der only in acute tactical situations where there were good chanc••
that German soldiers would use it as an alibi for .urrender•
•• "Black" Leol1et••

PUI'pol'tlng to tome from enemy sources, these leaflets attempted to accomplish
their alms by sublety and Indirection, They covered a multitude of themes, and in
general, were designed to weaken the enemy's morale by undermining the soldiers'
confidence In the Nazi Party and the High Command. There were also special leaflets,
such as forged German food and clothing coupons. travel orders, etc., which were
intended to add to the enemy's administrative difficulties and provide additional work
for the 55 and the Gestapo.
4. PRODUCTION
1. SHAEP-C!vtltan Agencies Level
Punctioning at this level was a Joint Production Unit maned by PID and OWl
personnel. To work with this production unit, the PWD. Leaflet Section maintaiDed
a sub-office in the same building through which were channeled all copy to be printed,
as well as the final proofs to be med and copies of the leaflets to be distributed to
the interested departments throughout the psychological warfare operation.
a. Paper and printing were the responsibUlty of the Joint Prod\lction Unit. Paper
was requisitioned as needed from a joint Anglo·American pool administerod by
HM Stationery Office. To provide for these needs, approximately 1,000 tons of
paper allocated for leaflets and periodicals (roughly haU of it of British manu
facture. and th, other haU shipped over from America) was fed into the joint
pool pAr month.
All typesetting, except for small occasional overflows, was handled by a
special typograph department of the Joint Production Unit. Prom this depart·
ment the completed forms were sent out for plate'making and printing to regular
commercial houses under contract to the unit.
Prom D-Day through April 1945, a total of over 3,500,000,000 leaflet units,
covering a range from single-unit leaflets to G-page booklets, were set, printed
and dispatched-the largest percentage of them being ru.hed through to meet
dellvery dates.
b. PQckagln~ and trucking where the responsibUlty of the PWD Leaflet Section which
maintained a special mUltary unit consisting of one officer and eightY enUstec\'
men with twenty·five trucks, for this purpose. In the case of one or two.. ,l~aflets,
in connection with which the time element was of paramount importalic. (for
example, the daily newssheets), the flnish.d job was packed into leanet bomb.
at the printers and immediately rushed by the trucking unit to the desired air
fields. In all other cases, tbe finisbed job was picked up from the printer, brought
back to the packaging unit for packing into bombs and dellv.red \0 the various
airfields as needed.
The Leaflet Section took deUvery on 75,271 bombs, of whicb approximately
14,000 were still on hand on VB·Day. and another 6.000 wer.shipped to the
Continent. The remaining 55,000 were packed with leaflets at the rat. of approx
imately 4,000 bombs per month. The unit's trucks averaged some 18,230 miles
per week on pick·up and deUvery trips to the various printers and airfields.
In September 1944, the PWD Leaflet Section moved to Paris (leaving the
Rear Section at Headquarters Bighth Air Porce) and arranged for a comparatively
mall amount of printing for distribution by the Army groups to be don. by
local. printers in Paris and Brussels. where local stock. of paper, a. well as
r.quisitions from HM Stationery Office, were us.d. When the Leafl.t S.ctlon
writing team was station.d in Pari., all tactical l.an.t typ.·••tting "a. don.
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by commercial firms in Paris and reproduction proofs were fOl?warded to London
and Brussels. However, since the majority of leafl~ts were dropped by British
based aircraft and United Kingdom printing facilities were superior to those
available on the Continent, the great majority of· the leaflets, and all of the
publications, continued to be printed in the United Kingdom.
2. Army Groups
The problems in Army Group leaflet production varied widely. In the Twenty
filst Army Group, lack of facilities at Army levels necessitated production of tactical
leaflets at Group. In the Twelfth Army Group, the principal output was of the news
papers "Frontpost" and "Feldpost", With onlY about a dozen ditterent general t'lctical
leaflets produced in addition. No leaflets were produced by the Sixth Army Group,
the production job being done at Army level in this case.
The Nmy Groups, because of their rear-area locations, were generally able to
utilize local civilian printing plants for their production, giving them flexibility in
layout. type faces and, when possible, use of colour. However, because of their distance
from the Army teams, transportation provided a serious bottleneck, especially in the
case of artillery leaflets produced at group for distribution by Armies. The failure to
provide organic transportation for psychological warfare units was a serious handicap,
both at Army Group and Armies.
A comparatively small number of higly skilled personnel was required for leaflet
production: absolutely essential were one bi-lingual leaflet writer with previous
writing experience,' a skilled layout man and an officer to supervise printing operations.
These, with the necessary enlisted men for clerical and printing jobs are the basic
personnel for leaflet production at both Army Groups and Armies.
3. Army
The most difficult production job of all, that of turning out combat leaflets at short
notice under field conditions, was performed by the Army psychological warfare teams.
Those which concentrated especially on volume production of local tactical leaflets
were the First, Third. Ninth and Spventh Army PW units. A considerable proportion of
their production was done on mobile presses, but local facilities were utilized where
ever possible because of the greater variety of format and larger volume possible.
In the matter of mobile production 'equipment, tremendous improvisation was
required. Many printing trucks were equipped with Davidson presses capable of turning
out only 4,000 leaflets per hour. The Webbendorfer press, which later became almost
standard equipment, was able !to print as many as 36,000 leaflets per hour but possessed
the limitation of requiring special-sized paper. Often, only a small variety of type faces,
some of them not ideal for lenflets, were available. Colour equipment, too, was usually
lacking and during this campaign the value of colour in attracting attention to leaflets,
especially when snow covered the front, was well established.
Transportation was again a tremendous problem, especially since the Army teams
were required to print and pack leaflets in large volume for firing by artillery at lower
echelons often lonq distances away over front-line roads. By the end of the campaign,
most of these problems, and the equally serious one of training personnel for leaflet
production, had been overcome to the extent that the Army teams were able to fullfil!
almost any leaflet production mission requested by lower echelons, or required by the
tactical situation. An example of this was the production by the Seventh Army team
of leaflets ready for firing against the town of Forbach within twelve hours from the
time of the initial request being received.

5. DISTRIBUTION
Ideally, a leaflet operation should use all methods of distribution; the artillery for
pinpoint local tactical leaflets, fighter bombers for tactical targets out of reach of
artillery, medium bombers for close-in strategic and semi-tactical leaflets and heavy
bombers for strategic le·aflets aimed at enemy civilians far behind the line. In this
campaign, however, due to the superior production facilities in the United Kingdom,
and the fact that the only aircraft continuously under the operational control of PWD
were the Special Leaflet Squadron of the Eight Air Force, the great bulk of SHAEF
leaflets, both strategic and tactical, were distributed by United Kingdom-based heavy
bombers. (See Exhibit 4.) The medium bombers were used for a few weeks after D-Day
for special tactical leaflet missions, but as soon as they moved to the Continent, these
operations ceased owing to lack of communications and transportation facilities.
From then until the closing months of the war when arrangements were made for the
distribution of the Twelfth Army Group weekly newspaper "Frontpost", little use was
made of the medium bombers of the Ninth Air Force.
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1. Air
a. Special LeaJlet Squadron. The most effective leaflet distribution by PWD·SHAEP
was dune by a squadron of heavy. bombers especially assigned for leaflet opera
tions by: the Eighth Air Force. This Special Leaflet Squadron sent out an average
of ten aircraft per night, weather permitting. These aircraft went· out singly each
covering as many as five targets per night selected by the Leaflet Section,
PWD, SHAEF. This squadron accomplished the bulk of the leaflet distribution
from the United Kingdom and was used primarily for the distribution of general
tactical leaflets on targets on all sectors of the front, at the request of the
Army Groups.
The Leaflet Section, PWD, SHAEP, Rear, which was located at Headquarters Eighth
Air Porce, received by wire requests direct from the AttAy Groups and Armies for
"Nachrichten" and standard general tactical leaflets, such as "Sefe Conduct", "You
Are Surrounded," etc" on targets in their areas. Based on these requests, the Leaflet
Section made up each morning a list of targets and loads for the available planes for
that n1ght and telephoned them direct to the Operations Officer of the squadron.
.
This was the only air force unit which was permanently and directly under the
operational control of a psychological warfare organization. and it enabled PWD to
deliver leaflets to. any targets they selected at the time when they were most needed.
The tremendous advantages of a special leaflet squadron are obvious. In addition
to making it possible to direct leaflets to targets when they were most needed, it also
made it possible for PWD to write and produce special leaflets with assurance that
they would be able to get distribution of the leaflets in the areas for whlr.h they were
intended. This .enabled them to write messages addressed specifically to the inhabitants
of a particular town or region, greatly IncreaSing the effectiveness of the leaflets.
In the closing days of the campaign when the demand for leaflets on the demoralized
enemy was at its height, the Eighth Air Force made an additional squadron available for
leaflet operations, but soon after this unit became available, VE-Day put an end to the
leaflet operations.
b. Special Leaflet Missions

(1) Heavy bombers. At the request of PWD, the Eighth Air Porce, on several occa
sions, made available heavy bombers for special leaflet missions. Regular bomb
ing missions, however, abviously had priority, and it was only on a few special
occasiuns, such as the attempt on Hitler's life on 20 July 1944, that the air forces
were willing to make this special lift available.
(2) Medium bombers. Medium bombers of the Ninth :Air Force, based in the United
Kingdom, were made available for special tactical leaflet missions for several
weeks after D-Day, but when the Ninth Air Force moved to the Continent, the
lack of communications and transportation facilities made it impossible to con
tinue this operation. In the closing months of the war, these aircraft were also
made available for special leaflet missions to distribute the Twelfth Army
Group weekly newspaper "Frontpost".
(3) Fighter bombers. The tactical air command supporting each Army made avail
able fighter bombers for Ipecial leaflet missions to pinpoint local tactical targets.
These missions were flown at the request of the Army PW liaison officer and
made an extremely valuable contribution to the leaflet operation. Regular opera
tional missions, however. had priority, and on some occasions, partiCUlarly during
periods of great ground activity, the aircraft were not available for leaflet mis-.
sionl when most needed.

c. Regular Bombing Missions.
(1) Royal Air Force. The bombers of the Royal Air Force carried bundles of leaflets
on their regular operational missions over enemy territory. These leafletl were
released through the flare chute at or near the target and in this way, very
substantial quantities of leaflets were distributed over enemy territory. The
disadv,antages of this system was that PID, which coordinated this operation,
had no information before the mission of the target to be attacked and, there
fore, had no contrpl over the selection of leaflets or the quantities of leaflets
which were dropped on each target. Also. leaflets dropped loose at bombing
altitudes often drifted considerable distances before reaching the ground.
(2) Eighth Air Force. On each bombing mission of the Eighth Air Force, a maximum
of twelve airrraft were loaded with leaflet bombs. Each aircraft carried ten
leaflet bombs so that on a mission, a maximum of 9,600,000 leaflet unit. could
be distributed. Arrangements were made with the Eighth Air Porce to give
the Leaflet Section, P.WD, SHAEF. Rear, which was located at the Headquarter.,
Eighth Air Force, the targetl when the mission was planned, so that they were
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able to specifiy the leaflets and the quimtltles which were to be dropped on
each target. This had the obvious advantage of allowing PWD to specify a
reasonable quantity, and the proper leaflet, for each target, and also, to avoid
covering the same target with the same leaflet on successive missions. (See
Exhibit. 1.)
As the Royal Air Force and the Eighth Air Force usually went to targets
deep in Germany which were beyond the range of the Special Leaflet Squadron,
they were used primarily for the distribution of strategic leaflets addressed to
the German civilian population.
2. Aircraft and Equipment.
a. Heavy, medium and lighter bombers were used for leaflet distribution during the
Western European campaign. Each possessed certain unique qualifications for
the particular task performed, and the use of all three types of aircraft was
essential to the successful execution of the leaflet effort. In this campaign,
however, due to the superior production facilities in the United Kingdom, and
the fact that the Special Leaflet Squadron was the only distributing unit con
tinuously under the operational control of PWD, the great bulk of SHAEF leaflets,
both strategic and tactical, were distributed by that unit. This was not an Ideal
arrangement as much of this distribution could have been done more econom
ically and with greater accuracy in daylight operations by medium and fighter
bombers based on the Continent had these aircraft. been made permanently
available for special leaflet operations.
b. Methods of Dropping.
Originally, leaflet dropping by the USAAF was done by means of bundles
fitted with an aneroid device designed to release the binding and free the leaflets
at a given altitude. In practice, however, these aneroids did not function satis
factorily, and it became obvious that some more efficient method of distribution
was needed. ObViously, a leaflet bomb, the trajectory of which would permit a
reasonably accurate drop. and which would open to release leaflets at a low
altitude was required. Two types of leaflet bombs, the T-l and the T-3, were
eventually accepted as standard for use in this theater by the USAAP.
(1) The T-l bomb. All leaflets distributed by the Eighth Air Force, both on
special missions and daylight bombing operations, were, after May 1944,
carried in the T·l leaflet bomb, a cylindrical, laminated, paper container,
6u" long and 18" In diameter, fitted with a British 860A barometric nose fuse.
This' fuse functioned at approximately· 2,000 feat, activating a primer cord
which destroyed the container and released the leaflets. Use of this bomb
simplified leaflet handling by units, and above all, avoided the extremely
wide dispersion resulting from release at the altitudes of 20,000 feet and
above at which B-l1s and B-24s usually operated. Each bomb contained
approximately 80,000 leaflet units, and tests indicated that under normal
weather conditions, these would be scattered over an area of roughly one
square mile. Ten of these bombs were carried by each aircraft on daylight
operations and twelve In the adapted bomb bay of B-24s 'of the Special
Squadron.
(2) T-3 bombs. Used exclusively by fighter bombers and on some missions by
mediums, the T-3 leaflet bomb consisted of a converted M-26 metal flare case,
50" long and 8" in diameter, with a streamlined nose and tail fin to assist
trajectory. This bomb could hold up to 15,000 leaflet units. As many as nine
T-3 bombs were carried by fighter bombers and twenty by B-26s. Either an
American M-111 clockwork fuze, or a British 860A barometric fuze was fitted.

c. Types of Aircraft.
(1) Heavy Bombers. Heavy bombers p'ossessed the obvious advantages for leaflet
operations of superior range ani!. load-carrying capacity. As used in the
Special Leaflet Squadron of the Eighth Air Force, each B-24 could drop 960'.000
leaflet units on as many as five separate targets per sortie. In the operations
or the Special Squadron, the large number of targets covered per mission and
the efficiency of enemy air defenses necessitated night operations by aircraft
flying singly. Although the leaflet bombing was done from high altitude at
night by instruments, the wide dispersion of leaflets after the bombs burst
gave sufficient coverage, and prisoner reaction figures show conclusively that
a large percentage of leaflets dropped by the Special Squadron heavies
reached their target area.
(2) Medium Bombers. Leaflet missions by Ninth Bomber Command B-26s were
carried out in daylight at medium altitudes, with nch aircraft dropping
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20 T-3s or 6 T-l leaflet bombs, or approximately 480,000 leaflet units. Daylight
operations at lower altitudes permitted greater accuracy, but of course the
range of merliums was considerably less than that of heavies, and the daylight
missions necessitated formation flying and fighter escort, which reduced
flexibility to some extent.
(3) Fighter Bombers. ~inpoint low-altitude leafleting of tactical targets beyond
artillery range was the job of the fighter bombers of the various tactical air
commands. P-47s were able to carry six T-3 bombs (three clustered under
each Wing) and sometimes nine (with three additional In the belly tank
position) giving them a maximum load of 135,000 leaflet units. The accuracy
of their low-level bombing, and the proximity of their bases to Army teams
producing tactical combat leaflets made fighter bombers the ideal instrument
for dissemination of these leaflets to areas immediately behll)d the front Unes.
Distribution by fighter bombers was carried out by meanS of special leaflet
missions arranged through the air commands.
3. ArUUery
Because of its accuracy, economy and availability, field artillery is the ideal
instrument for the distribution of all tactical leaflets to targets within its range. The
employment of artillery for leafleting can be traced back to the French use of the
75 mm. field piece for propaganda purposes on the Western Front in 1918. In this war,
the Idea was first put into practice with the British 25-pounder during the Tunisian
campaign of 1942-1943.
Despite this previous battle use of artillery leaflets, this method of dissemination,
although a known and accepted f&ct, was, because of lack of information on previous
operations, still in the experimental stage when the AllIed Armies landed in Normandy
on D-Day, 1944. With the first psychological warfare unit (then constituted as a Mobile
Radio Broadcasting Company) which landed soon after D-Day, car.le an artillery liaison
officer. On D plus six, tpe first six rounds of artillery lp."flets, mimeoqraphp.d for a local
situation, were fired, and proved their efficacy by netting six prisoners. By the end of
June 1944. POQ round~ of prooaqanda shells h"d. been fired on the First US ATT'Ilv sector
alone. Artillery leafleting continued on an increasing .scale on all of the Allied army
sectors in the West until VE-Day, and proved itself to be one of the most effective'
weapons used by psychological warfare.
.

a. Weapons
The basic weapon used by American units for firing propagancta shells was
the 105 mm. howitzer, M2 or M2 AI. This piece. with the shell <lnr! fuse commonly
used, gave an a'/erage maximum range of 8,000 yards, enabling le<..flets to
reach as far back as battalion, rE;gim~ntal, and sometimes, division command
posts. The shell used for leaflets was the 105 mm. smoke shell M84, HC, BE. W/PD,
from which the smoke cannister was removed. This shell held approximately
500 artillery-size (4"X63/4") leaflets. An M54 fuse was used for ranges up t9
8,000 yards. and the M6? fuse was used experimetally for utilization of the fnll
range of the IDS-up to 12,000 yards. This piece, shell and fuse were standard
US weapons in almost universal use, and were most desirable from a psycho
logical warfare viewpoint because of their availability and range, and the
familiarity of artillery personnel with them.
Although experiments were made with the propaganda use of other artillery
weapons, the 105 mm. in the US area, and the 25-po.mder in the British were the
mainstays of the artillery leafleting effort. Limited use was made of the 155 mm.
smoke shell, which could hold up to 1,500 leaflets, and was capable of greater
range. When firing is at ranges of over 5,000 yards, however, it is generally
impossible to observe where shells burst except by aerial observation, which is
often unavailable. This Is somewhat of a drawback to the use of longer-range
artillery weapons than the 105.
b. Control.

Control over artillery leaflet dissemination was the responsibility of the
artillery liaison officeraUached to Army psychological warfare units. In practice,
the job of his section involved the performance of all necE:ssary tasks from the
time leaflets came off the press until they were lired by arEllery units. Artillery
liaison involved four principal duties:
(1) Liaison with Army ordnance anG ammunition officers to insure a continuous
flow of ammunition for propaganda purposes.
(2) Liaison with artillery sections at all echelons for arrangements for leaflet firing.
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(3) Modification and loading of ammunition, and its delivery to depots, ASPs,
division or field artillery batteries as required.
(4) Assista.nce to artillery units in firing of propaganda shells.
Experience proved, that because of their specialized nature, none of these
tasks could be successfully relegated to other units.
Requests for artillery leaflet "shoots" were generally passed by division or
corps personnel (often the G-2) through psychological warfare personnel operating
at that level either as liaison officers or in amplifier units, to the artillery liaison
section of the Army psychological warfare unit, which would then coordinate all
details of the operation. Usually, the loaded leaflet shells would be delivered to
the S-4 or ordnance officer of the unit performing the firing. The S-3 or operations
officer would then allot shells to the various batteries, basing his distribution on
the best information on local enemy dispositions available from the unit S-2 or
intelligence officer.
c. Advantages 01 Artillery Lealleting
The distribution of leaflets by artillery possessed several distinct advantages
over other methods:
(1) Accuracy. In local tactical situations artillery leaflets could ordinarily be
placed within a few hundred yards, at least, ofene~y positions within range.
~lthough greater saturation could be obtained by means of air drops, it was
the estimate of one PW officer that up to five times as many air-dropped as
artillery leaflets were required to insure pinpoint coverage of a given position.
(2) Availability. Along any active ground front there will be artillery positions,
and the fact that psychological warfare units at lower echelons are attached
to ground rather than air units makes the coordination and arrangement of
artillery leafleting simpler than air drops. Also, in the case of air leaflet
missions, such operations must be scheduled and special units detailed for
the performance of the task. With artillery ieaflets, the only requirement is
the delivery of filled shells to the appropriate unit and coordination with that
unit's commander. Finally, and extremely important in a theater such as
Western Europe, Is the fact that artillery is not affected by adverse weather
conditions. During this campaign many air missions scheduled for coordination
with important tactical operations had to be cancelled or postponed because
aircraft could not get off the ground.
(3) Economy. The firing of propaganda shells requires no extra risk of men and
equipment and little extra employment of service personnel, in contrast to air
missions.
d. The obvious disadvantages of artillery leafleting are lack of range and lack of
fleXibility. The letter factor is especially important during fluid situations when
artillery unita are frequently on the move and, therefore, unavailable. During
periods of breakthrough and pursuit, artilery can seldom be utillized to full
advantage for leaflet operations, but in relatively static situations it is, within
its range, the ideal method of tactical leaflet dissemination.
4. Other methods
ll. Balloons.
Small quantities of leaflets, mostly "black", were regularly disseminated by
British agencies operating first in the United Kingdom and later on the Continent,
using balloons especially adapted for this work, designed to release bundles of
leaflets at a given time after the balloons had been set free.
b. Patrols.
Additional small numbers of leaflets, often of a local tactical nature, were
frequently scattered behind the enemy's lines on various sectors by scouting
patrols and agents at night. This means of augmenting leaflet distribution is
especially valuable because leaflets are almost certain of reaching the hands of
enemy troops. However, the leafltots created an added risk that the passage of a
patrol or agent would be given away.
6. RESULTS
1. Psychological warfare deals with such intangibles as the comparative influence
of various factors on the thought processes of the enemy. It is, therefore, impossible to
measure the results in exact mathematical terms. However, a mass of material dealing
with enemy counter-measures, prisoner of war reactions, as disclosed in polls and inter
views, and official reports by Allied ground units, gives convincing evidence of the
effectiveness of the leaflet operation in Western Europe. (See Exhibit 6.)
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2. The following examples selected from this ~ass of evidence divide into two
clltegories: (1) indirect reactions-penalties, warnings and o.ther examples of counter
action; and (2) direct reactions-statements by indiviiiuals, results of official surveys
and evidence reported by our ground forces.

a. Indirect Reactions
(1) "Goebbels gives warning-Very clever leaflets. Through his mouthpiece, Karl
Siegbold, Gobbels last night broadcast a warning to Germans against Allied
leallets. German soldiers and civilians were told, 'There is not II single sentence
in these leaflets which does not want to do us harm. They are addressed to
the weak points which exist in every nation. It oU9ht to be below our dignity
to lead what the leaflets say. They are weapons, and we must be careful with
all weapons.
There are two kinds of leaflets. The first is a small size newssheet, very
cleverly done, with impressive maps and pictures. It has a completely bona·
fide appearance. But among correct and truthful reports it contains innumerable
half-truths, omissions, exaggerations. Indeed, every news item, every short
article, eve~y comment contains a small-only just noticeable...:..amount of
distrust in the actions of the German High Command.
.
The second type of leaflet is different. It is openly treacherous, grinning
with lies and broad impudence, etc. etc,''' London Daily Express, 30 Sept. 1944.
(2) "Captured German soldiers Illy that nobody below the rank of major is allowed
to pick up leaflets dropped on them by the Allies. An army order told them:
'These leaflets invite you to desert, if you do, you will be taken to England
and run the risk of death by V-I. After that, you will be shipped to the United
States or Canada for life-long hard labor, or exchanged for an American or
British paratroop-of whom we have captured thousands-tried by court martial.
and shot. ..· London Daily Mail. 13 Auqust 1944.
(3) Penalties ordered by German civil courts for reading and distributing Allied
leaflets:
August 1944-Aachen~2-rnonths imprisonment
September 1944-Hamburg-2-years impl"isonment.
October 1944-Innshruclt-death sentence.
(4) "In the early hours of November 10th, the enemy dropped leaflets 'Nachrichten
fUr die l'ruppe' dated November 9th. They bring, in partly very clever, partly
somewhat clumsy fonn, the news of yesterday. Even the most self-respecting
soldier is tempted to read these news-sheets, since our own Frontkurier usually
does nol arrive until the late afternoon-or even three to four days later.
There must be some way for us to bring the news to our men earlier than the
enemy in order to kill the solidiers' curiosity," Communication from German
front line CO to higher headquarters.
(5) "At this point the enemy leaflet comes out with a notorious objective article.
Whoever yields to the temptation reads the article, in spite of all prohibitions.
will be puzzled at first. Here is a cool, objective, German military style. Not
a wl'rd too many or too few. The article contains an account of t.be course of
the battle during the last few days which exactly corresponds to the facts. Tho
reader is amazed to find that this dicussion contains ·no lies. What he does not
notice, of course, is the fact that this is the exact moment when the devil is
on the spot leading him into temptation. For now comes the concluding part of
the report which apparently was so objective. Again in the same cool. matter
of-fact style, it is stated that certain persons are responsible for the outcome
of the battle-an 55 general is named here, an army general there. In the end,
the soldier is asked when he will finally give up this senseless struggle. We
wish to make the following remarks in this connection: 1. The enemy is using
this type of propaganda more frequently; it is assumed that there will be more
of it and we must, therefore, be on our guard. 2. On the whole, it can be as
sumed that the order to destroy enemy leaflets or hand them in is carried out
well. 3. In spite of this, however, this order must be stressed again and again
every time the troops go into action," Wehrmacht High Command Bulletin for
the Officers' Corps.
(6) "The enemy on his part is employing all means· in order to shatter the stead
fastness of the German people on which everything depends. He seeks
especially by means of clever propaganda to disintegrate the German Forces
and· to paralyze their will to resist. He will not succeed in this. However,
it would be wrong to think that such attempts are so futile that they
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need not 'be taken seriously ... (signed) Blaskowitz." Order from Commander
in-Chief, Ali1'ly Group G.
b. Direct Reactions I .
( ) "Seventy-seyen percent of the prisoners taken had read our leaflets." Anthony
Eden" House of Commons, July 1944.
(2) Estimated percentages of prisoners who had seen and who had been influenced
by leaflets (based on polls of sample groups of prisoners of war):
Date

Combat Area

1944:
26/6-28/6
111-11 1;
26/1-21/1
1/8-10/8
September
15'10-19/10
November
15/19-31/12

Cherbourg
Carentan-St. Lo
St. Lo
St. Malo- Le Manl
W-estern Front
Aachen
1st US Army
1,3, 9th US Army

Percent who
saw leaflets

Percent influenced
(of those who saw leaH,ets)

11
69
84
24
30
64
80
66

16
31
45
31
18

69
81
90

15
12
79

1945:
I f l-31/1

1/2-28/2
1/3-15/3

PWDI ~HAEF Intelligence Section report

(3) Estimated percentages of civilians in medium-sized towns in central Germany
reached by Allied leafleting (based on polls of the populations of Hersfeld,
Marburg and Eschwege);
Percent of those who h,ad seen leaflets and who read

Percent
read leaflets

Newsseets

Eisenhower Proclamation

Other leaflets

30

32

23

57

PWD/SHAEF Intelligence Section report

(4)

(5)
(6)
(7)

(8)
(9)

These figures are a particularly impressive indication of the penetration of
strategic leafleting to the German civilian population because none of Cle towns
polled had been leafleted by the Eighth Air Force, the Royal Air Force or the
Special Squadron.
"It is impossible to determine the exact effectiveness of air drops, but it is a
fact that over 80 0/d of all prisoners we have netted on the Brest Peninsula have
come in with leaflets in their possession ..... Korvettenkapitad Fritz Otto, now
a prisoner, informed us that with 'eaflets falling all around his troops he found
himself leading a 'bunch of neurotics' and gave the whole thing up, coming ov~r
to us," Twelfth Army Gro 11p Report.
"When the final count came in for Le Havre, it showed 11,302 prisoners out of
12,000 garrison, Analysis shows that over 75 0/0 had leaflets on them," Twenty
first Army Group Report.
"Out of a sample group of 200 prisoners captured in and around Aachan in the
middle of October, approximately 500/0 had leaflets on their person at the time
of their capture," PWD-SHAEF Intelligence Section Report.
"P/Ws reported that the PWB leaflet containing the test of Aachen ultimatum
had influenced them to desert. One, a Prussophobe Bavarian, decided to desert
after reading this leaflet, took a Viennese comrade along, persuaded 11 others
to join, marched to the US lines waving the leaflets and white flags, and finally
broadcast appeals over our public address system to remaining comrades,"
Twelfth Army Group Report.
"Despite strict orders not to read our leaflets, they are passed on and discussed
constantly," Seventh US Army Report.
"Lt. Wisser, an ardent Nazi, declined to speak during the interrogation but later
stated that 'unhappily, these leaflets have a great influence on the men and
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constitute a serious threat to their morale' . . . . . The morale of the troops
fighting against this army is seriously shaken. The enemy know that it is futile
to fight tanks with guns, but they are afraid to surrender because they have
been briefed on bad treatment. They believe they will be shot by 'de Gaulle
troops'. These leaflets give them confidence. They have only one wish - to
surrender. The obvious conclusion is to increase, if possible, the distributiori of
leaflets." Fifth Armored Division (First French Army) Report.
(10) "Prisoners taken during the operation against the Ardennes salient all claimed
to have !:leen deeply impressed· by the leaflets. Even towards the end of the
operation many German soldiers believed, until they found copies of our leaflets,
that they were defending a flank under· difficult. circumstances but that the
spearhead of the German attack had passed onto Liege, Brussels, and even
Paris. When they learned the true state of affairs they were o'ften ready to
capitulate. Although no official figures are available, it would seem reasonable
to estimate that more than half of the prisoners taken in the last week of
December and during the month of January had seen our leaflets. A great many
still had leaflets with them, and in most cases the leaflet's proved to be those
which had been dropped by high-level bombers in the interior of the sallent."
Third US Army Report.
7. CONCLUSIONS
Inasmuch as the detailed organization of any future psychological warfare leaflet
operation must, of necessity, be governed by the nature and location of the campaign,
the only conclusions presented in this report are certain broad, general aspects which
the experience in the Western European Theater indicate should be basic to any future
psychological warfare operation.
1. Military Organization. In order to obtain the close coordination with plans and
operations necessary to make psychological warfare an effective part of a military
operation, it is essential to have the organization responsible an integral part of the
military organization. The security which is required in planning future operations
makes it undesirable to disclose these plans to outside organizations, and without this
advf.nce information, it is impossible to intelligently plan a psychological warfarE!
campaign to tie in with the military operation. Also, in liaison and coordination with
lower echelons, it .is much easier for a military representative of the commanding
geheral to get results that a civilian representing some outside organization. The
restrictions imposed on civilians in combat zones make it very difficult fOl: them to
operate and it is believed absolutely essential to have the psychological warfare
organization basically military and directly responsible to military authority with It
minimum of civilian specialists attached.
2. Op~·rationaJ Con/roJ oJ Aircraft. To produce maximum results, it is obviously
essential for leaflet messages to be delivered to the desired target at a particular time.
To accomplish this, it is necessary for the psychological warfare unit to have aircraft
at its disposal which it can send to selected targets when required. and experience has
shown that the only way that this can be done is to have certain aircraft assigned
permanently apd exclusively to leaflet operations. Although the Air ForcEts have been
extremely cooperative, arrangements made with them at some echelons whereby they
agreed to schedule special le'lflet missions on request from the psychological warfare
unit have nat wOlked out satisfactorily. On this basis. it was obvious that regular
combat missions had priority and quite naturally, very often during periods of great
ground activity when leaflets were most needed, the aircraft were not available. It is.
therefore, believed to be a basic and fundamental requirement that at all echelons of
psychological warfare in future operations a sufficient number of aircraft be assigned
permanently and exclusively to leaflet missions.
3. In/eJJJgence. The results of leaflet operations cannot be assessed by means of
photographs or examination of damaged installations. They are so intangible as to
reqUire the constant efforts of specialized personnel at all levels to determine, by
means of surveillance of every conceivable source of information, the efficacy of· given
leaflets and of the over-all psychological warfare campaign. Above all, effective liaison
must be maintained from the lowest to the highest level for the immediate trans
mission of all relevant intelligence of the effectiveness of propaganda and on the enemy
situation and morale, The prompt receipt of this information is essential to the
preparation of effective leaflets for future distribution.
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APPEN DIX "."

PWD Organization Chart

PWD-SHAEF
21 APR. L 1944
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Organization Chart of Information Control Division,
United States Forces, European Theatre, and Infor
mation Control Service, U. S. Group Control Council
(The pattern of organization shown in this ellart was not achieved under
PWD·SHAEF. However, it is included here since it was toward this kind of
organization that PWD-SHAEF was aiming during the /inal weeks of its
existence.)
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CIVILIANS

The following pages bear samples of
PWD/SHAEF leaflets. In each case,
the German version is at the right,
and the English· translatioa. .of the
text at the left.

Exhibit 9
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Exhibit 9a

ZG. 611 The Safe Conduct was the most successful of all of the leaflets developed during
the campaign. It is based on an idea first found in Russian combat leaflets, but its
presentation as an elaborate, authoritative signed documep.t is the result of work done
by the PWD/SHAEF Leaflet Section. It was dropped in extremely large quantiUes,
both as all individual drop and in drops mixed with other leaflets, throughout the
campaign, and in prisoner surveys invariably rated far above all other leaflets.

Exhibit 10

TRANSLATIoN OF ZG JOB

ONE
MINUTE

..,

which may save your life
Read the following six points carefully and thoroughly.
They may mean for you the difference between life
and death.
I. In a battle of material, valour alone cannot offset the in
feriority in tanks, planes and artillery.

m.

With the breaching of the Atlantic Wall and of the Eastern
Front, the decision has fallen; Germany has lost the war.

S. You are not facing barbarians who delight in killing, but
soldiers who would spare your life if possible.
4. But we can only spare those who do not force us, by
senseless resistance, to use o.ur weapons against them.

5. It is up to you to show us your intention by raising your
arms, waving a handkerChief, etc., in an unmistakable manner.

6. Prisoners-of-war are treated decently, in a fair manner,
as becomes soldiers who have fought bravely.
Yon must decide lor yourself. But, in the event that
you should find yourseU In a desperate situaUon,
remember what you have read.
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Exhibit lOa

EINE,·,·,

MINUTE
die Dit do,; leh{'n reth:n knoll.

Ues die 10lgndeD 'PaDkte grtlDdUch UDd a'lllmerkHml
Sle klDDID lOr Dieb deD UDterschied zwlscheD Tad and
Lebn bedeule..
.

I. Tapferkeit alleln kann in diesen Materialschlachten den
Mangel an Panzern, Flugzeugen und ArtillerJe' nicht wettmachen.
• • Mit dem Fehlschlag im Westen und dem Zusammenbruch
im Os"'en ist die Entscheidung gefaJlent Deutschland hat den Krieg
verloren•.

3. Du stehst keinen Barbaren gegenuber, die am Toten etwa
Vergnugen finden, sondern Soldaten, die Dein Leben schonen
wollen.

4. Wir konne~ aber nur· diejenigen schonen, die uns nicht
durch nutzlosen Widerstand zwingen, unsere WaHen gegen sie
einzusetzen.

5. Es Iiegt an Dir, uns durch Hochheben der Hande, Schwen.
ken eines Taschentuchs UIW. deutJlch Deine Absicht zu verstehen
zu geben.
6. Kriegsgefangene werden fair und anstandlg behandelt,
ohne Schikane • wiees Soldaten gebuhrt, die tapfer gekampft
haben.
Die EDlscheldang musst Du seiber trill... SoUst DII
aber ID elDe ,erzweullte Lage gerateD, so emge, wu
DII g81es8D hut.
ZG. 1081 One of the most successful of the general tactical leafiets. It was deligned for
distribution to areas of ltiff enemy resiltance and again and again proved its effect
iveness in prisoner returns. Its lack of any political appeal; and its short-term loldier
to-soldier language seems to have been among the factors of itl luccell.

Exhibit 13

TRANSLA TION OF Z.G. 86

You are now
cut offl
In order to avoid needles~ bloodshed, this
leaflet is being delivered to you.

You are now cut off. Allied units are
already far in your rear. You have
fought bravely, but from now On it
would be senseless to continue fight
ing. You must give up or die 
shortly before the end of the war.
You realize your situation. Now you must act
accordingly. Everyone of you must decide for
himself. There is no time to be lost.
The Allies want to spare you r lives and guaran
tee you decent treatment. But you must clearly
indicate that you are quittip.g the fight.

aCT IMMIDlaTILYI
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Exhibitl'.la

Ihr sei d ·et zt
abgeschnittenl
Um nutzIoses Blutvergiessen zuersparen,wird
Eueh dieses Fluglllatt zugestellt.

Ihr seid jetzt abgeschnitten. Alliierte
Einheiten stehen bereits weit hinter
Euch. Ihr habttapfer geklmpft,aber
yon jetzt an ist et" Weiterklmpfen
nutzlos.lhr mOsst Euch ergeben oder
knapp yor Kriegsendesterben.
Ihr erkennt die Lage. Esgilt jetzt, dement
sprechencl zli handeln. Jeder muss fiir sich selbst
entscheiclen. Es ist keine Zeit zu verlieren.
Die Allierten wollen Euer Leben schonen
und sicbern Euch anstandige Behandlung zu. ~hr
miisst aber klar zu verstehen geben, class Ihr
aus clem Kampf scheidet.
.

BaNDBLT IOrORTf
ZG. 87 f A tactical "contingency" leaflet written to cover a commonly Tecurring situation
and held ready for immediate drop whenever such a situation occurred.
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Exhibit 19

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - . ---,
i

ADVICE ON HOW
TO SAVE YOUR LI FE
Anybody who is in danger of being called up as a member
of the VoJkssturm shouJdread the fonowing advice very
carefully. To follow these instructions carefully may make
the difference between Jife and death.

I. If it is at all possible, avoid being called up by not
registering, changing your address, or going underground
among friends and sympathizers.

2.

If you are called up and can't avoid it, obey the call-up.

3.

Do not resist when they drive you into action. Seek cover
in the best protected place you can find and walt.

4.

Then, when the Allies attack, put your hands above your
head and surrender. You will have done no harm to the
Allies. They will do nothing to you.

Only those who follow this advice in every detail will
survive in the great battle of material in the West. Volks
sturm captured in action will be treated strictly according
to the Geneva Convention and the rules of war and will be
returned to their homes at the end of hostilities.
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Exhibit 19a

ANWEISUNGEN ZUR
LEBENSRETTUNG
Wer Gefahr Iauft, vom V olkssturm erfasst zu werden,
der lese die namfolgenden Anweisungen genauestens. Ihre
genaue Befofgung kann den Untersmied zwismen T od und
Leb~ bedeuten:
Wenn irgend rnoglich, so entziehe Dich der Ein·
berufung durch Nichtmelden, W ohpungswechsel
oder I Untertauchen • unter f'reunden und Gleich
gesinnten.
Kannst Du Dich der Einberufung nicht entziehen,
.
so stelle D1Ch ordnungsgemass.
Leiste keineri Widerstand clagegen, wenn man Dich
in den Einsatz treibt. Suc:ihe Deckungin einer mog
liehst geschiitzten Stelle und warte.
Wenn dann die Alliierten angreifen, ergib Dieh, in·
dem Du die Hande hoehhebst. Lie Alliierten tun
Dir niehts, Du hast ihnen auch niehts ge:an.

N ur wer diese Anweisungen genauestens befolgt, kommt
in den Materialsmlamten des Westens mit dem Leben da
von. Kriegsgefangene des Volkssturms werden nam den
Kriegsregeln und Bestimmungen der Genfer Konvention be
handelt und kehren nam Kriegsende wieder nam Hause zuriick.
WG 27 K

WG. 21 I A strategic leaflet which attacks the. myth of a "Nation in Arms", corrodes the
fl\bric of the VOlkssturm plan and enlists the aid of German ciVilians in fighting the Nazi
plan for raising an effective militia.
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